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Now is a Great Time to
Be a Nurse

By Catherine Garner

Today’s

nurses are

called upon

to perform

job func-

tions that

go beyond

the bed-

side. They

are practic-

ing in ways that truly impact

patient outcomes, treatment

options, community outreach,

and facilities’ bottom lines.

That means a nurse today has

numerous opportunities to ex-

hibit leadership skills, facilitate

change, and specialize in new

areas of expertise.  That’s why

I think now is a great time to be

a nurse.

... page 10

America Has a Health
Care Paradox

By Stephen C. Schimpff

We have a

real para-

dox in

American

healthcare.

On the one

hand we

have ex-

ceptionally

well edu-

cated and well trained

providers who are committed

to our care. We are the envy of

the world for our biomedical

research prowess, funded

largely by the National Insti-

tutes of Health and conducted

across the county in universi-

ties and medical schools. The

pharmaceutical industry con-

tinuously brings forth life sav-

ing and disease altering

medications. The medical de-

vice industry is incredibly inno-

vative and entrepreneurial.   

... page 33
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By Dr. Robyn 
Odegaard

You might call it office

politics, a personality con-

flict, workplace bullying or

drama, whatever label it has,

gossip, backstabbing and

catty behavior are alive and

well in many medical facili-

ties.  It will undermine the

productivity of your team

and cause your patients to

question the professionalism

of your office.  That is in ad-

dition to you wasting your time dealing with ‘petty’ problems

between your staff.  If you are like many leaders there are days

you want to scream, “Just shut-up and do your job!”  Fortu-

nately there are proactive steps you can take to address and

eliminate workplace drama. 

Every human being has a unique way he/she uses language

called a communication fingerprint.  What words and inflec-

tions mean, what types of behavior are rude or insulting as op-

posed to funny and what silence means vary from person to

person.  The more diverse your staff, the better chance you have

of misunderstandings and hurt feelings boiling over into emo-

tional war.  Most leaders make the mistake of ignoring these

differences and assuming everyone will just ‘act like adults’.

On rare occasions people will just click.  But the majority of

the time when left up to hope and luck, a negative, resentful un-

dercurrent will develop and may turn into angry confrontations.  

In order to counteract the cycle of hurt feelings, gossip, bit-

terness and more hurt feelings it is important to develop a

healthy team communication fingerprint; an agreed upon way

that disagreements are resolved, how help is requested or of-

fered, and how information is relayed.  The smaller your team

the easier it will be to get everyone on-board.  Larger teams

often take more time but it is not only possible, it is crucial if

your team is going to provide the best patient care.
See PATIENT On Page 3

Patient Advocacy 
in 2012 — The 
Importance of
Speaking the 
Same Language

By Louis F. 
Provenzano, Jr.

Doctors and caregivers in

the medical profession are

often challenged with ex-

plaining complex diagnoses

and procedures in an accessi-

ble way that helps patients

and family members make

informed decisions about

their care. That challenge is

multiplied when doctors and

their patients do not speak

the same language, an in-

creasingly common scenario today. With more than one in five

U.S. citizens speaking a language other than English at home,

addressing and meeting the needs of limited-English proficient

patients is reaching a critical point.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, while the country’s pop-

ulation has grown 34 percent since 1980, the percentage of non-

English speakers has more than doubled, expanding by 140 percent. 

Spanish is now the most requested language for over-the-

phone interpretations in every major market in the country. But,

it’s just one of more than hundreds of languages spoken

throughout the nation – in hospitals, doctors’ offices and other

healthcare facilities. 

The Language Line® LanguageTrak “Interpreter Demand

Indexsm” tracks the top requested languages across 20 major

U.S. cities based on Language Line Services’ annual interpre-

tation-request calls. In the last quarter of 2011, the top five lan-

guages in Philadelphia were Spanish, Russian, Mandarin,

Arabic and Korean. The report also highlights other languages

worth keeping an eye on – for instance, Japanese requests in

Philadelphia grew 50 percent from Q4 2010, while requests for

Nepali more than doubled during that period. 
See ADVOCACY On Page 4

For Great Patient
Care: Create a
Drama Free Work
Environment
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In a sea of numbers, sometimes  
you need to look beneath the surface. 

22,266   CME credits earned by policyholders

10% dividend declared for PMSLIC policyholders renewing their coverage in 2012

24/7 access to our team of experts for risk management advice for policyholders

97% of policyholders choose to stay with PMSLIC year after year

One final number:

800-445-1212 is the number to call to request 
a quote from PMSLIC

*2011 results

Laurie Bush, Account Executive

800-445-1212, ext. 5558
lbush@pmslic.com

PMSLIC.com

Scan this QR code  
with your smart phone  

and you can visit  
pmslic.com right now.
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING (MSN) – 100% ONLINE!

Nursing Administration and Leadership

CAL U also offers 
an RN to BSN program 
at 3 area campuses.

CALU
GLOBAL ONLINE

To learn more call toll free 1-866-595-6348, email: msnonline@calu.edu or visit www.calu.edu.

California University of Pennsylvania 
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH 

Building Character. Building Careers.

A proud member of the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education.

Our 20-month MSN program prepares nurse leaders to address prevailing health and nursing issues,

develop comprehensive understanding in nursing research and establish a foundation for doctoral study in nursing.

This course fosters strong and visionary leaders who are competent in all dimensions of the role, including:

• nursing theory and research   • health policy   • health promotion/disease prevention
• healthcare finance   • organization and management   • legal and ethical practice
• delivery systems of patient care   • human resource management

PATIENT From Page 1

Teams who have been working with a less than ideal team communication fin-

gerprint often have existing grudges and deep seated issues that need to be resolved

before the team can move forward.  An unaddressed negative environment can con-

tinue to flourish even when there is staff turnover.  Firing or transferring a ‘trouble

maker’ will not solve the problem.  There are only three choices.  1 - Leave things

as they are and deal with the miserable environment that is likely contributing to

poor patient care.  2 - Eliminate everyone, start over from scratch and create an ef-

fective communication fingerprint.  3 – Address the issues, air the problems and

show the team how to move forward.    

The corner stone to a healthy team communication fingerprint is the use of pro-

ductive conflict resolution.  Unfortunately, it is often thought that only very high level

executives need to know how to get differing ideas on the table, work through them,

and develop a solution that can be supported.  This false assumption leaves everyone

else floundering.  Successful leaders at all levels now realize that providing training

in the use of productive conflict resolution eliminates the time and energy drain that

office drama creates.  And less employee infighting means better care for patients. 

The best way to start the process of using productive conflict is to challenge the

negative assumptions people often make about one another.  It is easy to assume

someone did something out of spite or meanness when it may actually be a lack of

training or a misunderstanding.  Suggest assuming the positive, making up a positive

or neutral reason the person may have chosen to do what they did and having an

open dialog about why they made the choices they did.  

Once a team communication fingerprint has been developed it becomes possible

to set clear expectations that team members understand and to which they can hold

each other accountable.  Leaders of high functioning teams report that they are less

likely to be drawn into ‘petty’ disagreements which have escalated into major problems

because team members have the ability to discuss and resolve concerns on their own.  

Great leaders know that developing highly productive teams which continuously

reach their potential requires a work environment free of bickering and bitterness.

The amount of effort needed to proactively address drama is minimal to what it will

cost in time, energy and risk to patient care if it is ignored. 

Dr. Robyn Odegaard is the owner of the speaking/consulting company Champion

Performance Development and author of the book ‘Stop The Drama! The Ultimate Guide

to Female Teams’.  For more ideas on how you and your team can achieve great things

visit the Champion Performance Topic of the Week at www.ChampPerformance.com.

You need a bank you can count on for financing all of your medical needs. But if the 

conversation stops at interest rates and payment plans, are you getting your money’s 

worth? We’re a mutual bank, independent like you. We know having experienced 

professionals on your side makes a difference. That’s why you’ll have your own 

Dollar Bank private banker. Someone who’ll get to know you, your needs, your plans - 

and help customize credit solutions, deposit accounts and business services.   

READY FOR A BANK THAT INVESTS IN YOU? 

            

DollarBankPrivateBanking.com

FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR:  ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS · IMAGING · OFFICE EQUIPMENT 

WORKING CAPITAL LINE OF CREDIT · BUSINESS CREDIT CARDS · AND MORE 

LET’S TALK @ 412-261-8482

“WE’RE LENDING 
MONEY... 
AND EXPERTISE.
”
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RxMap is a customized pill cup prepared by 

the pharmacist according to your dosing schedule 

i.e. morning, noon, evening, bedtime

RxMap organizes prescriptions to ensure the 

right medication is taken at the right time

RxMap reduces errors with medication and 

harmful consequences that may result
__________________________________________________________________________________

As a preferred RxMap customer you will receive 

RXMap offered exclusively by Hometown Pharmacy
www.myrxmap.com • www.hometownpharmacy.biz  

Featured as a 

make-life-easier 

tool for caregivers on 

jennifercares.com

The Right Medication.
The Right Dose.
At the Right Time.

The Perfect Solution for Medication 
Management: RxMap

• Free in-home consultation from
Pharmacist

• Free Delivery in the Western PA
area

• Perforated bubbles for convenience
• Monthly billing
• Ongoing Medication Reviews
• Automatic Refills

CALL 412-539-1331 or
1-877-3RXMAPS

ADVOCACY From Page 1

Patients and their families continue to confront language barriers that threaten

their health and undermine their well-being. Nationwide, there were approximately

1.5 million measurable medical injuries associated with errors in 2008. More than

2,500 deaths could have been avoided along with more than 10 million excess days

missed from work due to short-term disability. The impact on the economy was a

staggering $19.5 billion. Not all of these injuries and deaths involved limited-Eng-

lish proficient patients, but the numbers shed light on the enormous challenges the

industry is facing. 

As the need to improve healthcare outcomes and reduce healthcare costs takes

center stage among national health policy goals, the industry is undergoing rapid

change, with expanded communication for patients and families in their native lan-

guages near the top of the to-do list. The new Joint Commission standards that took

effect in January are an important factor in the equation. The standards help hospi-

tals and other organizations measure, assess and improve performance in areas such

as providing patient care for non-English speakers. 

The Joint Commission conducts unannounced surveys at healthcare facilities and

picks patient medical charts for review. Hospitals and other organizations must doc-

ument on the charts how the patient’s language need was met. Surveyors are able to

ask for the personnel file of the interpreter listed on the chart to ensure proper quali-

fications, including their education, organizational assessment, up-to-date perform-

ance reviews, safety and infection control trainings, HIPAA training, immunization

records and any other information deemed necessary of all healthcare workers. Health-

care organizations must comply with the Joint Commission standards, as well as fed-

eral and state regulations that mandate the provision of language services to qualify

for public funds, Medicaid, Medicare and other government-financed programs. 

In healthcare settings, failure to communicate clearly can have life or death con-

sequences. Providing services and quality care in languages other than English and

Spanish allows the medical community to help those who need it most – the injured,

sick and their loved ones. 

Louis F. Provenzano, Jr. is president and CEO of Language Line Services, the global

leader in interpretation and translation services. He is the recipient of the prestigious

“Raquel Cashman Language Access” award from the International Medical Inter-

preters Association, and the “Friend of CHIA” award from the California Healthcare

Interpreting Association. For more information, visit http://www.languageline.com/.

You can also follow Louis on Twitter @louisprovenzano.

Do you want to be better positioned to 
advance your career in the clinical arena, 
research or administration?
 
Are you seeking to better understand the 
evolving healthcare industry as well as the 
future of healthcare in the United States?

Enhance your career by earning your 
Master of Science, Health Sciences  
entirely online from Duquesne University. 

For complete information visit:
www.duq.edu/advance

Questions?
Contact hsms@duq.edu or  

call 412.396.1602 

This 30-credit program features: 

Online accelerated 7-week courses  
with no required campus visits

Highly experienced faculty with 
advanced degrees in public health, 
education and business administration

Competitively priced tuition 

ADVANCE YOUR CAREER
WITH A MASTER OF SCIENCE, HEALTH SCIENCES



By Ellen Wilson
When Diana arrived at the hospital

in labor with twins, it was clear that due

to the position of the babies in utero,

she required a C-section. The room was

prepped, the procedure went smoothly,

and the two babies came out crying. 

After the procedure, however, Diana

did not stop bleeding. The medical staff

gave her Pitocin, applied pressure, and

massaged her uterus, all to no avail. The

only solution was an emergency hys-

terectomy – an unfortunate turn of

events, but still not unheard of.

Here is where the story takes an un-

usual turn. Before the doctor could

begin the hysterectomy, she had to as-

certain that the hospital had adequate

sutures for that procedure. 

Diana was a patient at Kamuzu Cen-

tral Hospital in Lilongwe, Malawi, and

at the time of her surgery, all elective

procedures had been cancelled at that

hospital due to lack of suture. The su-

tures used in her hysterectomy came

from Magee-Womens Hospital of

UPMC in Pittsburgh. Because Magee

chose to donate their surplus sutures to

Global Links, a Pittsburgh-based non-

profit with a humanitarian and environ-

mental mission, rather than throwing

them away, the sutures were available to

save the life of a young mother who

now has four children depending on her.

This story has a happy ending be-

cause of several decisions made along

the way by people who could not have

known about Diana. 

The administration at Magee sup-

ports collaboration with Global

Links to reduce waste and salvage

usable current-dated products the

hospital no longer needs, and hospi-

tal staff made sure those very pre-

cious surplus sutures were put in

on-site Global Links collection bins.

A Global Health fellow at Magee

agreed to take a load of sutures in her

baggage when she traveled to

Malawi three days before Diana went

into labor, and because Global Links

has ongoing communication with the

doctor in Malawi, Global Links

knew in advance the types of sutures

her hospital needed the most and

sent them with the courier.  

Global Links Suture Program has

been collecting surplus sutures from

hospitals in Pittsburgh and beyond

since 1989. The program has do-

nated over 1.2 million sutures since

then to hospitals around the world. 

Global Links receives finds

homes for all types of sutures, from

the large absorbable sutures required

for Diana’s procedures, to ophthal-

mologic sutures smaller than a hair. 

Miraj Medical Center, in Maha-

rashtra, India, has been receiving

cardiac sutures from Global Links

since 1995. Dr. Shirish Pargaonkar

tells Global Links, “Patients have

ranged from a six-month old baby

undergoing ventricular septal defect

repair to a 75 year-old patient undergo-

ing coronary bypass surgery.” 

Dr. Pargaonkar explains that

while the hospital subsidizes the proce-

dures, disposable supplies are a major

expense. The donated sutures reduce

the suture costs for each procedure by

40 to 80 percent.

Surgeons report that the most com-

mon procedures performed with sutures

from Global Links are C-sections and

hysterectomies. According to the World

Health Organization, complications of

pregnancy and childbirth are the lead-

ing causes of death in resource-poor

countries, claiming the lives of both in-

fants and mothers.

At St. Albert’s hospital in Zim-

babwe, sutures from Global Links were

carried in by a U.S. AID worker just in

time for another emergency hysterec-

tomy – this time, for a ruptured uterus.

Again, this story has a happy ending for

this specific patient – named Mary, the

medical director said – because the su-

tures arrived in time. 

Treatment options at St. Albert’s for

diseases such as advanced cancer are

few, and with no radiation or

chemotherapy available, at times the

only help  medical staff can provide is

palliative surgery. But when sutures are

scarce, even that option cannot be of-

fered, because the sutures must be saved

for obstetric emergencies. When sutures

are scarce, such impossible decisions –

who deserves to have surgery? – must

be made. 

As Global Links embarks on a na-

tional campaign to recruit more donors

of current, surplus sutures, the hope is

that fewer of those decisions will be

necessary.

Hospitals looking to participate in

Global Links’ Suture Donation Pro-

gram can learn more by calling

412.361.3424, or emailing

suture@globallinks.org.  Global Links

accepts sterile sutures that are at least

one year from expiration.  Boxes as well

as single packets of sutures are ac-

cepted, as long as the inner foil wrapper

is intact.  Additional information can be

found at www.globallinks.org. 

Ellen Wilson is Suture and Communi-

cations Manager at Global Links.
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Kartoons

When Sutures are Scarce

A healthy Diana, with her new babies.



By Julian E. Gray and
Frank A. Petrich

Three years ago, Mrs.

Jones’ daughter, Susan, one

of her three children, gave

up her job in California &

moved back to Pittsburgh to

care for both of her parents.

Mr. Jones died two years ago

and Mrs. Jones’ physical

condition has deteriorated to

the point that she cannot

leave her house by herself.

Mrs. Jones’ intent is to

name Susan in her will as re-

cipient of Mrs. Jones’ house

to repay Susan for the sacri-

fices Susan has made in re-

turning home to care for her

parents. However, it is be-

coming clear that Mrs. Jones

may have to go to a nursing

facility because of her dete-

riorating physical condition.

The question Mrs. Jones

wants answered is what she

can do to help ensure that

Susan can own and live in the family home after Mrs.

Jones no longer resides there, either due to her admis-

sion to a nursing facility or death.

Yes, parents can leave their home to a child by nam-

ing that child as a recipient of the house in the parents’

will. However, if Mrs. Jones were to do so, and prior

to her death, needed to enter a nursing facility and

have all or a portion of that nursing care paid for by

Pennsylvania’s Medical Assistance program, the state

would make a claim (called “Estate Recovery”)

against those assets in Mrs. Jones’ estate being distrib-

uted under her will (Mrs. Jones’ probate estate).

That claim would be for those payments made by

Medical Assistance on Mrs. Jones’ behalf which could

total thousands of dollars each month. Depending on

what remained in Mrs. Jones’ probate estate, the house

might have to be sold to satisfy the Medical Assistance

claim with the house not then being available to Susan

as both Mr. & Mrs. Jones wanted.

Similarly, Mrs. Jones could transfer the house to

Susan now. If she did transfer the house now and never

entered a nursing facility, no problem. Susan gets the

house as her parents wished and all live happily ever

after. However, if Mrs. Jones has to enter a nursing fa-

cility, and apply for Medical Assistance, especially

within the next five years, a “transfer penalty” based

upon the value of the transferred house could be im-

posed on Mrs. Jones eligibility for Medical Assistance.

But, most importantly, in Mrs. Jones’ case, federal

law recognizes the unique situation which arises be-

cause of a “caregiver child”. The law creates an excep-

tion to the imposition of a transfer penalty on the

transfer of the house known as the “caregiver child”

exception.

This exception will apply if the child has lived with

the parent for at least two years immediately prior to

the parent entering a nursing facility and, but for that

care, the parent would have had to enter a nursing fa-

cility. 

There has to be adequate supporting evidence to

justify this exception, best prepared with the assistance

of an elder law attorney, including a physician’s affi-

davit citing how Susan’s activities on behalf of her

mother kept Mrs. Jones out of a nursing facility as

long as they did.

Thus, a thorough review of all the facts, the rela-

tionship between the parents and child and the poten-

tial risks of a transfer needs to be done by the parent

in order for the parent to make such a decision. 

The co-authors, Julian E. Gray and Frank A. Petrich,

of Julian Gray Associates, are Certified Elder Law Attor-

neys and VA Accredited Attorneys with over 50 years

combined elder law experience. Julian Gray Associates

is the only law firm in United States with 6 Certified

Elder Law Attorneys. For more information, visit,

www.GrayElderLaw.com
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Legal Update

Elder Law & Estate Planning: Can I Save
My Home for My Daughter?

Julian E. Gray

Frank A. Petrich

Cintas Scrub Rental Program

With this fully managed scrub program, Cintas:

· Stocks the scrubs to ensure availability

· Services the dispensing and return unit

· Launders and maintains the scrubs

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Call Jason Lehrke at 724.344.6931 or

email lehrkej@cintas.com

“The Cintas scrub dispensing machine and program has resulted in Children’s Hospital 

of Pittsburgh of UPMC no longer spending inordinate amounts of time managing scrubs. 

We have gone from a situation of spending time and effort tracking scrubs, continual 

communication about the need to return scrubs, and ultimately a continual shortage

of scrubs to a situation where we no longer manage or even think about scrubs.

The Cintas program has helped us get out of the business of managing scrubs.”

Rhonda Larimore 
Vice President, Human Resources & Support Services 

Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh of UPMC



By Amanda 
Gerstnecker

Supervisors beware: A re-
cent court ruling established
that supervisors who violate
the Family and Medical
Leave Act (FMLA) can be
held individually liable, put-
ting the supervisor’s per-
sonal assets on the line.

The FMLA requires em-
ployers with 50 or more em-

ployees to permit its employees to take up to 12 weeks
of unpaid leave for medical reasons or to care for a
loved one.  The law forbids employers from retaliating
in any way against employees who take or request
FMLA leave.

But do not assume that the word “employer” means
the organization for which an employee works.  In a
recent case, the Third Circuit, which covers Pennsyl-
vania, redefined “employer” to include individual
agents who act in the interest of the company, includ-
ing supervisors, by holding that a supervisor could be
held individually responsible for violating the FMLA.

In the case, an employee claimed that her supervisor
had retaliated against her for taking FMLA leave.  The
employee suffered from diabetes, heart disease and
kidney problems and frequently had to miss work for
health reasons.  Her supervisor made numerous com-
ments about the employee’s health, including writing
in her performance review that she needed to, “im-
prove her overall health and cut down on the days that
she misses due to illness.”  

The supervisor disciplined the employee by putting
her on probation and eventually recommended that she

be terminated.  After her termination, the employee
sued the supervisor directly for retaliating against her
for exercising her rights under the FMLA, and the
court held that he could be found individually liable
for violating the FMLA.  (Note that the case is still in
its early stages, and the court’s holding merely permit-
ted the case against the supervisor to move forward.)

The decision determined that managers who have a
certain level of supervision over employees can be
considered “employers” under the law, and therefore
can be held responsible if they retaliate against em-
ployees who have taken or requested FMLA leave.
The court generally determines that a supervisor can
be considered an “employer” if the supervisor exerts
authority over an employee as an agent for the organ-
ization.

Health care organizations should take the case as a
warning to review their FMLA policies and train su-
pervisors about how to handle employees taking
FMLA leave.  All managers and their superiors should
also make sure that they make written notes of all in-
teractions regarding employee FMLA leave, to ensure
that the law is not violated. 

Supervisors should adhere to the following to avoid
violating the FMLA:

l Don’t make any comments that discourage an
employee from taking or requesting FMLA leave.

l Don’t make any changes in compensation, duties
or other conditions of employment for any reason re-
lated to FMLA leave.  If you need to discipline an em-
ployee for reasons unrelated to FMLA leave, make
sure that those reasons are well documented. 

l Don’t reference FMLA leave in a performance
review.

l Don’t ask questions that are too invasive about

an employee’s medical condition.
l Don’t harass the employee about coming back to

work as soon as possible.
l Don’t tell other employees about the employee’s

medical condition.
l Do reduce performance standards proportionally

to the amount of time spent on leave.
l Do trust the employee’s doctor to determine what

duties an employee is capable of performing.
l Do the employee if time taken off will be counted

toward the employee’s FMLA leave.
It is so far unclear whether individual liability can

stretch to other responsible departments, such as legal
or human resources.  Health care employers can pro-
tect themselves and their employees by making sure
that all decisions affecting an employee’s conditions
of employment are carefully documented and checked
by multiple people to ensure that no violations of the
FMLA have occurred. 

Amanda Gerstnecker is a corporate and employ-
ment law attorney for Meyer, Unkovic & Scott LLP.  She
can be reached at arg@muslaw.com.
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Pittsburgh Technical Institute re-

cently announced that its first class of

Practical Nursing graduates has sur-

passed the 80% benchmark established

by the State Board of Nursing (SBON).

In the 2011 exam year, PTI nursing

graduates passed the state licensure

exam with a 100% first attempt pass

rate qualifying them as licensed practi-

cal nurses.   

As a result, PTI’s PN program has

achieved full approval from the SBON

and is eligible to begin the two-year

process of candidacy for accreditation

by the National League for Nursing Ac-

creditation Commission.

PTI welcomed its first class of PN

students July 2010. After completing

the one-year program these July 2011

graduates were eligible to sit for their

licensure exam. PTI’s second PN class

started July 2011; the third class started

January 2012. 

The PN program is designed to sup-

port the increasing needs of a high-de-

mand profession and prepares students

to sit for the Pennsylvania State Licen-

sure Exam (NCLEX-PN) following

graduation. Once they’ve successfully

completed the test, graduates are li-

censed to practice in their chosen areas

of the field. 

The current class of graduates has

expressed interest in serving the re-

gion’s needs in long-term care facili-

ties, physician offices, medical-surgical

inpatient units, pediatric and geriatric

psych units and rehabilitation centers.

Several members of PTI’s first gradu-

ating class of nursing students were

hired as LPNs at the Masonic Villages

of the Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania. 

The Pennsylvania Center for Work-

force Information and Analysis predicts

that the state will suffer a 32% shortage

of LPNs by 2016. “Our research sug-

gests that there is, and will continue to

be, a nursing shortage, particularly in

long-term care,” said Eileen Riley, Vice

President of Education for Pittsburgh

Technical Institute. 

According to Riley, there are a num-

ber of factors that distinguish PTI’s

Practical Nursing program. “PTI is one

of only two Practical Nursing programs

in Pennsylvania that offers an on-site

simulation lab that enables students to

use the lab for 20% of their clinical

time,” she said. “This is particularly

helpful in areas where clinical sites are

minimally available, such as pedi-

atrics.” 

Each student is required to serve

1086 clinical hours (69% of the entire

curriculum) and average 16 hours per

week in a clinical or clinical lab setting.

Clinical experiences focus on the spe-

cialty area of each course. Examples in-

clude gerontology clinical work

completed at Kane Regional Centers of

Allegheny County and OB/GYN clini-

cal work at Magee-Womens Hospital of

UPMC.

PTI’s nursing program offers its stu-

dents the support of RN tutors who are

licensed professionals assigned to stu-

dents for additional services and guid-

ance. Faculty in the Practical Nursing

program are credentialed health care

professionals with personal experience

in nursing education, nursing adminis-

tration, OB/neonatal, emergency, med-

ical/surgical, post-anesthesia,

out-patient surgery and physician prac-

tice nursing.

For more information, visit

www.pti.edu/programs/practical-nurs-

ing. 
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Pittsburgh Technical Institute Receives Full 
Approval Status by PA State Board of Nursing

Women with early-stage breast can-

cer who receive the usual care available

in medical centers experience physical,

emotional, and social adjustment over

time without the additional interven-

tions of standardized educational/sup-

portive videotapes or individualized

telephone counseling offered during

each of the breast cancer stages.

Deborah Witt Sherman, PhD, CRNP,

a professor at the University of Mary-

land School of Nursing, led an interven-

tion study that appears in the current

issue of the journal Applied Nursing

Research, to evaluate the effectiveness

of educational and supportive video-

tapes and/or telephone counseling com-

pared to usual (standard care) on the

adjustment of women with early-stage

breast cancer during the stages of diag-

nosis, post-surgery, adjuvant therapy,

and ongoing recovery.

The researchers enrolled 249 pa-

tients with early stage breast cancer

from three major medical centers and

one community hospital in New York

City. They randomly assigned the pa-

tients into four groups. All four received

usual care consisting of inpatient care

and office visits provided by the med-

ical team, including their physician, and

nursing staff.

In addition to the usual care group,

another group of women received the

standardized educational supportive

videotapes specific to the stage of

breast cancer they were experiencing. A

third group received individualized tele-

phone counseling specific to each

stage. A fourth group received both the

educational videotapes and telephone

counseling.

The videotapes included interviews

with women and their family members,

as well as interviews with breast sur-

geons, oncologists, and nurse experts.

Consistent with crisis and stress-coping

theories that guided the study, the edu-

cational videotapes were created to pro-

vide information about what the

patients can expect physically, emotion-

ally, and socially during each stage of

the breast cancer experience.

As the telephone counseling was in-

dividualized, each session helped

women normalize their experience and

offered guidance and counseling to ad-

dress their specific needs. Sherman

says the counseling sessions explored

whether breast cancer was viewed as a

threat or as a challenge by the patient,

as well as what types of support were

valued by women.

Some specific findings of the study

include: 

l Patients in all groups showed im-

provement over time in overall health,

psychological well-being, and social

adjustment. 

l There were no significant group

differences in physical adjustment, as

measured by side effect incidence,

severity, or overall health. 

l There was poorer emotional ad-

justment over time in the usual care

(control) group as compared to the in-

tervention groups on the measure of

side effect distress. 

For the telephone counseling group,

there was a marked decline in psycho-

logical well-being from the adjuvant

therapy phase through the ongoing re-

covery phase.

As an exception, Sherman reported

that women receiving usual care re-

ported greater side effect distress when

receiving chemotherapy or radiation

than did women who received educa-

tional or telephone support. In contrast

to expectations, women receiving tele

See STUDY On Page 9

School of Nursing Study Finds Usual Care Enough to Promote
the Adjustment of Women with Early Breast Cancer

APPY NURSES’ WEEK!

St. Clair Hospital salutes our nursing team. Their compassion, perform-
ance, innovation, pride and integrity guide every phase of patient care.

1000 Bower Hill Road

Pittsburgh, PA 15243

412.942.4000

www.stclair.org
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Our Services Include

but are not limited to:

� Physicians round daily

� Dedicated Short-Term
Rehabilitation Unit

� Respite Care

� Community Outings

� Hospice Care

� Short-Term
Rehabilitation

� Onsite Specialized Clinics

� Multiple disciplinary team

� Secure Alzheimer's/
Memory Care at
Kane Glen Hazel

ContactKaneAdmissions at (412)422-6214.
Anyonewishing tomake a referral from4:00 p.m. until 8 a.m.
onweekdays or onweekends, should call the general number
at (412) 422-6800
and ask to have
the on-call
coordinator paged.

AskAboutOurShortTerm
RehabilitationCare!

STUDY From Page 8

phone counseling alone had a marked

decline in psychological well-being

during the adjuvant therapy through the

ongoing recovery phase.

The researchers proposed that al-

though personal discussion regarding

the cancer experience may provide an

outlet for women to discuss their con-

cerns, it may not allow the opportunity

to move health-related concerns into the

background. Sherman suggests,

“Maybe ongoing conversations about

negative experiences keeps opening the

wound rather than letting it heal.”

The researchers learned that adjust-

ment issues continue for women during

the ongoing recovery phase when all

medical treatments have been com-

pleted. A small group of women in the

study did not adjust well whether re-

ceiving usual care or extra interven-

tions.

The findings have significant impli-

cations regarding the process of breast

cancer survivorship, says Sherman.

More research is needed to understand

the long-term physical, emotional, and

social issues experienced by women as

they enter the phase termed “survivor-

ship” and the ongoing process of heal-

ing and adjustment, she says.

“Clearly, adjustment to breast cancer

does not end with the completion of

medical treatment, as some women

continue to live with physical and emo-

tional symptoms and experience uncer-

tainty about their future.The good news

is that the comprehensive support of-

fered today as the standard of care, and

most likely the opportunity for women

to obtain support through the Internet

and various support groups, is enough

to promote breast cancer adjustment

with or without additional interven-

tions,” Sherman says.

The study was conducted by re-

searchers at the University of Maryland

School of Nursing, the College of Nurs-

ing at New York University (NYU),

NYU Hospital Centers, Biomedical

Statistical Consulting at NYU, the NYU

University Cancer Center, and Novartis

Pharmaceuticals. 
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Deborah Witt Sherman

Our multi-million-dollar, 
state-of-the-art healthcare facility. 

Every day, we provide healthcare to more families in their homes than 

just about anyone. Whether you’re recovering from surgery, disabled 

or just need a little help to maintain your independence, our trained, 

experienced caregivers will come to your house and take care of you. 

On a part-time, full-time or live-in basis. We’re Interim HealthCare®, 

and we provide healthcare for the people you love. Give us a call.

www.interimhealthcare.com

412-436-2200

We Love Our Nurses
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By Catherine Garner, 
DrPH, MSN, MPA, RN, FAAN

Today’s nurses are called

upon to perform job functions

that go beyond the bedside.

They are practicing in ways

that truly impact patient out-

comes, treatment options,

community outreach, and fa-

cilities’ bottom lines. That

means a nurse today has nu-

merous opportunities to ex-

hibit leadership skills,

facilitate change, and special-

ize in new areas of expertise.

That’s why I think now is a great time to be a nurse. 

One of the positive aspects of the recent changes to our

health care system is the many new roles that are opening

up for nurses, particularly in advanced practice, care co-

ordination, case management, informatics, nursing edu-

cation and infection prevention and control.

In addition, nurses are finding themselves at the center

of the entire continuum of health, especially as it con-

cerns patient care, outcomes and readmissions. These

trends are creating a need for a nursing workforce that is

empowered to lead and proud to serve.

NURSING IS REVISITING ITS ROOTS – 
AND THEN SOME

Our profession has been rediscovering on a spiritual

level the same kind of alignment with human care that

Florence Nightingale once fulfilled. Nurses are helping

patients in ways that will positively affect them – and

their families – for the rest of their lives. 

Not only does a nurse help a patient take charge of his

or her own health, but, because the nurse is the one pro-

fessional with whom the patient has the most interaction,

the nurse becomes the patient’s advocate. Today, it often

falls on the nurse to serve as the “translator” between all

the parties involved in a patient’s treatment: physicians,

therapists, pharmacists, families, payers and the like.

Never has there been a greater opportunity for nurses to

use critical thinking and express themselves in ways that

will enable all the different players to hear them.

That puts nurses in a prime position to manage

throughput and truly affect positive patient outcomes.

To illustrate, let me refer to examples provided by one

of our adjunct nursing faculty, Jean A. Scholz, MS, RN

relating to her recently published work, “A Changing Fu-

ture: Where Do You Fit?” 

Nurses help keep patients free from unnecessary med-

ical interventions. They help patients receive nutritional

education. Nurses are knowledgeable about how to help

patients manage medications or change their own dress-

ings. They provide the diabetic patient with diabetes care

methodology, so a patient may choose the right shoes to

prevent ulcers. They provide assessments for chemical

dependency issues. Nurses arrange a patient’s participa-

tion in helpful programs, such as Meals on Wheels, or

for the support of a house keeper, social workers or phys-

ical therapists. Nurses are often responsible for ensuring

that patients do not have to return to the hospital. Ulti-

mately, nurses are helping the patient feel confident that

they can manage their own health destiny.

EDUCATION IS THE TICKET TO BEING A

GREAT NURSE
One of the best ways RNs can ensure a rewarding ca-

reer for themselves is to pursue advanced education. With

all of the opportunities coming our way, it behooves a

nurse to be the most effective care giver possible. A nurse

can do this by building on her current practice, becoming

aware of new knowledge and evidence-based research,

and developing leadership skills. By earning a BSN or

MSN, a nurse will not only ensure a more fulfilling ca-

reer, but will earn greater respect of team members, in-

crease job security, and possibly even achieve a greater

position or pay.

There are several initiatives today for which an edu-

cated nurse can really make a difference. The potential for

a facility to lose Medicare reimbursement if a patient ac-

quires an infection while in the hospital is creating great

demand for credentialed infection prevention specialists.

The move to electronic health records, digital radiology

and advanced system tools is generating a great need for

nurses skilled in health informatics. (Not to mention com-

panies that supply these products are begging for nurses

with informatics expertise.) The advent of Accountable

Care Organizations is creating demand for nurses with

case management credentials who can coordinate patient

care across the spectrum of providers, payers, affiliated

resources, families and communities. And the list goes on.

Now is a great time to be a nurse. You’ll enjoy a pro-

fession that offers tremendous fulfillment while you help

to shape a new era of advanced patient care. 

Catherine Garner, DrPH, MSN, MPA, RN, FAAN, is dean,

health sciences and nursing at American Sentinel Univer-

sity (www.americansentinel.edu), where she developed

CCNE-accredited curriculum for its online BSN, RN to MSN,

and MSN degree programs. A graduate of the Robert

Wood Johnson Executive Nurse Fellowship Program and

a fellow in the American Academy of Nursing, Dr. Garner’s

career includes senior leadership positions in both indus-

try and academics. She holds a bachelor’s and master’s in

nursing from Vanderbilt University, a master’s in public

administration from the University of Tennessee, and a

doctorate in public health policy and administration from

the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. While at UNC,

she earned a Department of Health and Human Services

(DHHS) fellowship in public health leadership.

. . . Advocate, Lead and Care
We Salute Our Nurses Who . . .

During National Nurses’  Week, we salute our nurses who advocate for

patients daily, lead through example, and care beyond measure, 

dedicating themselves to improve the health and well-being of

every life they touch.

We have Excellence in health care.
You have

excelahealth.org
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www.heritagevalley.org

On behalf of our patients, 

physicians, administration, and 

board of directors, thank you 

to our nursing staff for all that 

you do every day.

Heritage Valley celebrates 

National Nurses Day.

2011 Heritage Valley Health System Cameo Award Winners

Patty Barilaro, Heritage Valley Beaver (left) and

Roslyn Arndt, Heritage Valley Sewickley (right)
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We applaud our team of diverse and outstanding nurses, who are at the core of 

UPMC’s world-class care. Your compassion and commitment to excellence  

touch patients, families, and all members of the health care team every moment  

of every day. 

To find out why some of the region’s best nurses work at UPMC, visit  

UPMCNurses.com or email nurse@upmc.edu.

EOE
71504 04/12

NURSES — WITHOUT YOU, 
WE WOULDN’T BE WHO WE ARE.

Oncology
Nursing 
Society 

Announces
Anne Katz as

Oncology
Nursing Forum

Editor
The Pittsburgh-based Oncology Nursing Society (ONS) announced Anne Katz,

RN, PhD, as the new editor of the Oncology Nursing Forum (ONF), the Society’s

flagship journal. Katz began her new responsibility on March 1.

Katz is a clinical nurse specialist at the Manitoba Prostate Centre, an adjunct

professor in the School of Nursing at the University of Manitoba, and a sexuality

counselor for the Department of Psychosocial Oncology, CancerCare in Winnipeg,

Manitoba, Canada. She has served as the editor for the journal, Nursing for Women’s

Health, the clinical practice journal of the Association of Women’s Health, Obstetric

and Neonatal Nursing and is a contributing editor for the American Journal of Nurs-

ing. Katz has authored numerous books, chapters, and articles, and has served as

the editor of the Survivorship Special Interest Group newsletter for ONS.

ONS is a professional organization of more than 35,000 registered nurses and

other healthcare professionals committed to excellence in oncology nursing and to

leading the transformation of cancer care by initiating and actively supporting ed-

ucational, legislative, and public awareness efforts to improve the care of people

with cancer. ONS provides nurses and healthcare professionals with access to the

highest quality educational programs, cancer care resources, research opportunities,

and networks for peer support. 

Learn more at www.ons.org. 
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By Marian Kemp, RN
Are you familiar with the Pennsylva-

nia Orders for Life-Sustaining Treat-

ment (POLST) form?  The POLST is a

document designed to help health care

professionals honor the treatment

wishes of their patients. POLST is used

in states across the country as well as

within all levels of care in this region,

from acute care hospitals, to skilled

nursing and long-term care, to hospice.  

In Pennsylvania, Act 169 of 2006

mandated formation of a statewide ad-

visory committee, the Patient Life-Sus-

taining Wishes (PLSW) Advisory

Committee to examine the advisability

and possible adoption of a standardized

form such as Physician Orders for Life-

Sustaining Treatment which was in use

in other states.   In October 2010 a stan-

dard POLST form, called the Pennsyl-

vania Orders for Life-Sustaining

Treatment (POLST) form that was rec-

ommended by that committee was ap-

proved.  The use of the term

“Pennsylvania” in the form name was

to distinguish it from other state forms. 

WHO IS POLST FOR?
The POLST form is recommended

for persons who have advanced chronic

progressive illness and/or frailty, those

who might die in the next year or any-

one of advanced age with a strong desire

to further define their preferences of

care in their present state of health.  To

determine whether a POLST form could

be encouraged, clinicians may ask them-

selves, “Would I be surprised if this per-

son died in the next year”.  If the answer

is “No, I would not be surprised”, then

a POLST form is appropriate.  

THE POLST CONVERSATION
The POLST process starts with a

conversation, the key element of the

process.  An 8-step protocol has been

designed to guide the discussion that is

to occur between the health care profes-

sional and the patient or a legally des-

ignated decision-maker1.

1. Prepare for the discussion

2. Begin with what the patient or

family knows

3. Provide any new information

about the patient’s condition and values

from medical team perspective

4. Try to reconcile differences in

terms of prognosis, goals, hopes and ex-

pectations

5. Respond empathetically

6. Use POLST to guide choices and

finalize patient/family wishes

7. Complete and sign POLST

8. Review and revise periodically

Effective communication between

the patient or legally designated deci-

sion-maker and health care profession-

als ensures decisions are sound and

based on the patient’s understanding

their medical condition, their prognosis,

the benefits and burdens of the life-sus-

taining treatment and their personal

goals for care.

Upon completion of the POLST

form, it is signed by the physician,

physician assistant2 or certified nurse

practitioner and either the patient or the

patient’s legal decision-maker.  In this

respect, the requirement that patients or

their legal decision-maker review and

sign the form provides a safeguard for

patients that the orders on the form ac-

curately convey their preferences. 

DOES THE POLST REPLACE

AN ADVANCE DIRECTIVE?
No. The POLST is not intended to

replace an advance health care directive

document or other medical orders.   It

is recommended that people with ad-

vanced illness and/or advanced frailty

have both an Advance Directive and a

POLST form.  The POLST process and

health care decision-making works best

when the person has appointed a health

care agent to speak for them if they are

unable to speak for themselves.  A

health care agent can only be appointed

through an advance health care direc-

tive called a health care power of attor-

ney.  A good practice is to attach a copy

of the advance health care directive to

the POLST form.  

A distinction between an advance di-

rective and a POLST form is that a

POLST form is a legal medical order

and is completed by a health care pro-

fessional after a discussion of end-of-

life choices with a patient or his/her

legal decision-maker.  An advance di-

rective is completed by an individual.  

The POLST Form and educational

materials are available through the web-

site of The Aging Institute of UPMC

Senior Services and the University of

Pittsburgh, www.aging.pitt.edu/profes-

sionals/resources.htm. 

1 The 8-Step Protocol was originally devel-

oped for the MOLST Program of New York

State.  Program information is found at

www.compassionandsupport.org
2 In Pennsylvania, a physician assistant sig-

nature requires a physician co-signature within

ten days.

Marian Kemp, RN, serves as POLST

Coordinator, Coalition for Quality at the

End-of-Life (CQEL), an organization con-

cerned about the quality of care that is

available to seriously ill people in west-

ern Pennsylvania. She is the contact for

information on POLST and works to im-

prove awareness of the value of the doc-

ument. You can email her at

papolst@verizon.net.

Using POLST to Honor Your Patients’ Treatment Wishes

Thank You

For your intelligence and intuition.
For your reason and rationality.
For your energy.
For your wisdom and perception.

And, most of all, for the patience, compassion
and kindness you give to all who turn to us
for care.

The nurses of West Penn Allegheny Health
System – we thank you.
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monvalleyhospital.com

PicturedareMVH’s2012nominees.

T
he Cameos of Caring® Award,

which is presented annually

by the University of Pittsburgh

School of Nursing, honors exceptional

bedside nurses who work at acute

care hospitals. Nurses throughout

Western Pennsylvania nominate their

co-workers and each hospital selects

one nurse who demonstrates

excellence in nursing care; serves

as an advocate for patients and

families; and embodies the essence

of the nursing profession.

The nomination process involves

every nursing unit in the hospital.

The award spotlights the accomplish-

ments of MVH’s outstanding nurses,

and honors the commitment to the

advancement and promotion of the

nursing profession.

The Cameos of Caring winner

will be announced at MVH’s

Nurse Appreciation Day Breakfast

on Thursday, May 10.

MonongahelaValleyHospital salutes our
2012CameosofCaring®Nominees

Beth Abrasheff, RN
5-West

Becky Caldwell, RN
5-East

Linda Carson, RN
Progressive
Care Unit

Lyndsi DiFonso, RN
7-West

Beth Farner, RN
Cardiac Care Unit

Dana Doctorick, RN
Intensive Care Unit

Kathy Korcek, RN
Emergency
Department

Kathy Martin, RN
Behavioral Health

Nicole Morris, RN
Progressive
Care Unit

Stephanie Petrusky, RN
7-East

Susan Silbaugh, RN
6-East

By Mary-Lynn Ryan
One of the most difficult aspects of medical prac-

tice is disclosing an unanticipated adverse outcome,
but it has to be done. The following nine steps provide
a strategy for taking corrective action, maintaining the
provider-patient relationship and decreasing profes-
sional liability exposure. Depending on the circum-
stances, the order in which the following steps are
completed may vary. In every instance, however, car-
ing for the patient’s immediate needs should come
first. 
1.  Take Care of the Patient

Obtain necessary consults, assign primary respon-
sibility for providing care and make sure the
patient/family has contact information for the primary
provider. Because a patient may need extra accommo-
dations to rebuild rapport, staff should also be aware
of the situation and be involved in the process.  
2.  Preserve the Evidence

Preserve equipment and/or supplies that may have
contributed to an unanticipated outcome. Without ev-
idence of properly (or improperly) operating equip-
ment, a provider involved in a professional liability
claim must depend on assumptions and memories—
evidence that is more easily challenged than direct ev-
idence of equipment status.  
3.  Document

Document in detail events that led to, took place
during and followed an unanticipated outcome. This
documentation can be instrumental in showing that the
care at issue was appropriate, even though the outcome
was not expected.  
4.  Complete Mandatory Reports

In a hospital setting, providers should contact the
risk manager, relevant department managers and the
peer review committee to determine which reports
must be completed. When unsure of reporting require-

ments, providers can seek guidance from state medical
associations, healthcare organizations and professional
liability insurers.
5.  Notify the Medical Liability Insurer

If an incident occurs that could lead to a lawsuit,
providers should notify their medical liability insurer
as soon as possible. 
6.  Disclose the Unanticipated Outcome 

Sympathetically inform the patient or patient’s fam-
ily about the adverse outcome as soon as appropriate.
This can dispel anger, confusion and distrust. Ques-
tions should be answered honestly, without speculat-
ing, blaming or admitting liability. Feelings of not
being told the whole story or of not being given the
opportunity to ask questions and vent feelings can pro-
voke a decision to seek the advice of an attorney.
7. Analyze the Unanticipated Outcome to Prevent

Recurrence and Improve Future Outcomes 

Perform a thorough analysis of the events that led
to the outcome. The goals of an event analysis are to
prevent such outcomes in the future and to improve
their detection and the processes for responding to and
reporting them. Based on the event analysis, a Correc-
tive Action Plan (CAP) should be developed and im-
plemented.
8. Follow Through with Subsequent Disclosure Dis-

cussions

To meet the patient’s healthcare needs and to ad-
dress ongoing questions and concerns, schedule reg-
ular appointments or phone calls with the patient. This
will help rebuild rapport and maintain communica-
tion.
9. Heal the Healthcare Team

An often-overlooked aspect of unanticipated out-
comes and disclosure is the emotional toll on the indi-
viduals who provided care to the patient. Providers
should recognize and honor the need to discuss feel-

ings about an adverse outcome with family, friends
and colleagues.  Discussions of feelings should be dis-
tinguished from discussion of the facts of the patient’s
care and any event analyses that are confidential.
Conclusion

Using these nine steps for responding to unantici-
pated outcomes can help preserve the physician-pa-
tient relationship, ensure that the patient’s medical
needs are met, generate corrective action and possibly
prevent medical liability litigation. 

Mary-Lynn Ryan is a consulting risk management
specialist with PMSLIC Insurance Company, a member
of The NORCAL Group.

PMSLIC is a leading Pennsylvania physician-directed
medical professional liability insurer committed to pro-
tecting physicians and their practices with comprehen-
sive coverage and industry-leading risk management
services. Since its inception in 1976, PMSLIC has gained
the insight and expertise to help physicians improve
patient safety and reduce their liability risk. And in the
unfortunate event that an adverse outcome does
occur, PMSLIC supports its insureds every step of the
way. Rated A “Excellent” by A.M. Best, PMSLIC has the fi-
nancial strength and stability to support physicians
now and for the long-haul. PMSLIC is committed to pro-
tecting your practice and your reputation. For more in-
formation, visit www.pmslic.com.

Copyright 2012 PMSLIC Insurance Company. All
rights reserved. This material is intended for reproduc-
tion in the publications of PMSLIC approved-producers
and sponsoring medical societies that have been
granted prior written permission. No part of this publi-
cation may be otherwise reproduced, edited or modi-
fied without the prior written permission of PMSLIC. For
permission requests, contact: Karen Davis, Project Man-
ager, at (800) 492-7898.

Nine Steps for Responding to Unanticipated Outcomes



By Danielle Taimuty, 
MA, CPC, CEMC

The pressure is on!  From your patients
to the federal government it seems that
everyone is demanding that you use tech-
nology.  Although it may seem like another
daunting tasking that the government is in-
flicting upon you, it is achievable with the
right tools and guidance.  There is no
denying that technology has improved
many aspects not only within medicine,
but all throughout industries and most
American lives.  It seems like each day
there is a new article or study which vali-
dates the use of technology in reducing
healthcare costs and maintaining healthier
patient populations.

Once you have resigned yourself to
your fate and the parting of your hard
earned dollars, how do you decide which
technology best fits you and your prac-
tice?  I am often asked questions like,
“What type of computer or hardware
should I buy?”, “Which EHR (electronic
health record) should I choose?”, “What is
better, cloud based or server based sys-
tems?”  The answers to these questions de-
pend greatly on the physician themselves,
as well as specific features required for
your specialty, the work flow processes
within the office, the technological infra-
structure of your office and the employees
within your practice.  

Before you go through the hardware se-
lection, you will need to determine which
EHR is right for your practice. Unfortu-
nately, there is no “one size fits all” EHR
system for every practice.  There are how-
ever, many resources to help you with the
EHR selection process.  Here are some
helpful websites that can assist you in your
search: 

l www.himss.org – This has a lot of
great information.  Their focus is the bet-
terment of health care through information
and management systems

l www.centerforhit.org --  A resource
dedicated to EHR Adoption and tools
l www.mgma.com --  MGMA is a nation-
ally known association that provides prac-
tice management tools for the whole
office.

l www.pareachwest.org  -- PA Reach is
a program funded by a grant from the Of-
fice of the National Coordinator with De-
partment of Health and Human Services
support. Their main goal is to provide out-
reach, education and onsite technical assis-
tance to support primary care physicians.

l http://oncchpl.force.com/ehrcert/
EHRProductSearch?setting=Ambulatory
– ONC Certified EHR list

These are just a few of the sites which
specifically offer tools that will assist you
with initial planning and assessments.
Keep in mind some of these organizations
may have financial relationships with spe-
cific vendors and are not always unbiased.
A critical factor is to select an EHR that is
ONC certified in order to be eligible for
Meaningful Use.  Meaningful use is a
qualification to receive federal funding for
health information technology. For in-
stance, if a health information technology
(HIT) system is used in a meaningful way
to provide better patient care, a health sys-
tem can qualify to receive federal subsi-
dies to help to pay for the technology.  It
is not always necessary to choose a pre-
ferred vendor to take advantage of EHR
incentive programs. 

The PA Reach is a program which will
work with any ONC certified product to
help your practice obtain Meaningful Use.

You may also want to consider using a
consultant who specializes in practice
management and EHR implementation.
MGMA is an organization that provides
consultants at a national level.  Once you
have selected your EHR, your IT require-
ments will need to be evaluated.  In some
instances, the physician’s hardware is not
fully taken into consideration.  I believe
the hardware is just as important as the
software chosen.  Your hardware can be an
asset or a disadvantage while you are im-
plementing your EHR.   I encourage you
to invest the time to evaluate and become
familiar with your personal hardware.
This will help minimize the frustrations of
learning a new piece of hardware while
also learning new software.

HOW DO YOU DECIDE WHAT

DEVICES YOU WANT TO USE?
l Ask your vendor if they have a rec-

ommended hardware list.
l Talk to other providers to see what

they are using.  Ask what -if any- frustra-
tions they are having and what benefits
they are enjoying with their personal hard-
ware. 

l Determine your level of general tech-
nology (This is normally determined by
what type of technology you are currently
using.   As an example, if you still have a
flip phone, you may want to start out with
the basics like a laptop or workstation for
documentation entry).

l Is your program web based or “in the
cloud”?  If so, consider a mobile device
that has internet accessibility like an iPad
or an Android tablet.  Take into consider-
ation a docking station which provides a
keyboard and other optional accessories. 

l Ask if the manufacturer will give you
a loaner to try.

l Is your program touch screen
friendly (does it have large buttons and
simple screens)?

l Are you considering voice recogni-
tion or transcription?  If so, what type of
microphone are you going to use?  Most
computers/tablets come with an integrated
microphone.  However, companies like
Dragon also have hand held devices which
interface with some software and also pro-
vides mouse functionality.

l If you are utilizing cloud software or
a wide area network, what limitations are
there? For example, some applications will
require additional software like Remote
Scan for scanning from the remote loca-
tions.  You have to purchase special print
drivers for iPads if you are connecting to
a windows server.  Do you need access
points to ensure the wireless network is
strong enough through the entire office?

l Would you like to use hand writing
recognition?  I especially like this feature
if you are using a tablet because it provides
the flexibility of personalizing the note
quickly.  Since the RAC auditors are tar-
geting cloned or similar notes, personal-
ization is needed to some degree.
However, you may not be able to use this

feature if your handwriting is illegible
(which we all know is a rarity in medi-
cine).  

l Cost is also a factor.  Utilizing a
tablet can help you eliminate the cost of
purchasing a workstation for every exam
room.  How do you determine which
brands are best?  New hardware is being
introduced at a rapid pace.  The fact of the
matter is that you or someone you have
chosen should test them based on the func-
tionality desired.  This process is just like
buying a car; it is something you have to
use, live with and like.  If you are unable
to obtain a loaner, go to your local mall,
Apple store or technology chain and start
looking at options.  Have the sales person
(or your tech savvy child) tell you about
the features and benefits.  

I’m not going to paint you a picture of
all sunshine and rainbows.  The first six
months to a year is spent modifying and
implementing the basics.  You may even
see a decrease in income initially as the
process will probably slow you down a bit.
But when you get “over the hump” you
can really start leveraging the technology
and realizing the benefits.  Don’t lose site
of the goal.  You will soon be enjoying the
many benefits and features of your new
technology.  

Just a few to keep in mind ... access to
clinical decision making tools, electronic
prescribing, PQRS (Physicians Quality
Reporting System) incentives, health
maintenance/prevention, exchanging in-
formation with facilities, patients and col-
laborating colleagues, patient education,
telemedicine, coding tools, better docu-
mentation, creating standards in your em-
ployee work flow processes, reminders,
eliminating the cost of paper, and tracking
trends so you can maintain a healthier pa-
tient population and don’t forget the gov-
ernment stimulus monies.   You will
continue to grow into your product as you
begin to implement each phase of Mean-
ingful Use.  Pressure isn’t always a bad
thing, sometimes it brings about a wel-
come change. 

Danielle Taimuty is the owner of Med-
ical Billing Solutions Services, Inc. (MBSS).
MBSS started as a billing company in 1993
and has established itself as a well-re-
spected and total solution for medical
billing, certified coding, credentialing, con-
sulting, billing audit reviews, practice man-
agement software, electronic medical
record software, hardware and network-
ing.  We have hand-picked the "Best of the
Best" products and combined them with
our expertise and services to provide our
physicians with solutions that work!  MBSS
is a distributor of  McKesson’s Suite of Prod-
ucts including Lytec and Lytec MD and
SuiteMed’s Intelligent Medical Software.
We are honored to have received presti-
gious awards such as "Best Direct of a VAR
Business",  "Shining Star Award", Pittsburgh
"Top 100 fastest growing companies" and
"Customer Service Award". For more infor-
mation, visit www.mbssi.net. 
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Under Pressure: A Physician Guide to Choosing Technology

SPECIAL DEAL FROM MBSS:
FREE*  ~  Initial Consult with a Billing Analysis Report

which includes concerns identified and suggested solu-
tions ($1,000.00 Value).

*Limited to one location.  Practices with more than 3
physicians will be given a $1,000.00 discount off of the
quoted price.



By Jason Lehrke
Can you

i m a g i n e

going to the

grocery store

and not being

able to find a

cart?  Or find-

ing only carts

with missing

wheels or

ones that

were covered

with sticky filth?  Thankfully that sce-

nario rarely happens because the gro-

cery store understands that it will lose

customers… immediately and for-

ever…if they didn’t provide clean, well-

functioning carts whenever they were

needed.  Their incentive is clear and

competition requires them to comply

with this basic market requirement.

A similar situation takes place every

day in many U.S. hospitals with the in-

ability to provide scrubs to clinicians

that are professional, clean, and – most

importantly – available whenever

needed.  For decades, hospitals have

provided, or at least attempted to pro-

vide, scrubs for their physicians and

nurses in surgical and diagnostic areas.

Because of a misalignment of incen-

tives for the multiple parties involved in

the provision of these scrubs, the simple

promises of availability, cleanliness and

appearance go unfulfilled.

The reason for the scrub availability

problem starts with the disparate groups

and individuals responsible for the pro-

gram.  It starts with the purchasing de-

partment, whose goal is to minimize

overall cost; they buy inexpensive

scrubs because there is usually no in-

ventory control.  Cheaper scrubs mean

shorter useful life and wearer dissatis-

faction.  Then the housekeeping depart-

ment gets involved by stocking and

replenishing clean scrubs, as well as re-

moving the soiled ones.  

Their objective is efficiency, which

leaves garment quality as an after-

thought – especially if there aren’t

enough scrubs available to stock.  Next,

the laundry gets involved... using a

process designed for bed linens.  Be-

cause scrubs are non-standard (less than

3% of total laundry volume for most

hospitals), they are treated like linen in-

stead of a garment – washed with chlo-

rine bleach and not inspected for

damage.  In fact, because they are paid

by the weight of clean product deliv-

ered, they have the incentive to put even

the most ragged of garments back in the

program.

All these issues leave the wearer in a

quandary: how do they insure that they

always have scrubs when they need

them?  Easy, they hoard clean scrubs

and take them home to launder.  They

wear scrubs from other facilities.  Or

they are forced to wear unprofessional-

looking garments in a job that demands

professionalism.  

Some hospitals have resorted to pur-

chasing automated dispensers for

scrubs, albeit with limited success.  In

many instances, these machines be-

come just another barrier to getting

clean scrubs and continue to result in

adverse behavior on the part of the

wearer.  The capacity and design of

early machines required scrubs to be as-

signed in pre-determined sets of vary-

ing sizes.  But a majority of wearers use

different size tops and bottoms.  And

the machines required refills two or

three times a day – usually at morning

rush hour when garments and house-

keeping labor were unavailable.  An

empty machine does not fill itself – a

lesson quickly learned by early adopters

of this technology.

So how do you fix this problem?  It’s

as simple as aligning the incentives –

just like in the grocery cart example.

Imagine if the grocery manager was not

responsible for carts – that people could

freely take them home.  Eventually

there would be a problem, and one that

would not be fully solved until the man-

ager had both responsibility and author-

ity to make a change.  With scrubs, the

answer is similar.  By combining the

purchase of the scrubs, the installation

of a more capable dispensing machine

and a garment-focused laundry service

provider, all of the incentives are

aligned to make the program work flaw-

lessly.  

If the company buying garments is

responsible for making sure they look

good, they inspect and repair or remove

inappropriate attire.  If this company

also owns the machine and the gar-

ments, they will make every effort to

maintain the equipment in good condi-

tion and ensure that garments are being

properly returned.  Because there is

complete program control, additional

benefits can be achieved – like poly-

wrapping individual garments to insure

cleanliness throughout the process.

Scrubs have been a thorn in the side

of everyone involved in a hospital-pro-

vided program: purchasing despises

buying large quantities of items they

know are going to be lost or stolen;

housekeeping gets blamed for not pro-

viding scrubs, even though they have

little or no control over them; the laun-

dry has to modify processes and proce-

dures to do them correctly; and, most

importantly, the wearer is unable to do

their job – which is to save lives and

generate income for the facility.  Re-

sponsibility without authority leads to

chaos, and only by letting a single entity

run the program, thereby getting out of

the scrub business, can a hospital fix

their scrub business. 

Jason Lehrke is a Healthcare Account

Manager for Cintas Corporation -

Healthcare Division. Cintas Corporation

(NASDAQ: CTAS), based in Cincinnati,

OH,  is the industries leading business to

business service provider, specializing in

corporate identity apparel programs, se-

cure document destruction, storage and

imaging, first aid and safety, fire protec-

tion, restroom cleaning and supplies,

cleanroom resources, carpet and tile

cleaning, promotional products, en-

trance mats, microfiber programs, and

OR scrub programs for healthcare facil-

ities across the country.  Recognized by

Forbes and Fortune Magazines as “One

of the Best Managed Companies” and

“Most Admired Companies” throughout

North America, Cintas provides solu-

tions to many types of healthcare needs

ultimately impacting the image and

brand of health systems while improv-

ing patient care. For more information,

visit  www.cintashealthcare.com. 
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Royal Philips Electronics (NYSE:

PHG, AEX: PHI), the multinational

technology company, is seeking to

make advancements in medication

management. This year and last, Jan

Tatousek, Philips’ Director Innovation

Strategy Home Healthcare, and col-

leagues, traveled to Pittsburgh to meet

with the staff and participants of LIFE

Pittsburgh. The following is an inter-

view with Mr. Tatousek.

Why did you choose to study med-

ication management?

Most of the chronically ill are chal-

lenged to manage complex medication

regimens often due to a lack of coordi-

nation between specialists. The result is

unnecessary patient suffering and

healthcare costs that can be avoided.

Many people have to move to skilled

nursing facilities just because of not

being able to manage their medication.

What are your goals in this study?

The main goal of our study is to dis-

cover unmet needs of chronically ill pa-

tients, as well as their family/care

providers, related to managing their

medication in home settings. We hope

to find solutions that reduce the cost of

medication management for providers,

and, moreover, provide enhanced care

for patients. We expect our solutions

will include both a technology compo-

nent, and a component of understanding

how to communicate more effectively

with frail, elderly folks. For example,

identifying different personality types

(the “fighter,” the “analyst,” the “bro-

ken sufferer,” etc.) and then developing

different styles of communication ap-

propriate to the different personality

types. 

What made you choose LIFE

Pittsburgh?

In our search for inspiring best prac-

tices, the Harrisburg-based consultancy

Sellers-Dorsey recommended LIFE

Pittsburgh. Our first visit to their Al-

legheny center in May 2010 convinced

us that we came to the right place. We

saw an environment that was commit-

ted, incentivized and competent to re-

ally focus on addressing the all aspects

of treating complex patients who wish

to remain in their home environment.

In our visits to the LIFE Pittsburgh

centers we saw a lot of severely ill, but

happy, people. We were also greatly im-

pressed with the excellent teamwork

and the committed staff. This helped

contribute to our belief that aging in

place is possible for many more people. 

During our discussions, we also

learned more about the whole PACE

(Program of All-inclusive Care for the

Elderly – www.pace4you.org) model.

PACE programs are the front-runners of

outcome-driven accountable care.

They’ve developed the kind of inspiring

best practices we sought. PACE in gen-

eral, and LIFE Pittsburgh in particular,

is a clear frontrunner in the future of

outcome-driven accountable healthcare,

and we will be honored if we can con-

tribute to the success of their mission.

What have you learned?

We have learned the three main pil-

lars of LIFE Pittsburgh’s medication

management process:

l Centralized medication prescrib-

ing, purchasing and preparation

l Care coordination in multidiscipli-

nary teams with a holistic understand-

ing of each patient

l Prompting patients to take med-

ication

LIFE Pittsburgh’s process removes

many burdens which most patients in

other healthcare settings have to carry:

filling the prescriptions, making sure

that the obtained medication is the right

one, keeping the medication organized

and preparing the right doses. Having

just one doctor prescribing at LIFE

Pittsburgh removes much confusion.

For LIFE Pittsburgh, it’s normal to un-

derstand every detail of every partici-

pant, but this is so rare elsewhere. In

mainstream healthcare, there is not

enough time to understand each patient

and people can be sometimes treated as

their medical health record.

LIFE Pittsburgh’s multidiscipline

teamwork is very impressive: meeting

every day, discussing issues, and then

going to the field to solve them.  This

is highly responsive to people’s needs –

even anticipative. We’ve seen things ad-

dressed before they happen. Conversely,

in mainstream healthcare, everything is

triggered by the patients “shout” which

is a very unreliable trigger.  Many pa-

tients will never reach out until they are

in an emergency state.   

In the next step of our exploration we

tried to understand medication-related

unmet needs. We collected opinions of

LIFE Pittsburgh participants using our

structured questionnaire. Early analysis

seems to indicate that LIFE Pittsburgh

participants report less practical issues

with taking medication compared to the

chronic patients treated by mainstream

healthcare. 
We are really interested how LIFE

Pittsburgh’s style of healthcare influ-

ences the patient perceptions related to

taking medication. We look at things

like the patient’s belief that taking the

medication is the right thing and won’t

cause any harm – that’s a constant

challenge.  The more we dive in, the

more we see that the perceptual issues

are the first ones that have to be ad-

dressed.  

Where do you go from here?

Ultimately, we want to help people

put their disease in background and

focus on living life. Whenever they

have pain, they can still get a positive

feeling from something else. Different

people will respond differently.  Some

will benefit from different styles of re-

minders, while some won’t benefit at

all from reminders.  We need solutions

that adapt to personalities – much like

people at LIFE Pittsburgh adapt to their

participants. 

In prior exploration we found a lot of

evidence that there are many unmet

needs on the perceptual side starting

from a patient’s need to believe that the

medication really is helping, that it re-

ally needs to taken  and that it will cause

no harm. In the course of next year we

plan to continue with LIFE Pittsburgh

identifying opportunities for improve-

ments and collaborating to test them in

the field. 
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Army Veteran Harry Alton Spiker

served during the Korean War as a ma-

chine gunner on the front line. After

being wounded, he stayed in Korea, but

worked on the railroad as a yard master.

In the 1960s, he first came to VA with

knee problems and has been treated

here ever since. 

In 2005, Harry had a knee replace-

ment performed at VA Pittsburgh, fol-

lowed by rehabilitation at VA Butler

Healthcare. A few years later, an infec-

tion developed (unrelated to surgery/re-

habilitation). After nine different

surgeries to try and remove the infec-

tion, Harry’s leg was removed. 

“They did absolutely everything

they could to save that leg,” said

Harry’s wife of 55 years Carol. “There

wasn’t anything else they could do.”

After each of his knee surgeries,

Harry came to VA Butler for rehabilita-

tion. With all the surgeries, he was in re-

habilitation for well over a year and a

half. “The therapists became more like

extended family, more like friends to

us,” said Carol. “The people here are so

dedicated – the compassion, the empa-

thy. You can’t say enough good about

the people who work here.” 

After his leg was removed, they fit-

ted Harry with a prosthetic leg and he

continued rehabilitation at VA Butler,

finishing up in the spring of 2010. “The

medical care has been the most helpful

for me,” said Harry.  “I wouldn’t be

functioning without it!” With his new

leg, and rehabilitation, he is able to be

independent in his own home again. 

So, what’s it like having a new leg?

“It’s different,” said wife Carol. Harry

uses crutches with his new leg, but gets

around pretty well and is even driving

again…with his left foot! VA Butler Ki-

nesiotherapist Jill Umstead helped

Harry through the Driving Rehabilita-

tion Program. Since Harry has prosthe-

sis on his right leg, he was trained on a

left foot accelerator.

The Driving Rehabilitation Program

assists Veterans if there are any special

modifications needed to successfully

operate their vehicle. After an evalua-

tion, Veterans get behind the wheel of a

virtual automobile to safely learn how

to use any special adaptive equipment

they might need. After that, they trans-

fer their simulated driving into reality

with a specially-adapted training vehi-

cle. For Harry, his truck was furnished

with special equipment so he could

drive with his left foot.

In addition, VA provided much

needed changes to Harry’s house, in-

cluding a chair lift going up the stairs

and several ramps both inside and out.

He also received a custom wheelchair,

walker, crutches, and a cane. “If rehab

thought he needed it, they supplied it.

They have been excellent,” said Carol.

“There wasn’t anything he needed that

they didn’t provide for us.” 

For Carol, the best thing throughout

all of this has been the attitude of the

VA employees. “There isn’t one person

who if I asked a question hasn’t tried to

give me an answer that I can under-

stand. If I needed to know something,

they would tell me straight out. I appre-

ciate that more than anything,” she said.

In addition, VA helped Carol learn

new skills needed to care for her hus-

band. “He needs to have dressings

changed every three days. They’ve

taught me how to do it, given me the

materials I need, and make it as easy as

they possibly can,” said Carol. “The

biggest thing though is there is always

someone at the end of the telephone if I

have a question.”  

VA Butler provides full service reha-

bilitation for enrolled Veterans. Serv-

ices range from artificial limb training

and joint replacement therapies to hand

therapy and stroke recovery. A multidis-

ciplinary team of physicians, nurses, so-

cial workers, and rehabilitative staff

work together to return Veterans to the

optimal independence in daily living

while promoting and restoring their

health. VA Butler also provide prosthet-

ics and sensory aids. Although the term

“prosthetic device” may suggest images

of artificial limbs, it actually refers to

any device that supports or replaces a

body part or function. VA provides

crutches, braces, eyeglasses, hearing

aids, artificial limbs, oxygen bottles,

wheelchairs, hospital beds, pacemakers,

stents, dental implants, money for

clothes, automobile modifications,

home adaptations and much more. 

For more information, call 724-477-

5048.
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Rehabilitation

VA’s Rehabilitation Family

Army Veteran Harry Spiker and his wife Carol (center) worked with a
team of VA therapists – Marcy Huey, Dr. Katherine Flood, Suzanne Schae-
fers, Heather Weiland, and Sharon Bopp (left to right).
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In medicine, general practitioners are

known as the gatekeepers to the health

care system. They look at the overall

health of a patient before directing them

to other specialists if needed.

Developmental therapists serve in

much of the same role in children, es-

pecially in children ages birth to five

who may need Early Intervention serv-

ices due to a pending diagnosis of

Autism and/or other neurodevelopment

disorders.

“Developmental therapists look at

the big picture of a child’s life and

specifically HOW that child is develop-

ing during what we feel are the most

significant period a youngster’s life

which is birth through five years,” said

Susan Taylor, a developmental special-

ist for The Early Learning Institute

(TELI) for the past twenty years.

“We like to say we tie things together

which in many cases involves other

types of therapies such as physical,

speech and occupational therapy.”

By assessing a child’s “global” de-

velopment, therapists can help children

identity specific areas of need and areas

of strength, design play activities to

help the child overcome the challenging

aspects of their life in order to gain con-

fidence in their own ability and acquire

daily living skills.

“A child learns so much through

play - from interacting with toys, with

other people, imitating what they see

around them, exploring and observing.

“If their attempts to interact function-

ally within their environment is ham-

pered by poor motor coordination, poor

language skills, decreased sensory and

attention spans, and behavioral issues,

then their ability to acquire skills and

learn from their interactions and explo-

rations may be compromised,” said Tay-

lor.

While it looks like play, there is a

“very real outcome and purpose” in

mind, said Anita Hall, a Developmental

Therapist who recently retired from

TELI after 30 years of service. 

She cites “nesting objects,” which is

a series of things in one shape such as

squares or triangles but in different

sizes so that they “nest” inside each

other, is one activity that looks like play

but has real significance.

“The nesting activity helps us to see

if the child has the ability to perceive

the difference in sizes and if they are

able to recognize those sizes and be able

to problem solve by having the items

stack inside each other,” she said. “This

is a very valuable exercise that takes ad-

vantage of a toy that children are al-

ready familiar with.”

Another valuable role of the devel-

opmental therapist is to help the family

of the child create “play routines” so

that the learning and growing process

can continue while the therapist is not

around.

“In most cases, we only have

weekly appointments with children  so

we try to empower the parents and in

some cases the other siblings for extra

support,” said Elaine Tylus, a develop-

ment specialist, who has been with

TELI for more than six years. “They are

extremely important in helping a child

reach their full potential.” 

Taylor also said that developmental

therapists’ role is even more important

today because she sees a trend away

from immediate diagnoses  - of

Autism, for example - and more to-

wards a waiting period of up to six

months before a more official diagno-

sis is made. 

“This gives everyone more time to

see if a child’s current behavior is

episodic, which it often is, or appears to

be more of a permanent condition.” said

Taylor. “This delay really helps us gain

as much information as we can before

a care plan is recommended.” 

For more information, visit

www.telipa.org. 

Developmental Therapists — Gatekeepers for Pediatric Care
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By Jeffrey P. Ubinger, M.D.
It’s hard to read a newspaper or listen to the news

today without hearing startling statistics about the rate

of obesity among kids in our country.  In fact, accord-

ing to a study released in 2011, if a child is obese be-

fore the age of 5, he/she will have a 25% chance of

obesity as an adult.  If he/she is obese by the age of

12, that risk jumps to 75% . 

Obesity causes serious health conditions including

high cholesterol, sleep apnea, diabetes and higher risk

of depression and low self-esteem. If these risks are

not addressed with parents and youth, the numbers

will only grow. Pass these tips that could help prevent

childhood obesity to your patients:

RECOGNIZE OBESITY
Understanding that obesity exists in cases other

than morbid obesity is important. Obesity is defined

as having a body mass index (BMI), calculated by

your child’s physician, that exceeds the 95th per-

centile.  It can be hereditary, but can also be caused by

a sedentary lifestyle and unhealthy exercise or nutri-

tion choices. Recent cardiology studies show that heart

disease can start as young as 9-11 years of age, and

can be one major side-effect of childhood obesity. Pre-

vention is easier than treatment. If you think your child

may be obese or at risk, consult your pediatrician for

a BMI calculation.

PROMOTE HEALTHY EATING
Fostering healthy dietary habits should start from

the time your child is born. Promoting breastfeeding

has also been shown to lower the chance of obesity in

children. Children obtain their eating habits at around

9-12 months old when they begin eating table food.

Prevent obesity by limiting sugar filled juices. In ad-

dition, do not make food a way to satiate needs other

than hunger or make food a reward. If children are

used to getting fed anytime they cry or show signs of

a need, food can become a habit in place of a neces-

sity. Children need adequate nutrition and calories,

but create healthy choices by stocking your home with

snacks like fresh fruits, vegetables, yogurt and replace

sugar-sweetened beverages with water or orange

juice. When caloric intake exceeds the calories your

child burns off, it can cause weight gain that could

lead to obesity.

MAKE TIME FOR FAMILY
Promoting family dinners can be a key ingredient

in obesity prevention and can also create time to talk

with children to form emotional bonds. Healthier

choices are often made when eating at home, in place

of on the run where fast food, which is often fried and

high in calories, can become an unhealthy eating habit.

Try to limit your family time in front of the TV by re-

placing that time with daily family walks or outdoor

activities.  Also, research a family membership to your

local YMCA or gym to find out more about the youth

and family activities they offer. 

RESEARCH SCHOOL INITIATIVES
Take an active role in your child’s health even while

they are at school or at extracurricular activities by re-

searching the food choices and exercise offered. In the

past, nutritious food choices were unavailable, and

highly caloric school lunches and candy-filled vending

machines were the only options. Many schools now

use alternatives such as grilled meats, low fat milk,

water, fruits and vegetables.  If your school doesn’t

offer healthier options, pack your child a healthy lunch

and after school snacks. Also research your child’s

school’s bullying and teasing policies. Self-esteem

plays a huge role in your child’s health and happiness

and a tease-free environment is key. 

BECOME A POSITIVE ROLE MODEL
Being a good role model is important from in-

fancy. Encourage your children to become active as

soon as they start walking.  Make exercise indoors

and outdoors important in your daily routine. Cre-

ating healthy eating and exercise choices yourself

will have a huge impact on your children. You don’t

have to run a marathon, but if your children see you

walking, taking the stairs, going to the gym and

making healthy dietary choices, they will be more

likely to follow in your footsteps and lead a healthy

lifestyle. 

Dr. Jeffrey P. Ubinger, M.D., is a Pediatrician on the

team of physicians at Premier Medical Associates. With

a focus on building better care, Premier Medical Asso-

ciates has over sixty physicians in ten convenient loca-

tions and is the largest multi-physician practice in the

Greater Pittsburgh area.  In a healthcare environment

of constant change, Premier Medical Associates is com-

mitted to creating value for every dollar spent on

healthcare.  Premier’s goal is to build a close, long term

relationship between patient and physician that will

reduce unnecessary hospital admissions and lead to

healthier lives.  For more information, go to www.pre-

miermedicalassociates.com.

Tackling Childhood Obesity — 5 Tips to Help Patients Manage
Their Child’s Weight
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ACMH Hospital Reveals the
Simulation Lab and Learning

Center 
On February 28, 2012, ACMH Hospital unveiled its latest addition to the public

- the Simulation Lab and Learning Center. Over 100 people attended the open

house, which showcased RILEY: Realistic Intervention Learning Environment for

You. The central part of this program, RILEY features realistic anatomy with ani-

mated functionality. This enables ACMH educators to challenge and test healthcare

professionals’ clinical and decision-making skills during simulated patient care sce-

narios.

The lab was designed with education in mind, creating an optimal training envi-

ronment for medical staff members. The proper skills and techniques needed in the

field are taught using the latest simulation technology, ensuring that each trained

employee will have what it takes to perform in the event of a patient emergency.

For more information, visit www.acms.org. 

Nurses Can Prepare for 
Informatics Career with New

Penn State Program
As hospitals and health organizations move from paper to electronic health

records, a new profession is emerging. Nursing informatics combines nursing, com-

puter and information sciences for managing and communicating information to

benefit patients. Registered nurses (RNs) who want to prepare for this new health

care role can earn a Nursing Informatics certificate online through Penn State’s

World Campus.

“Informatics is the direction of the future for health care,” said Madeline Mattern,

coordinator for Outreach Programs and instructor in Penn State’s School of Nursing.

“Nurses who have this added credential will be in high demand.”

The Bureau of Labor Statistics projects job opportunities for RNs will grow 22

percent this decade. Some of these jobs will be in informatics, requiring nurse in-

formaticists to use electronic health records, clinical decision support tools, database

management and data mining, and patient safety technologies to improve patient

care.

Penn State’s School of Nursing offers the 9 credit undergraduate certificate pro-

gram, which is delivered online through the World Campus. The courses provide

an introduction to nursing informatics, an exploration of ethical challenges in health

care informatics and an examination of clinical informatics tools. Six of the 9 credits

also can be applied toward electives in Penn State’s online RN to B.S. in nursing

degree.

Nurses who earn the certificate will be prepared for nursing informatics positions

in hospitals, corporate offices of health care systems, consulting firms and health

care vendors, home health agencies, managed care or insurance companies, and

government agencies and facilities.

Applications are being accepted for summer and fall courses in the Nursing In-

formatics certificate program. Visit the website online or via smartphone for infor-

mation.

Penn State World Campus specializes in adult online education, delivering more

than 70 of Penn State’s most highly regarded graduate, undergraduate and profes-

sional education programs through convenient online formats. Founded in 1998,

Penn State World Campus is the University’s 25th campus serving more than 10,300

students in all 50 states and around the world. World Campus is part of Penn State

Outreach, the largest unified outreach organization in American higher education.

Penn State Outreach serves more than 5 million people each year, delivering more

than 2,000 programs to people in all 67 Pennsylvania counties, all 50 states and

115 countries worldwide.

For more information, visit http://www.worldcampus.psu.edu/degrees-and-cer-

tificates/nursing-informatics-certificate. 
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Mercy Parish Nurse and
Health Ministry Program 

Announces Upcoming 
Four-Day Parish Nurse 

Preparation Course
The Mercy Parish Nurse and Health Ministry Program, part of Pittsburgh Mercy

Health System and sponsored by the Sisters of Mercy, will host a four-day Parish

Nurse Preparation Course May 18-19 and June 29-30, 2012 in Sister M. Ferdinand

Clark Auditorium at UPMC Mercy, 1400 Locust Street, Uptown (Pittsburgh, PA

15219).

Registered nurses, other health care professionals, and lay persons who are in-

terested in promoting health, wellness, and spirituality, coordinating volunteers, or

starting a parish visitation ministry in their churches are encouraged to attend.

The course follows the International Parish Nurse Resource Center’s approved

curriculum and covers the five main roles of the parish nurse: educator, counselor,

advocate, developer of support groups, and integrator of faith and health. Additional

course modules will include prayer, self care, healing and wholeness, ethics, docu-

menting practices, legal aspects, communication and collaboration, family violence,

suffering, grief and loss; advocacy, care coordination, and more. All modules are

taught by parish nurse educators and other health care professionals who are con-

sidered subject matter experts in their respective fields of practice.

Upon successful completion of the course, nurses will receive 30 hours of con-

tinuing education credits and will be commissioned as parish nurses. Other health

care professionals and lay persons will be commissioned as health ministers.

The four-day course costs $395 per person and includes course materials and

free parking in the hospital parking garage. Limited scholarship funds are avail-

able.

The course is limited to the first 20 participants who register. The deadline to

register is Friday, May 4, 2012.

For more information or to request an application, contact the Mercy Parish

Nurse and Health Ministry Program at 412.232.5815, email

ParishNurse@mercy.pmhs.org, or visit www.pmhs.org. Course applications may

also be downloaded at http://www.pmhs.org/parish-nurse-program/education-and-

resources.aspx. 

University of Pittsburgh and
UPMC Enter Partnership with
Johnson & Johnson to Jointly

Fund Research
The University of Pittsburgh and UPMC have entered into a partnership with

Johnson & Johnson Corporate Office of Science and Technology (COSAT) to sup-

port translational research, which transforms lab findings into usable products and

services, by jointly allocating research monies to university faculty from a mutually

established fund.

COSAT has a long history of supporting the development of technologies through

collaboration with academic institutions, and Pitt holds a strong record of moving

basic scientific research from the lab to the patient’s bedside. The new agreement

is designed to improve the speed of development of early stage Pitt technologies

that hold the greatest potential to benefit patients and improve services delivered

by the health care system. 

Pitt will lead a committee including representatives from COSAT and UPMC to

identify projects of promise that could benefit from funding support. As with other

research efforts, intellectual property or technologies developed at Pitt through this

program will be owned by the university and made available through licensing

agreements to industry collaborators through well-established procedures. 

Arthur S. Levine, M.D., Pitt’s senior vice chancellor for the health sciences and

dean, School of Medicine, noted that “the university has tremendous capabilities

in all aspects of biomedical research. This new partnership with COSAT will foster

the continued development of high-caliber work with great scientific and therapeu-

tic potential.”

The University of Pittsburgh and UPMC recently formed a pharmaceutical col-

laboration committee to address how best to work with the pharmaceutical and

biotech industries, including the co-mingled COSAT fund. The committee is led by

D. Lansing Taylor, Ph.D., director of the University of Pittsburgh Drug Discovery

Institute and Allegheny Foundation Professor of Computational and Systems Biol-

ogy, and composed of faculty from the Dietrich School of Arts and Sciences, and

the Schools of Medicine and Pharmacy, as well as staff from the university’s Office

of Technology Management and UPMC.

For more information, visit www.medschool.pitt.edu. 



During the 2011-12 academic year,
Clarion University–Venango Campus
has celebrated 50 years of growth and
community partnerships.  As the cam-
pus embarks on its next 50 years, it is
expected to do so with a new moniker
– Venango College of Clarion Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania.

Following a year of discussion
within the university and community,
Clarion University President Karen
Whitney will formally announce this
month that on July 1, 2012, Venango
College will join the three colleges of
the Clarion campus – the College of
Arts and Sciences, College of Educa-
tion and Human Services and College
of Business Administration.

“For many years there was interest
within the university and community in
the possibility of Venango Campus be-
coming Clarion’s fourth academic col-
lege,” said Dr. Chris Reber, executive
dean of Venango. “During the last five
years there has been increased interest
in this as the campus has been growing
and adding programs and partnerships.”  

A proposal to create Venango Col-
lege was, therefore, developed and dis-
cussed university-wide and in the
community during the past year.

Over the last few years, Venango has
launched five new programs and many
new program tracks, including a new
technical concentration within its Asso-
ciate of Applied Science in Industrial

Technology degree to prepare students
for upward career mobility in Marcel-
lus-related and other natural gas indus-
tries.  Most recently, in January 2012,
the Pennsylvania State System of
Higher Education Board of Governors
approved a new Bachelor of Science in
Allied Health Leadership degree, and
several additional proposed programs
are currently in development.

New academic programs developed
at Venango always meet two criteria:
they must address priority educational
needs in our region; and they must have
the potential for quality and, where pos-
sible, accreditation.

“The creation of Venango College is
certainly well deserved, given the ma-
turity and success of the programs of-
fered at Venango Campus,” said Clarion
University Provost Ron Nowaczyk.

The designation as a college is more
than a name change.

“We have a vision for future growth,
both qualitative and quantitative
growth, continuing on the path we’re
very much heading down,” Reber said.
“We plan to continue to develop new
programs at all levels – certificate, as-
sociate, bachelor’s and graduate degree
programs – and we will continue to do
things that matter for this region and be-
yond, things that we have the ability to
do well – things no one else is doing.”

“It is an exciting time to be at Ve-
nango, as this important jewel of Clar-

ion University moves from being a
campus into its own as a college,” Whit-
ney said. “As Venango College, we will
be able to grow in credential offerings
and enrollment in service to western
Pennsylvania.”

The concepts of stacking credentials
and partnerships set Venango apart.

“The idea is to begin the post-sec-
ondary experience at the certificate or
associate degree level, and as you
progress, have the opportunity to earn
additional credentials as you reach cer-
tain milestones.  We’re considering the
range of programs that we offer and
continuing to develop new opportuni-
ties, or steps, on an educational and ca-
reer ladder,” Reber said.

The campus’ vision is that over time,
students will have increasing opportu-
nities to earn a certificate that can lead
to an associate degree, an associate that
will lead to a bachelor’s, and so on.

“We offer a growing number of pro-
grams in partnership with other univer-
sities, technical institutes, health care
agencies and other affiliated organiza-
tions,” Reber said.  “Students combine
university course work with technical
programming, and the technical credits
are part of our curriculum plan and
count toward an associate or bachelor’s
degree.

For example, Venango faculty are
working on a new Bachelor of Applied
Science in Technology Leadership de-
gree that will be offered online in the
junior and senior year, allowing stu-
dents to pursue the bachelor’s degree
around work and family commitments.
The proposed program is designed to
provide a continued educational oppor-
tunity for students who have completed
our partnership-based associate degree
or a similar associate degree at another
institution.”

“The mission of Venango College to
reach nontraditional students in a vari-
ety of teaching modes fits well with the
demands of many of today’s students,”
Nowaczyk said. “The focus on health
and technology-related programs at Ve-
nango College addresses an important

regional need.”
As Clarion University–Venango

Campus has grown, the campus’ out-of-
classroom programs and services have
also expanded to provide a full comple-
ment of activities and opportunities that

enhance and support the academic mis-
sion. Services at the campus include a
wide and growing array of student or-
ganizations, student activities, speaker
and cultural events, career and counsel-
ing services, club sports and recre-
ational activities, a modern fitness
center and upscale student apartments
that are owned and operated by Clarion
University Foundation, Inc.

Prior to joining Clarion University as
executive dean, Reber worked at Penn
State Erie, The Behrend College, for 18
years.  Penn State Behrend achieved
college status in 1973, and Reber be-
came keenly aware of the transforma-
tional impact that college status had on
Behrend’s development.

“College status had everything to do
with Behrend College’s growth.  It
brought a sense of credibility to
Behrend, which became an academic
destination of choice as Behrend Col-
lege of Penn State in the eyes of stu-
dents, faculty, staff and the
community,” Reber said.  Enrollment
has climbed from 1,800 in 1981, when
Reber began working there, to nearly
5,000 students today.

Venango is currently enjoying record
enrollment of more than 1,000 students
in campus and campus-based programs,
and Reber anticipates continued growth.

Additionally, designating Venango as
a college provides a clearly identifiable
college home for the four academic de-
partments located there: the Depart-
ment of Nursing, Department of Allied
Health, Department of Applied Tech-
nology and the Venango Department of
Arts and Sciences.  It provides students,
faculty, staff, alumni and the commu-
nity with an enhanced sense of aca-
demic and institutional stature and
creates new opportunities to promote
the campus to regional and out-of-town
students and constituents. 
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The West Virginia University School

of Medicine has once again ranked in

the top 10 programs nationwide for

rural medicine, tying at number nine.

The WVU School of Pharmacy tied at

No. 26 on the list of best pharmacy

schools in the country. The rankings are

published in the latest issue of U.S.

News and World Report’s 2013 edition

of “America’s Best Graduate Schools”

and available online at USNews.com. 

Other School of Medicine programs

had notable rankings: primary care at

52, physical therapy at 63, research at

86 and occupational therapy at 116.

The medical school rankings are

based on ratings by medical school

deans and senior faculty in the nation’s

126 accredited medical schools and 23

accredited schools of osteopathic med-

icine. 

“As the medical school at our state’s

land grant university we are here for

West Virginians,” WVU School of

Medicine Dean Arthur Ross, III, M.D.,

M.B.A., said. “Working hard to im-

prove their health and wellness is part

of everything we do – all day, every

day.”

The School of Pharmacy’s No. 26

ranking among 124 schools of phar-

macy is a significant jump from its

2008 rank (the last time pharmacy

schools were rated).

“For the past four years, the faculty

and staff of the WVU School of Phar-

macy have diligently worked to give

West Virginia a Top 25 school. Today,

we are celebrating the fact that we have

dramatically improved our ranking

from number 32 to number 26,” WVU

School of Pharmacy Dean Patricia

Chase, Ph.D., said. “This ranking shows

that we are truly recognized by our

peers as a school that is dedicated to

providing our students with a high-

quality education and environment.”

This year’s edition of “America’s

Best Graduate Schools” also included

the nursing school ratings from 2011,

which listed the WVU School of Nurs-

ing as one of the top 100 schools of

nursing in the country.

“Our health sciences faculty con-

tinue to invest their time, energy and

talent to raise the academic reputation

of their schools to ensure that students

receive the highest quality education,

and our mission to serve the state of

West Virginia is fulfilled,” Christopher

C. Colenda, M.D., M.P.H., chancellor

for health sciences, said. “We transform

many lives in order to make a difference

in the health and well-being of West

Virginians.”

The publication bases its rankings on

surveys of experts and statistical indi-

cators.

The U.S. News and World Report

2013 edition of “America’s Best Grad-

uate Schools” will be available in book-

stores April 3. 

More and more children and adoles-

cents require treatment for mental

health disorders, but a shrinking num-

ber of health care providers are avail-

able to help them, according to national

health care experts.

That’s why Robert Morris University

has become one of the first nursing

schools in Pennsylvania to offer a doc-

toral program to educate nurse practi-

tioners to provide mental health care for

patients of all ages, including children.

RMU previously offered a doctor of

nursing practice (DNP) program to pre-

pare psychiatric mental health nurse

practitioners to only treat adult patients

with mental health disorders.

Nationwide, only 72 nursing schools

offer a specialty in child/adolescent or

family mental health, according to re-

search published in the journal Policy,

Politics, & Nursing Practice. One RMU

student will graduate this May with the

university’s new DN.P degree and is el-

igible for national certification as a

family psychiatric mental health nurse

practitioner.

Psychiatric mental health nurse prac-

titioners can diagnose mental, emo-

tional, and behavioral disorders,

prescribe medications, and conduct in-

dividual and family psychotherapy. Ad-

ditionally, they can practice in primary

care where the majority of psychiatric

treatment for the pediatric population is

provided.

According to the National Research

Council and the Institute of Medicine,

approximately 20 percent of patients

under 18 years of age suffer from some

sort of mental, behavior, or emotional

disorder – such as depression, attention

deficit hyperactivity disorder, and sub-

stance abuse – but as many as three-

quarters of them go without treatment.

Suicide is the third leading cause of

death among people ages 10 to 24, with

most attempts occurring during adoles-

cence, according to the U.S. Centers for

Disease Control.

By 2020, the nation will need 12,500

psychiatrists with specialized training

in pediatrics, but only 8,300 will be

available, according to research by the

U.S. Bureau of Health Professions.

Family psychiatric mental health nurse

practitioners can help fill that gap.

“The increased recognition of the

mental health needs of youth, the work-

force shortage of child and adolescent

psychiatrists, and barriers to addressing

mental health needs in the primary care

setting support the need to increase

providers who can manage the mental

health needs of children and adoles-

cents,” said Kirstyn Kameg, DNP, asso-

ciate professor of nursing and

coordinator of the family psychiatric

mental health nurse practitioner pro-

gram at RMU.

For more information, visit

www.rmu.edu. 
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By Sam Mathur, MD,
F.A.C.S.

Home allergy therapy is a

relatively new phenomenon

and generously accepted by

patients.  It is designed to

offer patients a safe, effec-

tive, and comfortable alter-

native to traditional allergy

therapy.  Home allergy ther-

apy allows the patient to

control their allergies

through immunotherapy shots without having to go to

a healthcare provider on a regular basis. Most studies

have shown that receiving your allergy shots once a

week or at least once every two weeks is the maximum

and quickest way to control of your allergies and even-

tually desensitize the reaction. 

Home allergy therapy is a well-documented safe

method for patients to receive their allergy shots either

by independently or with the help of a family member.

Most allergy patients are good candidates for home al-

lergy therapy.  During the initial allergy shot treatment

protocol, the patient must come to the doctor’s office

on a weekly basis to determine if they are having any

actual reactions to the shots.  The shots are built up

gradually (approximately 10-12 weeks) and the patient

then reaches the ‘plateau or maintenance’ in which the

shots then stay at the same strength.  Once the patient

has safely demonstrated an ability to learn and give

themselves their shots at home and secondly the shots

are not changing any in strength, the patient can learn

to administer the shots at home.  

Allergy shots are given into the arm once a week or

into both arms if the patient requires more.  Most adult

patients are able to self-administer through a very

small gauge needle injected just under the skin in the

forearm.  Careful and detailed instructions are given

to each patient and they must demonstrate competency

to be able to do their shots at home through a trained

in-house allergy specialist.  The patient is also respon-

sible for drawing up the appropriate amount of allergy

serum and recording that information to be sent back

to the doctor. Frequent intervals are required so that

home allergy therapy can be closely monitored by the

administering physician.  There is no age restriction

for home allergy therapy, but the patient or at home

administrator must keep up with the weekly routine

and show competency in giving the shots.  Many pa-

tients, although confident in their ability to administer

their own shots, choose to have a family member assist

them for comfort and reliability. This is home allergy

therapy and it is offering generous relief to patients of

all ages and allergic conditions. 

The benefits to the patients are tremendous such as

not having to visit a physician’s office for a shot when

each appointment can range from 30-60 minutes not

including travel time and commuting costs.  Secondly,

since there is no office visit or allergy shot visit in-

volved, this significantly reduces the patients out of

pocket or insurance costs.  

Most patients that receive weekly shots are able to

get approximately ten shots per vial.  Most are then re-

quired to only come to the doctor’s office to be eval-

uated when they are receiving a new vial of allergy

serum.  Therefore, it reduces the patient visits to the

doctor’s office from 10 visits to 1 visit, which greatly

reduces the cost and offers ample time saving factors

that benefit the patient.   

Laurel ENT and Allergy is confident that safe home

allergy therapy has revolutionized the reliability and

effectiveness of allergy treatments and has signifi-

cantly assisted the increasing allergy population.  Pa-

tients know allergy shots work because they feel better

and over time have reduced or become symptom free

with this form of treatment. Patients recognize this sig-

nificant relief cannot be achieved with nasal steroids

or antihistamines alone.  The opportunity to administer

the necessary shots in a safe and controlled environ-

ment (at home) is extremely revolutionary to patients.

Many patients that have involuntarily stopped their

shots have now restarted their shots and had excellent

results because of the convenience and cost savings.

We feel that home immunotherapy will continue to

grow and become an even more integral part of allergy

and sinus care in the very near future. 

Dr. Sam Mathur is a Board Certified Otolaryngolo-

gist (ENT), Head and Neck Surgeon with training in Fa-

cial Plastic Surgery. He completed his training in

Otolaryngology in 1998 at Duke Medical Center in

Durham, NC following his academic achievements at

Cornell University and Harvard Medical School. His

practice, Laurel ENT and Allergy has three offices lo-

cated in Latrobe, Indiana and Johnstown, PA. For more

information, visit www.laurelentallergy.com.

Home Allergy Therapy Offers Generous Relief



By Rafael J. Sciullo, 
MA, LCSW, MS

Making a wish can be a magical

process. Sometimes it involves a long-

held dream. Sometimes, an impulse.

The wish maker often thinks about what

it will be like when, or if, the dream

comes true. Of course, some dreams are

more realistic than others.

The act of fulfilling a wish is a priv-

ilege. Some organizations, such as

Make-A-Wish, or Disney, do a mar-

velous job at it. No matter whether it’s

done on a regular basis or not, the op-

portunity to fulfill a wish is a unique,

special moment. And granting a wish

can be a gift that’s not soon forgotten.

At Family Hospice and Palliative

Care, we strive to honor patients’ and

families’ wishes every day. We take

pride in providing the care, comfort

level and dignity that our patients desire

and deserve.

Sometimes, we are blessed with the

opportunity to do more. Two such op-

portunities arose recently and I am

happy to report that our staff worked a

little magic.

Roger and Debbie returned recently

to the Pittsburgh area so Roger could be

under Family Hospice care. Roger, a

cancer patient, and his wife had moved

to Vero Beach, Florida with their seven

year-old Yellow Lab, Bailey. Roger and

Debbie didn’t have children and Bailey

truly was part of the family – but when

they returned to Pittsburgh they were

not able to bring Bailey along.

Roger’s dying wish was to have Bai-

ley back at his side. 

His team of caregivers from Family

Hospice recognized this very real need

to help Roger,  and got to work. With

the help of a volunteer organization

called “Pilots N Paws,” Family Hospice

arranged for Bailey to be transported

home aboard private planes. 

Bailey made it to Roger’s side – and

Roger died a few days later. “It was

wonderful for him,” said Debbie, of the

fact that Roger’s wish was granted.

The beautiful story gained attention

both locally and nationally, on WTAE-

TV and The Huffington Post.

Meanwhile, not long after Bailey

came home to Pittsburgh, another wish

was coming together at The Center for

Compassionate Care Canterbury, our

inpatient unit in Lawrenceville.

Karen is a cancer patient who was

admitted to our Center for Compassion-

ate Care Canterbury for pain manage-

ment. Our staff describes Karen as a

delightful woman who handles her ill-

ness with grace and dignity. Karen’s

husband Tim mentioned to our staff that

he found Karen’s wish list – and one of

her wishes was to renew her wedding

vows with her husband. 

So once again the Family Hospice

team got to work. There were flowers in

the chapel at Canterbury. Tim wore a

boutonniere. Karen had her nails done

by a Family Hospice staffer, and carried

a lovely bouquet. Family Hospice spir-

itual care specialist Mary Ann Trifaro

officiated at the renewal of vows cere-

mony – which included family mem-

bers and staff in attendance. Canterbury

inpatient unit manager Megan King

served as one of Karen’s attendants.

And after the ceremony, Karen’s motor-

ized scooter even sported a sign read-

ing: “Just Married – Again.” Family

Hospice Quality of Life program coor-

dinator Paula Church recorded video

and took photos of the event so Karen

and Tim could cherish the memory.

Our staff that witnessed and took

part in the ceremony expressed how

beautiful the experience was. More than

a few tears were shed that day, as it was

crystal clear how much Karen and Tim

love each other.
We never know when these or similar

opportunities will present themselves,

but our team is grateful for every one

that comes along. Playing a part in

granting a wish – no matter how large or

small that part is – is an honor.  We thank

Roger, Karen and their loved ones for al-

lowing us to help make a difference. 

Have you played a part in granting a

wish? Have you witnessed a dream

made true for someone special? Please

visit our Facebook page and share your

story: www.facebook.com/familyhospi-

cepa - or access our Facebook page

from the top of any page on our website

(www.familyhospice.com). 

Rafael J. Sciullo, MA, LCSW, MS, is Pres-

ident and CEO of Family Hospice and

Palliative Care and Past Chairperson of

the National Hospice and Palliative Care

Organization. He may be reached at

rsciullo@familyhospice.com or (412)

572-8800. Family Hospice and Palliative

Care serves nine counties in Western

Pennsylvania. More information at

www.familyhospice.com and www.

facebook.com/familyhospicepa.
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by Robert Boothe
Nothing is better than the comfort of

home. But sometimes, a health issue
can make it hard for patients to manage
on their own. For many in this situation,
an affordable and flexible solution is
home health care. 

But what exactly is home health
care? Simply put, home health care in-
cludes medical or non-medical services
provided in a person’s home. Depend-
ing on the type of care needed, home
health care professionals may be nurses,
therapists, home health aides, or med-
ical social workers. Each person’s situ-
ation is unique and the type of care that

is provided is tailored to their needs and
environment. 

Homemaker and companion care

is assistance with tasks like laundry, er-
rands, meal preparation, and light
housekeeping. If patients are able to
leave their homes, homemaker and
companion caregivers can accompany
them to appointments or take them
shopping. Homemakers can help with
household management to ensure a
clean, safe, and orderly environment.
Companions focus on well-being and
provide social interaction, physical ac-
tivities, recreation, and cognitive stim-
ulation. 24-hour live-in companions

provide respite care and support for
family caregivers who may need time to
tend to their own needs.

Home health aide (HHA) care in-
cludes self-care assistance with activi-
ties of daily living, such as bathing,
dressing, preparing meals, reminding to
take medications, and exercising.
HHAs can also assist with transfers for
those who have difficulty walking.
Most home health care providers allow
HHAs to perform some of the duties of
homemakers and companions. Nurse
clinical managers usually supervise the
care given by homemakers, compan-
ions, and HHAs. 

Short-term, intermittent home

health is typically provided by a nurse
or therapist with services that generally
last 45 minutes and is paid for by
Medicare. Home health is ideal for
adults and seniors who need nursing,
rehabilitation, or therapy for a short pe-
riod of time, such as after surgery or
during a challenging health crisis. On
average, patients are visited two or three
times a week for about a month. The
focus of these visits is for the nurse or
therapist to educate the patient and their
family caregivers on managing their
condition. 

Ongoing home health care is most
often for patients who have a chronic
illness, injury, or disability. Services
can range from assistive care and com-
panionship to complex, high-tech serv-
ices, such as ventilator and trach-

eostomy nursing care. Ongoing care
can be primarily supervisory to main-
tain the safety of a frail senior or it can
be managing a chronic condition for pa-
tients who have had a catastrophic ill-
ness or injury. In the case of chronic
conditions, registered nurses and li-
censed practical nurses provide skilled
treatments, ongoing medical supervi-
sion, and manage diverse diagnoses and
high-tech equipment. Home health care
can help safely manage a wide range of
conditions, such as amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS), muscular dystrophy
(MD), multiple sclerosis (MS), respira-
tory diseases, Guillain-Barré, paraple-
gia, and quadriplegia.

No matter which level of care is
needed, the home health care provider
a patient chooses should have a multi-
disciplinary team of health care profes-
sionals who are able to work with their
physician to develop an individualized
plan of care. They should also be able
to educate the patient on the condition
and provide ongoing assessments to the
physician. 

Director Robert Boothe oversees the
BAYADA Home Health Care offices lo-
cated in Pittsburgh and East Strouds-
burg, PA. For more than 35 years,
BAYADA has been providing home
health care services with compassion,
excellence, and reliability. To learn more
about services, call 412-374-1440 or visit
www.bayada.com.

Preserving Independence with Home Health Care 

  

33 online video courses available:

A tool to meet competency requirements for homecare licensure

Free aide training
is just a click away!
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UnitedHealthcare’s “Health
Care Lane” Coming to 

Pittsburgh to Give Consumers
an Entertaining Way to Learn

How Health Benefits Work
By Sue Schick, 

UnitedHealthcare of Pennsylvania
Imagine a picturesque village dedicated to your health

care. At the Public Library you look up various health in-

surance term definitions. At the local City Market, the

grocer gives you tips on how to reduce your health care

costs. Head on down to the Fitness Center to learn about

wellness programs and healthy lifestyles, and stop at the

WiFi Café for information on online health tools and cal-

culators. 

The village is UnitedHeathcare’s Health Care Lane,

and it’s coming to the Wyndham Grand Pittsburgh Hotel

in downtown Pittsburgh Tuesday, May 8. The public will be able to visit Health Care

Lane anytime between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m., at no cost.

Health Care Lane is a 7,000-square-foot “town” where visitors can stroll and talk

with the “townspeople” who explain various facets of the health care system. The

booth displays are interactive with touch screens and mobile devices to help em-

ployers, brokers and the general public explore a wide variety of health care topics,

including:

l the basics of health insurance;

l ways to manage health care costs;

l strategies to get people more involved in their health care; and

l online tools to help maximize health care benefits

According to a recent National Assessment of Adult Literacy (NAAL) survey,

about 36 percent of all U.S. adults do not understand basic information to help them

manage their health. The study also revealed that 88 percent of all adults are less

than proficient when it comes to understanding complex health care topics. Health

Care Lane offers a practical approach in creating easy-to-understand health care in-

formation and education. It is designed to make it easier for consumers to under-

stand how their health coverage works and the different options available to them.  

Research reveals that people learn in multiple ways, so it is important to use a

variety of educational methods to better educate consumers about their health and

health insurance benefits. Health Care Lane enables people to pick and choose what

health topics to learn more about based on their particular interests and preferences.

As their health needs change, they can go to healthcarelane.com to learn more.

Health Care Lane is a real-life adaptation of www.healthcarelane.com, a virtual

city online that people can access to help improve health care literacy. Anyone can

visit the online town to interact with fictitious businesses and their employees, each

representing a different health care topic.  HealthCareLane.com has received more

than 30 website awards for its interactive content, creativity, user engagement,

and effective communications of health insurance information.

To view video and still photographs of the Health Care Lane exhibit, visit

www.uhc.com/news_room/health_care_lane.htm 

UnitedHealthcare is dedicated to helping people nationwide live healthier lives

by simplifying the health care experience, meeting consumer health and wellness

needs, and sustaining trusted relationships with care providers. The company offers

the full spectrum of health benefit programs for individuals, employers and

Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries, and contracts directly with more than 650,000

physicians and care professionals and 5,000 hospitals nationwide. UnitedHealthcare

serves more than 38 million people and is one of the businesses of UnitedHealth

Group (NYSE: UNH), a diversified Fortune 50 health and well-being company. 

Sue Schick is Chief Executive Officer, Employer & Individual Markets, of United-

Healthcare of Pennsylvania and Delaware.  She can be reached at

sue_schick@uhc.com.
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By Steve Jacob 
Regardless

of how re-
form plays
out, the tradi-
tional tension
between hos-
pitals and
physicians is
melting out of
n e c e s s i t y .
H o s p i t a l s
need physi-
cian buy-in as

they enhance quality to meet health re-
form’s imperatives. Physicians are
abandoning independent practice in
droves as they face decreasing revenue
and government imperatives for elec-
tronic health records. 

In many states, hospitals cannot di-
rectly employ physicians because legis-
lators fear that hospital executives with
profit imperatives might influence
physicians to compromise patient care.
Therefore, physicians act as independ-
ent contractors who autonomously care
for patients, using hospital equipment
and staff as their “workshop.” 

Hospitals increasingly have been
contracting with “hospitalists,” or
physicians who work exclusively at the
hospital to handle admitted patients.
Physicians visiting patients in hospitals
are becoming a relic of America’s med-
ical past. Many community-based
physicians do not mind this, because the
travel time between the office and hos-

pital is time they cannot bill. However,
they are becoming disengaged with
their hospitals. They are less likely to
serve on hospital committees or cover
emergency-department shifts.

Physician alignment, or hospitals
working collaboratively with physi-
cians, has always been a core strategy
for hospitals. Doctors control 70 to 80
percent of hospital admissions. Fewer
than 60 percent are work exclusively
with one hospital.

Physicians by nature are fiercely in-
dependent. Most are in solo or small
practices, with little outside accounta-
bility. The teamwork required in inte-
grated care organizations is a foreign
concept. Doctors are highly trained sci-
entists used to having the final say on
how they treat their patients. Hospital
executives, many of whom lack a clini-
cal background, are much more com-
fortable with a top-down management
style to increase revenue and allocate
resources efficiently.

A 2011 study found that hospital
quality scores were about 25 percent
higher when physicians ran the hospital,
compared with those that were not.
Scores for cancer care were even higher
at physician-run hospitals

According to a 2010 Pricewater-
houseCoopers (PwC) survey, 1 of 5
physicians does not trust hospitals.
Conversely, 60 percent of hospitals say
it is difficult to get information from
physicians to improve patient care. 

The demands of health reform prob-

ably will change the physician-hospital
relationship forever. Alignment and en-
gagement need to happen rapidly.

Shrinking Medicare reimbursement
will squeeze hospital margins through-
out the coming decade. A PwC analysis
estimated that, without reform,
Medicare rates would have risen by
27.5 percent over that period. Under
health reform, the increase will be 11.9
percent.

The Medicare value-based purchas-
ing program will begin paying hospitals
based on patient satisfaction and quality
of care, reducing payments for those in
the bottom 25 percent. An average-size
community hospital could lose more
than $1.4 million annually if it receives
poor quality scores beginning in 2013.
Until health reform, there arguably was
not a business case for hospitals to
stress safety and quality. 

Under health reform, the most suc-
cessful hospitals will be those that align
tightly with physicians who answer the
call for safer, more efficient, effective
and patient-centered care. 

Physicians are ready to answer that
call. The number of hospital-owned
physician practices reached 55 percent
in 2009, up from 50 percent in 2008 and
30 percent five years ago, according to
the Medical Group Management Asso-
ciation. 

Merritt Hawkins, a physician-re-
cruiting firm, reported that more than
half of physician job searches were for
hospitals for the year ending March

2010, compared with 45 percent the
previous year and 19 percent five years
earlier. The percentage of physicians
who own their practices has been de-
clining about 2 percentage points a year
for the past 25 years. 

According to a 2010 HealthLeaders
Media Intelligence Unit report, 3 out of
4 hospital executives said they were get-
ting more employment requests from
physicians and they planned to hire
more physicians within the next three
years. More than 60 percent said they
planned to buy medical groups.

More than half of physicians believe
they will become more aligned with
hospitals, according to the PwC survey.
Further, roughly the same percentage
wants to align more closely with hospi-
tals to increase their income. This in-
cludes two-thirds of cardiologists,
whose income was cut significantly by
Medicare. 

Physicians’ income generally has
kept pace with inflation despite flat or
declining reimbursement because they
have increased volume – seeing more
patients, shortening appointments. Fi-
nite office hours dictate that this is not
a sustainable business strategy, and cer-
tainly not ideal patient care. 

Steve Jacob is author of the new book
Health Care in 2020: Where Uncertain
Reform, Bad Habits, Too Few Doctors
and Skyrocketing Costs Are Taking Us.
His email is steve@unitedstate-
sofhealth.com.

Hospital and Physician Alignment

HomeCare Elite winner three years in a
row in Western Pennsylvania

Is Lighting The Way
To Better Patient Care 

• Home Health Care
• Hospice Care
• Palliative Care
• In Home Health

1229 Silver Lane, Suite 201, Pittsburgh, PA 15136
412.859.8801

1580 Broad Avenue Ext., Suite 1, Belle Vernon, PA 15012
724.929.4712

www.anovahomehealth.com

Home Health Care Services, Inc.

Proudly Serves Patients and
Families in the following counties:

Allegheny, Beaver, Fayette, 
Washington, Westmoreland

Also, Parts of: Butler and Greene

Top 100 Independent 
Financial Advisors

in the US*
* Barron’s Magazine. This ranking reflects

the volume of assets overseen by the advisors 
and their teams, revenues generated 
for the fi rms and the quality of the 

advisors’ practices.

Voted #2
Financial Advisor
in Pennsylvania**

** Registered Rep. Registered Rep.’s Top 100 
Independent Financial Advisors ranking was 

compiled in-house by the magazine. Advisors 
who personally manage at least $150 million in 
assets with a majority in client accounts were 

eligible for consideration and were ranked strictly
by assets under management.

Voted one of
Pittsburgh’s

Best Places to Work

If you’re a serious investor, 
looking for serious guidance,

think about how different 
your life could be with 

Fragasso Financial Advisors.
412.227.3200  |  fragassoadvisors.com

Fee-based investment management and securities 
offered through LPL Financial, 

Member FINRA/SIPC
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By Christina L. Kaufman, Ph.D.
Where is the largest and most diverse hand surgery fel-

lowship in the nation?  Harvard? The Mayo Clinic?  Good
guesses, but not even close.  It is at the Christine M. Klein-
ert Institute for Hand and Micro Surgery (CMKI) in
Louisville, KY.   

What program performed the first five hand transplants
in the United States and who has transplanted the most
hand allograft recipients in the world?  The University of
Pittsburgh Medical Center?  Wrong again, that honor also
goes in part to the Christine M. Kleinert Institute, along
with the other members of the Louisville Vascularized

Composite Allograft (VCA) Program, namely the Kleinert Kutz Hand Care Center
(KKHCC), the University of Louisville, and Jewish Hospital & St. Mary’s Health-
care.  

Since its inception in 1960, CMKI’s hand surgery fellowship program has trained
nearly 1,300 surgeons from 59 different countries.  The philosophy is to promote
an educational environment that brings together surgeons from General, Orthopedic
and Plastic surgery, as well as Micro Surgery specialties.  CMKI has the only hand
surgery fellowship program in the country that accepts foreign, as well as, American
surgeons.  

This mixture allows the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education
(ACGME) hand fellows to work with some of the world’s best and brightest sur-
geons who constantly provide innovative perspectives and techniques.  Previous
CMKI fellows have moved on to run departments, run their own fellowship pro-
grams, and have been elected presidents of national hand surgery societies - not
only in this country, but in countries all over the world.

The educational “recipe” developed by Dr. Harold E. Kleinert and Dr. Joseph E.
Kutz is based on a hand-shake between these two pioneers in hand surgery, and life-
long adherence principles of service to the patient with an emphasis on education.
Our team of 12 attending surgeons actively mentor and promote the 20-24 fellows
who are in training at any given time, and continuously seek ways to improve the
program.  “Morning conference,” a didactic lecture series, is held five days a week
at 6:30am and covers all aspects of hand surgery.  

An important part of any surgical educational program is research. How will sur-

geons of the future improve the field?  This will be done by questioning results and
undertaking clinical and basic research in hand surgery.  KKHCC and CMKI sur-
geons are responsible for many world firsts.  The first repair of digital arteries, the
first bilateral hand and forearm replant, the first successful technique for primary
flexor tendon repair, the first successful, and world’s longest surviving hand trans-
plant were all completed by our surgeons.  New research projects are underway, as
are novel collaborations with the Cardiovascular Innovation Institute using adipose
derived stem cells to treat osteoarthritis, for the purpose of speed healing, and to
promote nerve regeneration. 

The future is bright, but a few dark clouds mar the horizon.  Proposed Medicare
reimbursement rates threaten to nearly require hand surgeons to pay to treat patients.
In the last decade or so, duty hour limits have unquestionably had a negative impact
on the education of hand surgeons.   The mastery of the art and science of hand sur-
gery demands immersion, with fellows living and breathing hand surgery.  

ACGME fellows must strictly adhere to an 80 hour work week.  In order to main-
tain accreditation fellows are forced to leave the OR in the middle of cases to avoid
duty hour violations.   The dichotomy between the education of American surgeons
and foreign trained surgeons who are not shackled by these restrictions is becoming
more apparent.  Foreign orthopedic and plastic surgeons are not necessarily receiv-
ing better training, but they are immersed and receive more training.  

Practicing surgeons in the real world can’t leave the operating table before the
case is over or the clinic before all of the patients are seen.  Fellows should learn
their limits and immerse themselves in hand surgery under the mentorship of a fully
trained hand surgeon. Not once they have left the fellowship. 

The model of a hand surgery fellowship developed at CMKI is an excellent one.
Like most universities, our fellowship does not exclude the fully trained, and prac-
ticing orthopedic and plastic surgeons, who want to come to learn hand surgery
from all over the world.  These fellows are embraced and they enrich the education
of our American fellows and continue to enhance the ongoing education of our sur-
geons and researchers.  To quote Dr. Kleinert, “As teachers we believe we are suc-
cessful only if our students ultimately become far better than their teachers.” 

Christina L. Kaufman, Ph.D. is the Executive Director of the Christine M. Kleinert In-
stitute for Hand and Micro Surgery. For more information, contact
ckaufman@cmki.org or visit www.cmki.org.

Making the Best by Mixing the Best of the Past and the Present
— The Christine M. Kleinert Institute Hand Surgery Fellowship

• Respect                      

• Integrity  

• Understanding  

• Professionalism       

• Accountability

• Honesty

• Communication

• Cooperation

• Competence

• Unconditional Positive Regard

Bethany Hospice
Created to care for Pittsburgh!  

Join the best community hospice team!

• RN Case Manager (FT) • RN Team Leader
• Social Worker (PRN) • Nurse Practitioner (PRN)
• CNA (FT or Weekends)

All positions require at least one year of experience in your

professional field and a can-do attitude!  Voted one of the

Best Places to Work in western PA 3 years running, Bethany

Hospice is committed to the following standards of

excellence: 

If this sounds like the place for you, send resume or apply in person to: 

875 Greentree Rd., Six Parkway Center, Pgh, PA  15220

Phone (412) 921-2209; Fax (412) 921-2552

Visit our website www.bethanyhospice.com    EOE

Ogletree Deakins’ Pittsburgh office provides exceptional legal services to both national 
clients and those located solely within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

We provide individualized and experienced advice and legal services to all clients to 
keep them informed of current matters and developing laws within the Common-
wealth and on a nation-wide basis.

With more than 600 attorneys, we represent employers of all sizes, coast-to-coast, 
from our 41 offices across the U.S. Because of our focus on quality and client service, 
Ogletree Deakins was named the �rst “Law Firm of the Year” in Litigation – Labor 
and Employment in the 2011-2012 U.S.News – Best Lawyers “Best Law Firms” rankings.
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By Jim Wilson
N e t w o r k

infrastructure

is the heart-

beat to your

company, and

in order to

meet the de-

mands of a

complex and

ever-changing

health care

environment,

accurate and accessible records are crit-

ical to the health of your patients and

business.

The current demands your commu-

nications network currently faces in-

cludes:

l Rise in health information ex-

changes, requiring network access to

electronic medical records across mul-

tiple service providers

l Increased imaging capabilities

driving the need for more flexible band-

width

l Growing use of remote applica-

tions networked to central services,

connected to each other

l HIPAA and other regulations re-

quire comprehensive medical records,

involving high intensity security across

your entire health care network

With fiber optics, the health care sys-

tem will never be the same again. It’s

transforming the way patients receive

treatment, share medical information

between providers and hospitals, tele-

ER, e-prescriptions, video training and

many other applications. The speed of

fiber communications between insur-

ance companies, pharmacists, patients

and medical staff at any physician’s of-

fice, clinic and hospital, will allow your

time and attention to be dedicated

where it should be – on your patients

and your health care practice.

As the health care industry continues

to rely more on electronic medical

records, tests, images and videos, using

the highest speeds at the maximum

bandwidth have increasingly become a

necessity to the ways of transferring

critical data. Cyber attacks, power out-

ages, server failures and human error

can easily bring a business to its knees.

With a fiber optic backbone, the health

care industry can drastically improve

their operational efficiencies, reduce

risk of data loss, and free up human and

financial resources to enable them to

focus more energy on patients and their

core objectives. Having a secure con-

nectivity and stable platform, certified

with redundancy and a built-in disaster

recovery insurance plan, you can rest

assure knowing that all data is safe and

your practice will remain up and run-

ning at all times, guaranteed.

The benefits of utilizing a fiber in-

frastructure vs. the traditional copper-

wired network systems cannot

compare. With a fiber optic data net-

work, your practice’s infrastructure is

easily scalable with the maximum secu-

rity, reliability, and most cost-effective

solution, tailored perfectly for the

health care industry’s goal of meeting

today’s connectivity and highest band-

width demands. Combined with sim-

plicity and speed, this is a seamless

operation for the virtualization of the

health care industry.

YOUR RX IS READY
Providing Dark Fiber and Metro Eth-

ernet services to over 70 of the region’s

top outpatient clinics, surgery centers

and hospitals, DQE Communications’

fiber optic network solution provides:

l Seamless access to medical data

across dispersed locations at the fastest

speeds possible

l Symmetrical bandwidth, un-

matched by any other provider, tailored

to meet the needs of each health care fa-

cility

l Optimum reliability and security

of data, thanks to our state-of-the-art

ring architecture

l Cost-effective, enhanced IT per-

formance furthers the improvement of

patient care

Don’t wait for an emergency to hap-

pen. Contact DQE Communications to

begin filling your prescription for the

most ideal IT infrastructure today. Trust

in DQE Communications, as so many

are trusting in you. For more informa-

tion call 1-866-GO-FIBER or visit

www.DQECOM.com. 

Jim Wilson, President of DQE Com-

munications, a subsidiary of Duquesne

Light Holdings, has been recognized as

one of Western Pennsylvania’s most in-

fluential individuals in the energy busi-

ness.  Receiving the Energy Leadership

Award 2012, we’d like to congratulate

Mr. Wilson on his achievements in en-

hancing energy and telecommunication

services for customers in Western PA.

Comments can be submitted to jwil-

son@dqe.com.

Fiber Optic Telecommunications: The #1 Doctor Recommended
Prescription for your IT Infrastructure
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Once upon a time, you thought Grandma was old.

It was easy to think that when you were small, and

short in both stature and brains. Grandma had to be,

oh, probably 50-something then; nowhere near as an-

cient as you figured her to be. What’s funny is that

you’re now around the same age as Grandma was

when you thought she was a fossil, and “old” seems

very far away.

So how do

you keep that

mindset?  How

can you stay

sharp and men-

tally active for

the rest of your

life?  Find the

answers in the

new book

“Brain Power”

by Michael J.

Gelb and Kelly

Howell.

Let’s face it:

from the mo-

ment you were

born, you

started to get old. Resistance, as they say, is futile so

the first thing you can do to age well is to give up the

idea that you’ll ever find The Fountain of Youth.

The good news, say the authors, is that your brain

is designed to improve throughout life and it won’t

wear out. Brain matter benefits from “plasticity,”

which means you can even raise your IQ and sharpen

your memory if you use what’s in your noggin. 

The biggest thing you can to do to help age-proof

your brain, according to Gelb and Howell, is to main-

tain a positive attitude. Studies show that staying en-

gaged in the world around you, cultivating childlike

curiosity, looking for positive expectations, and being

upbeat can improve memory and mental well-being.

Those tips also help your physical state and can lower

blood pressure.

Practice GFH (gratitude, forgiveness, and humor).

Notice your surroundings and try to learn something

new every day. Change

your way of looking at

aging by changing the

way you talk about it: you

are not a “geezer” or a

“granny.” You are an elder

or a matriarch.

Challenge yourself.

Learn a musical instru-

ment or a new language.

Stay active, stay hydrated,

and eat well. Get outside at least 30 minutes a day.

Cherish your friends and maintain relationships.

And if all else fails, learn to juggle. It’s fun, and it

entertains the grandchildren.

Read any good how-to-age-well-type books lately?

Yes?  Well, then you’ve read this one, too.

“Brain Power” is filled with great tips and ideas for

maintaining a youthful presence, no matter how much

past youth you get. Authors Michael J. Gelb and Kelly

Howell present some interesting and easy-to-do ways

to keep active, both physically and mentally, and they

even offer some “brain sync audio” downloads that

you can use to help keep your grey matter from sink-

ing into the blues.

The problem is that most of this has been written

about already – a lot. That doesn’t make it bad infor-

mation; it’s good, in fact, but it’s been around the

block a time or two.

I think if you’re new to these ideas and this is the

first book you’ve considered on the topic, what you’ll

find in “Brain Power” will be revolutionary. If you’ve

read other books like this one, though, this stuff is al-

ready old. 

The Bookworm is Terri Schlichenmeyer. Terri has

been reading since she was 3 years old and she never

goes anywhere without a book. She lives on a hill in

Wisconsin with two dogs and 12,000 books.
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Bookworm

Sez
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By Robert Goldbach,
M.A.

The Affordable Care Act

requires tax-exempt hospi-

tals to submit the results of a

detailed community health

needs assessment (CHNA)

along with their Form 990s.

Some hospitals, in partner-

ship with other regional

health and wellness agen-

cies, have recently produced

such assessments; others may have just started the

process, or may be re-considering the approaches they

have used in past assessments.  While completed

CHNAs differ from community to community in the

methods employed and the conclusions made, some

basic guidelines can help inform the process from the

beginning.

The Association for Community Health Improve-

ment (ACHI) describes the community health needs

assessment as “both the activity and product of iden-

tifying and prioritizing a community’s health needs,

accomplished through the collection and analysis of

data, including input from community stakeholders. It

can be used to inform the development of strategies

and plans to address prioritized needs, with the goal

of contributing to improvements in the community’s

health.” The CHNA should be used to not only meet a

federal requirement, but should provide information

that hospitals can use to:

l Develop new programs as identified by the com-

munity being served

l Enhance existing programs to better serve the

community

l Incorporate in updates to the strategic plan

l Identify areas for collaboration with other

providers, such as behavioral health, faith based or-

ganizations, et.al.

A successful CNHA, then, is valuable to a hospital

as well as the region it serves if it has at least three

characteristics:

1. Rigorous, thorough data collection and analy-

sis. Providing a complete picture of the health of

community residents requires making use of informa-

tion from a variety of sources.  These sources may in-

clude secondary data (2010 census, PA Department of

Health profiles); primary data (surveys, focus groups,

town meetings, interviews with community residents

and health care providers), and panels comprised of

community leaders in health and other arenas.  Ideally,

this process makes efficient use of existing data and

provides opportunities for residents and stakeholders

to share their perspectives

The aims of this activity are:  to pinpoint the major

health needs of the community; to paint an accurate

picture of existing community resources for address-

ing these concerns; to identify where the gaps are and

what challenges must be overcome to improve condi-

tions.  

2. A process for prioritizing needs. The analysis

may uncover many areas of concern, but limited re-

sources may require a mechanism for selecting the

most crucial ones.   For example, the 2011 Community

Health Needs Assessment Report of the Indiana

County Medical Center identified nineteen priority

health needs; using a ranking system, the members of

the medical center’s senior management team nar-

rowed these down to seven high-priority issues:  lack

of primary care physicians, early pre-natal care, deaths

from influenza/pneumonia, preventable hospitaliza-

tions, overweight/obesity rates, cholesterol screening,

and substance abuse).

Often, high-priority issues intersect with commu-

nity benefits programs (those that are usually not re-

imbursable), such as education, prevention and

screening activities.   The CHNA should identify av-

enues by which hospitals can influence outcomes in

community benefits programs through collaboration

with other health providers (county health depart-

ments, federally-qualified health centers, school

nurses, etc.) state/local agencies and private entities. 

3. Reasonable benchmarks for measuring

progress toward a healthier community. A success-

ful approach to establishing and using benchmarks in-

corporates internal as well as external targets.  Internal

targets are those established by the hospital to measure

its success in treating its consumers (e.g., reducing the

rate of hospital-related infections).  External targets

are established through national health and wellness

initiatives, such as Healthy People 2020 or the Na-

tional Prevention Strategy.

A CHNA should produce benchmarks that are com-

parable with those used by hospitals or health systems

serving similar populations.  Important consideration

should be given to the size and age distribution of the

population residing in the service area, and the degree

to which that population is rural or urbanized.

Ultimately, the successful CHNA promotes strate-

gies by which hospitals can work collaboratively, ef-

ficiently and effectively with other community

resources to produce tangible, measurable improve-

ments in the health of patients as well as the larger

community. 

Robert Goldbach, M.A. is a Research Associate with

HPW Associates, LLC, a research and evaluation con-

sulting firm based in the Pittsburgh area. He has expert-

ise in the analysis of secondary data particularly as it

relates to community needs assessments. He also pres-

ents workshops on the topics of Outcome Measure-

ment and Market Research.

HPW Associates, LLC was established in 2001 to pro-

vide applied research, evaluation and program per-

formance measurement in government, non-profit and

private arenas. Our aim is to help bring success to

health and human service organizations by providing

high-quality research and evaluation services. We work

with our clients in developing appropriate perform-

ance measurement and improvement structures that

can be easily incorporated within their own organiza-

tions. This includes the framework for gathering data

needed to monitor and manage programs, identify

areas in need of improvement, formulate change and

measure the resulting impact. For more information,

visit  www.hpwassoc.com.

Three Keys to Assessing Community Health Needs

By Dave 
Mastovich, MBA

A research report from

Google shows 39% of peo-

ple use their cell phones in

the bathroom. Another study

by Plaxo indicates 19% of

people drop their smart

phones into the toilet.

Even if you’ve never

dropped yours in the toilet,

chances are you’ve mis-

placed your phone and had that sick feeling wondering

what happened to it.

Symantec, the largest maker of security software

for computers and best known for its Norton brand,

wanted to find out. The company created an experi-

ment called The Honey Stick Project which involved

intentionally losing 50 smart phones in elevators,

restaurants, convenience stores and other high traffic

areas. The smart phones were equipped with the capa-

bility to remotely monitor what happened once they

were found.

Drum roll ringtone please ...

l 96% of lost smartphones were accessed by find-

ers of the devices.

l 89% of the devices were accessed  for personal

information through apps like Contacts, Facebook, pri-

vate pictures and email.

l 83% of devices were accessed for corporate re-

lated apps and information.

The (sort of) good news is that after spending some

time on the smartphones, 50% of finders contacted the

owner and provided contact information for return of

the device.

It’s bad enough we could lose our constant com-

panion and some personal information. But one of the

main purposes of smart phones is to allow people to

connect with work wherever they are. Losing your

smart phone could leave valuable corporate informa-

tion unprotected and create a host of problems for you

and your organization.

THE HONEY STICK PROJECT HAD THESE

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMPANIES:
l Develop and enforce security policies for em-

ployees using mobile devices for work, including pass-

word-enabled screen locks.

l Focus on protecting information as opposed to

solely on convenience of devices.

l Have a formal process in place so everyone

knows what to do if a device is lost or stolen.

l Take inventory of mobile devices connecting to

your network. You can’t protect and manage what you

don’t know about.

l Integrate mobile device security into the overall

security framework and treat mobile devices like the

true endpoints they are.

In other words, we need to be smart with our smart

phones. 

David M. Mastovich, MBA is President of MASSolu-

tions, Inc. 

With a core philosophy of integrated marketing,

MASSolutions focuses on improving the bottom line for

clients through creative selling, messaging and PR so-

lutions. In his recent book, “Get Where You Want To Go:

How to Achieve Personal and Professional Growth

Through Marketing, Selling and Story Telling,” Mas-

tovich offers strategies to improve sales and generate

new customers; management and leadership ap-

proaches; and creative marketing, PR and communica-

tions ideas. For more information, go

to www.massolutions.biz.

Our Phones May Be Smart But Are We?
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By Stephen C.
Schimpff, MD

We have a real paradox in

American healthcare. On the

one hand we have exception-

ally well educated and well

trained providers who are

committed to our care. We

are the envy of the world for

our biomedical research

prowess, funded largely by

the National Institutes of

Health and conducted across the county in universities

and medical schools. 

The pharmaceutical industry continuously brings

forth life saving and disease altering medications. The

medical device industry is incredibly innovative and

entrepreneurial.  The makers of diagnostic equipment

such as CAT scans and hand held ultrasounds are

equally productive.  

A few examples.  The science of genomics is revo-

lutionizing medical care in profound ways such as pro-

ducing targeted cancer drugs, predicting later onset of

cardiac disease, offering prognostic data to guide can-

cer treatment, rapidly identifying a bacteria and its an-

tibiotic susceptibility and suggesting how our diet can

actually impact our genes through the science of nu-

tragenomics.  

The pharmaceutical industry has brought us the

likes of statins to reduce cholesterol, drugs to prevent

blood clotting, and the targeted therapies for cancer.

The device industry has created, for example, a pot-

pourri of new approaches that have transformed car-

diac care. These include angioplasty, stents,

pacemakers, intracardiac defibrillators and now even

the ability to insert a prosthetic aortic valve through a

catheter rather than doing it via open surgery.  And we

can now non-invasively image organs in incredible de-

tail and learn about physiology with molecular imag-

ing.

So we can be appropriately awed and proud and

pleased at what is available when needed for our care. 

But, on the other hand, we have a dysfunctional

health care delivery system. 

Our current delivery system focuses on acute med-

ical problems where it is reasonably effective. But it

works poorly for most chronic medical illnesses and

it costs far too much. When the famous bank robber,

Willie Sutton, was asked why he robbed banks he

replied “that’s where the money is.” In healthcare the

money is in chronic illnesses – diabetes with compli-

cations, cardiac diseases such as heart failure, cancer

and neurologic diseases. These consume about 75-

85% of all dollars spent on medical care. So we need

to focus there.

These chronic illnesses are increasing in frequency

at a very rapid rate. They are largely (although cer-

tainly not totally) preventable. Overeating a non-nu-

tritious diet, lack of exercise, chronic stress, and 20%

still smoking are the major predisposing causes of

these chronic illnesses. Obesity is now a true epidemic

with one-third of us overweight and one-third of us

frankly obese. The result is high blood pressure, high

cholesterol, elevated blood glucose and toxins that lead

to diabetes, heart disease, stroke, chronic lung and kid-

ney disease and cancer. 

And once any of these chronic diseases develops, it

usually persists for life (of course some cancers are

curable but not so diabetes or heart failure). These are

complex diseases to treat and expensive to treat – an

expense that continues for the rest of the person’s life. 

What is needed are aggressive preventive ap-

proaches and, for those with a chronic illness, a multi-

disciplinary team approach, one that has a committed

physician coordinator. Providers (and I refer here

mostly to primary care physicians), unfortunately, do

not give really adequate preventive care in most cases.

And they generally do not spend the time needed to

coordinate the care of those with chronic illness –

which is absolutely essential to assure good quality at

a reasonable cost. 

When a patient is sent for extra tests, imaging or

specialists visits the costs go up exponentially and the

quality does not rise with the costs. Indeed it often

falls. But primary care physicians are in a non-sustain-

able business model with today’s reimbursement sys-

tems so they find they just do no have enough time for

care coordination or more than the basics of preventive

care. 

So our paradox is that we have the providers, the

science, the drugs, the diagnostics and devices that we

need for patient care. But we have a new type of dis-

ease – complex, chronic illness, mostly preventable,

for which we have not established good methods of

prevention nor do we care for them adequately once

the disease develops. And all of this is exacerbated by

an insurance system that puts the incentives in the

wrong places. The result is a sicker population,

episodic care and expenses that are far greater than

necessary. 

Stephen C Schimpff, MD is an internist, professor of

medicine and public policy, former CEO of the Univer-

sity of Maryland Medical Center is the author of The Fu-

ture of Medicine – Megatrends in Healthcare and The

Future of Health Care Delivery from which this article

is adapted. Updates are available at http://med-

icalmegatrends.blogspot.com

America Has a Health Care Paradox
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It's a Matter of Perspective.

By John Reddick
When I was 10 years old, I would walk to my neighbor-

hood elementary school with my older sisters and younger

brother.  Each morning we would wave to our Uncle Mar-

tin as he slowly and carefully drove to work in the opposite

direction.  Later, on most days, long after returning home

from school, our homework complete, the dinner dishes

washed and dried, and exhausted following an hour or two

of play in the back yard, we would inevitably gather on

our front porch and watch the cars drive by as the sun de-

scended at the end of a long day. It was only then that we

would see Uncle Martin slowly and carefully driving

home from work often 12 hours after we had seen him earlier in the day.

I remember thinking to myself - where does he work?  What does he do all day?

Years later, after Uncle Martin had passed away, I learned that he was a senior

draftsman for a local well known Architectural Firm. This year I mark my 25th An-

niversary working at that same firm, doing the same basic tasks, I hope with the

same commitment and diligence.

According to a few sources there are approximately 100,000 architects in the

United States.  Some are world famous.  Most, like me, live in relative obscurity.

The majority of architects practicing today work long hours attempting to solve

their client’s problems with a sincere respect for schedule and budget.  Gathering,

formatting, and communicating information is a large part of the day. 

Drawing and sketching, for most architects, is the enjoyable part, but with the

integration of computer systems, like most professions today, the old stereotype of

an architect sitting at a drafting table manipulating a triangle, compass, and parallel

rule, are long gone. Despite the loss of those classic tools architecture has remained,

at its heart, a craft that requires above all time and diligence. Architecture is known

as an “old man’s profession” because it takes so long to master.  The basic concepts

may form in one’s mind at a young age, are nurtured and formalized in school, but

are not truly understood until practiced for many years and have experienced many

battles. 

I am a strong believer in process.  If an effective process can be put in place and

everyone on the team (owner, architect, engineer, consultant, reviewer, and contrac-

tor) do their part, errors and omissions will be minimized and time and money will

be saved. A tried and true process is routinely followed in most successful busi-

nesses.  

My experience has shown that a project has the best chance of success if the

goals and aspirations are clearly established even before the design process begins.

There are tremendous advantages to be gained by sitting down early in an attempt

to identify the real issues before a budget or schedule is established, a drawing is

made, or a hammer drives the first nail.  If you want to get the most out of your ar-

chitect and construction team find a tablet and write down:

lYour goals and aspirations.

lYour limitations (time, place, money, appearance).

lYour ideas on how to achieve those goals and aspirations.

This becomes the strategic plan.  To save time and money the strategic plan must

be clear and consistent.  The next step is to work hard not to be in a hurry, cut cor-

ners, or change your mind. Allow the design process to work to your advantage. If

the strategic plan changes, once the design process begins, the change will cost both

time and money.  

To manage an efficient construction project, one that achieves the goals and as-

pirations, remains on schedule and within budget, the decision-making group needs

to be careful, and take the time to consider the appropriate issues when the least

amount of dollars and time are at risk. The old adage, “Haste makes waste” was

true years ago and is still true even in the fast-paced world we live in today.

If my Uncle Martin were here, I’m sure he would agree. 

John Reddick is a registered architect at Stantec. John walks to work each day at

the Butler, Pennsylvania Office and can be reached at john.reddick@stantec.com.

“Haste Makes Waste” Is Still True Today
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By Christopher Cussat
Hines Ward may have proven to the world that football

players from Pittsburgh can dance with the stars and win

national dancing competitions, but more recently, Tuan-

Anh L. Ung, M.D., has handily shown that Pittsburgh doc-

tors are also fancy footed forces to be reckoned with!

It’s true, Western Pennsylvania’s newest dance cham-

pion is Dr. Ung—who is very familiar to many local res-

idents as one of the friendliest doctors in Monongahela

Valley Hospital’s Emergency Department. This past

March, he won the Top Student Award in the Full Silver

Level at the World-Dance-O-Rama.

The 2012 World-Dance-O-Rama was held from March 21-25 at the New York

City Sheraton—a prime location for one of Arthur Murray International Dance Stu-

dios’ most attended and glamorous events. The much-anticipated competition

recorded more than 12,000 entries from all over the globe and commemorated the

100th Year of the Arthur Murray School of Dance.

Generally, these events are conducted over a period of four full days. In addition

to competitive and social ballroom dancing activities, these gatherings are packed

with dance-related itineraries, special day trips, dinners, city tours, as well as pro-

fessional ballroom and

Latin dance shows.

World-Dance-O-Ramas

are open for all levels of

dancers to come and ex-

perience the true size

and breadth of the

Arthur Murray Dance

Family—and are held

throughout each year in

various locations all

over the world.

Dr. Ung and Ashley Geidel, who is his instructor at the Arthur Murray Dance

Studio in McMurray, Pa., danced 38 times during the course of the competition.

Their dances included the Waltz, Cha-Cha, Viennese Waltz, Rumba, Fox Trot,

Tango, Swing, Bolero, and Salsa. With 14 years of dancing experience under his

feet, Dr. Ung successfully took on and surpassed national and international com-

petitors. Not only is he a great dancer, but he obviously likes both the sheer enjoy-

ment and hard work of competitive dancing. “It was a great deal of fun as well as

challenging,” said Dr. Ung. “I competed against very skilled dancers from many

countries such as Italy, Taiwan, and Australia.”

World-Dance-O-Ramas attract some of the best international dancers who range

from teenagers to retirees and septuagenarians. Each participant competes amongst

others who are within 10 years of his or her age. Skill levels include Beginners,

Bronze, Silver, and Gold—and each category has full and associate members.

Although Dr. Ung loves dancing, he is first and foremost dedicated to spending

most of his time providing compassionate medical care to people who visit Monon-

gahela Valley Hospital’s Emergency Department. For more information on the

Arthur Murray McMurray Dance Studio visit www.ballroomdancing.org/index.php

or call (724) 942-4707. 

Artists
Among
Us

If You’ve Got Dance Fever—
Call Dr. Tuan-Anh L. Ung for

His Prescription

Dr. Tuan-Anh L. Ung poses with Ashley Geidel, his dancing partner at the
World-Dance-O-Rama in New York City.
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Facebook.com/
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New & NotableNew & Notable
Family Hospice Dedicates New 
Inpatient Unit

Family Hospice and Palliative Care hosted an open house and ribbon-cutting Thursday,

Jan. 26 to mark the opening of its new inpatient unit, The Center for Compassionate Care

Canterbury. The 14-room unit is housed on the campus of Canterbury Place, a UPMC Senior

Community at 310 Fisk St. in Lawrenceville. More than 100 local health care professionals

toured The Center for Compassionate Care Canterbury during  Family Hospice’s open house

event. 

For more information, visit www.familyhospice.com. 

Rick Dorman; Beverly Dorman, Family Hospice board member; Karen Rose,
Family Hospice VP of Operations; Maria Massucci, Family Hospice Community

Liaison.

Our patients and their families are 

at the heart of everything we do at 

The Children’s Institute of Pittsburgh. 

We provide inpatient and outpatient 

treatment for a variety of diagnoses, 

from injury and illness to developmental 

disability. Our dedicated staff has 

expertise in all aspects of pediatric 

rehabilitation and work as a team to 

deliver innovative and motivational 

treatment to each child.

Our pediatric 
care is nothing 
short of amazing.

412.420.2400

Inpatient care in Squirrel Hill. 

Outpatient locations close to home: 

Bridgeville, Norwin Hills, Wexford, 

and Squirrel Hill.

Commission on 
Accreditation 

of 
Rehabilitation 

Facilities

Center for Organ Recovery & 
Education Congratulates Recipient 
of 2012 Tribute to Excellence Award

The Center for Organ Recovery & Education (CORE), a federally designated not-for-

profit organ procurement organization (OPO) serving Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and parts

of New York, is pleased to recognize Allegheny County Chief Medical Examiner Karl E.

Williams as a recipient of the 2012 Tribute to Excellence Awards, which is presented by the

American Liver Association’s Pittsburgh chapter. Following CORE’s nomination, Williams

will be recognized alongside the other award recipients at the annual awards ceremony

luncheon on Friday, March 2 at the Fairmont Pittsburgh (510 Market Street, Pittsburgh, PA

15222) for his commitment to going above and beyond in the fight against liver disease.  

“Dr. Williams has made a significant contribution to the overall health and well-being

of Allegheny County, including those with liver disease,” said Susan Stuart, president and

CEO of CORE. “With his support, CORE has been able to save even more lives through

organ donation. We are delighted that he was chosen as one of the recipients of this year’s

Tribute to Excellence Awards.” 

In his five years as chief medical examiner, Williams has worked to educate transplant

surgeons on preserving evidence while still allowing organ donation to take place. CORE’s

work with the Allegheny County medical examiner’s office has served as a model for the

collaboration between medical fields that range from organ procurement organizations,

donor hospitals, transplant centers and medical examiners.   

Nationally, more than 110,000 people are awaiting an organ transplant. At least 18 will

die each day without receiving one, including two from CORE’s service area. For every

person who donates their organs, tissues and corneas, up to 50 lives can be saved or dra-

matically improved.

For more information, visit www.core.org or call 1-800-DONORS-7. 
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Physician Honored for Outstanding
Volunteerism

The Allegheny County Medical Society (ACMS) pre-

sented Graham F. Johnstone, MD with the Physician

Volunteer Award during the ACMS Foundation Gala, Pitts-

burgh Proud, its annual community awards and fundrais-

ing gala at the Omni William Penn Hotel on Saturday,

March 24.

The Physician Volunteer Award, established in 2001,

recognizes a physician for the donation of their time and

talents for charitable, clinical, educational or community

service activities, either domestically or internationally.

In 1999 Dr. Johnstone participated in his first medical

mission to Kostrama, Russia. In addition, he has been par-

ticipating in yearly medical mission trips to Africa since

2002, assisting primarily at Galmi Mission Hospital,

Niger, in Central West Africa. During these medical mis-

sion trips Dr. Johnstone cares for acute and chronic trauma patients as well as treats children

with congenital and neurologic deformities. During these trips, he has also treated many

patients with acute and chronic bone infections.

Certified by the American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery, Dr. Johnstone has served as a

volunteer orthopaedic surgeon at Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh once a week since 1977,

in the Cerebral Palsy Clinic for 18 years and the Spasticity and Motion Disorder Clinic

since its inception over 25 years ago.

Dr. Johnstone is an orthopaedic surgeon and a Clinical Associate Professor of Or-

thopaedic Surgery at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine. He earned his Doctor

of Medicine from the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine. Following completion

of his internship and residency at Dartmouth Medical Center, Dr. Johnstone served with the

United States Navy for two years. He then returned to complete his residency in orthopaedic

surgery at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine.

Dr. Johnstone is a member of the Board of Trustees of the Brother’s Brother Foundation.

In addition, Dr. Johnstone provides volunteer services at Global Links in Pittsburgh by sort-

ing medical instruments. Dr. Johnstone also served as an orthopaedic consultant to the Ath-

letic Department of Carnegie-Mellon University from 1977 to 2004. As of 2004, he has

become co- medical director of the Athletic Training Program at Duquesne University. 

Complimenting his medical service, Dr. Johnstone has been extensively involved with

his church organization, including work, in the past, as a deacon, an elder, a youth leader, a

Sunday school teacher and chairman of the board. Presently he serves as a small group Bible

study leader, keyboardist for the worship praise team, choir member, and the mission min-

istry leader. He is also President of the Board of Trustees of Emmanuel Christian Seminary

in Johnson City, TN.

Dr. Johnstone and his wife reside in Franklin Park Borough.

The Allegheny County Medical Society represents physicians from all specialties and is

dedicated to providing leadership and advocacy for patients and physicians. The organization

has been serving Allegheny County since 1865. 

Graham F. Johnstone

Nurse Retires with 32
Years of Service

Ginny Harrington, a registered nurse with 32 years of

service at the 7th Avenue Campus of Altoona Regional

Health System, retired March 2.

Harrington was hired by Mercy Hospital in , 1979 as

a staff nurse in Obstetrics where she worked for 23 years

as a certified childbirth educator. When the Obstetrics unit

closed, she transferred to the Operating Room to finish

her career.

For more information, visit www.altoonaregional.org. Ginny Harrington

Esteemed Children’s Hospital of 
Pittsburgh of UPMC Cardiologist
Awarded the Peter and Ada Rossin
Endowed Chair in Pediatric 
Cardiology

Steven A. Webber, MBChB, MRCP, chief of the Di-

vision of Pediatric Cardiology at Children’s Hospital of

Pittsburgh of UPMC, has been awarded the Peter and Ada

Rossin Endowed Chair in Pediatric Cardiology.

The Peter and Ada Rossin Endowed Chair in Pediatric

Cardiology is a jointly recognized academic chair within

the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine and Chil-

dren’s Hospital. The Rossin Foundation focuses its fund-

ing on health care and education and is committed to

supporting organizations that enhance the lives of people

in western Pennsylvania. 

Dr. Webber is co-director of the Heart Institute, medical

director of Pediatric Heart and Heart-Lung Transplantation

at Children’s, and is a professor of pediatrics and clinical

and translational science at the University of Pittsburgh

School of Medicine.

The Heart Institute at Children’s Hospital, led by Dr. Webber and Victor Morell, M.D.,

is comprised of a team of more than 170 professionals who provide a continuum of care for

patients with congenital heart disease from fetal diagnosis through adulthood (through its

Adult Congenital Heart Disease Center). More than 15,000 patients are cared for annually

through the Institute’s 15 locations and more than 30,000 diagnostic tests, 750 cardiac

catheterizations and 500 surgical cases are performed.

Dr. Webber’s research focuses on strategies to improve outcomes for children with ad-

vanced heart failure, including those who have received heart transplants. He leads a team

of researchers performing innovative multi-institutional clinical research to improve the out-

comes of pediatric heart transplant recipients who struggle with infections, tumors and organ

rejection. His work has been supported by more than $15 million in research grants from

the National Institutes of Health. Specific areas of research include prevention of malig-

nancies after transplantation, improved immunosuppressive medication regimens, mecha-

nisms of graft rejection and understanding how genetic differences in patients predispose

them to different outcomes. One important goal of this research is to help understand racial

differences in patient outcomes after transplantation.

Dr. Webber is a founder and past-president of the International Pediatric Transplant As-

sociation, which is dedicated to advancing transplantation in children.  He also is past-pres-

ident of the Pediatric Heart Transplant Study, a research consortium of over 30 leading

pediatric heart transplant centers in North America. He is a past board member of the Inter-

national Society of Heart and Lung Transplantation and currently sits on the board of the

American Society of Transplantation. Dr. Webber is the editor-elect of the journal Pediatric

Transplantation and is the incoming chair of the Thoracic Committee of the United Network

for Organ Sharing. He is the co-editor of several textbooks devoted to the field of solid

organ transplantation.

For more information, visit www.chp.edu. 

Steven A. Webber 

Pitt Department of Ophthalmology
Physicians Recipients of 2012
Carnegie Science Center Awards

The 2012 Carnegie Science Center Award winners were announced Feb. 2 at the

Carnegie Science Center. The awards were established to recognize and promote in-

novation in science and technology across western Pennsylvania. Now in its 16th year,

the award celebration is scheduled for 6 p.m., Friday, May 11 at the Carnegie Music

Hall in Oakland and will include a keynote address by Robert Bazell, chief science

and health correspondent for NBC News.

Joel S. Schuman, M.D., FACS, is the Eye and Ear Foundation Professor and Chair-

man of Ophthalmology, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, and director of

the UPMC Eye Center, as well as interim Director of the Louis J. Fox Center for Vision

Restoration of UPMC and the University of Pittsburgh. Dr. Schuman is this year’s

awardee in the Life Sciences category. This award recognizes and honors scientific

advances in new and innovative biomedical and life sciences endeavors. In addition

to other achievements, Dr. Schuman is an inventor of Optical Coherence Tomography

(OCT), a diagnostic technology commonly used globally for assessing eye disease,

and also identified the first molecular marker for glaucoma.

Evan L. Waxman, M.D., Ph.D., assistant professor of ophthalmology, University

of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, and director, UPMC Mercy Eye Center, will receive

the Catalyst for Professional and Community Education award, which recognizes in-

dividuals and organizations who have come to exemplify an area of science because

of the actions they have taken to create public awareness over a broad swath of society.

Dr. Waxman created the Guerrilla Eye Service (GES), a mobile ophthalmology unit

that provides diagnosis and treatment of eye disease for people in and around Pitts-

burgh who would not otherwise have access to care, including indigent populations

and others. The GES is staffed by Dr. Waxman together with medical students, resident

ophthalmologists and staff, and is funded almost entirely through philanthropic do-

nations.

For more information, visit www.medschool.pitt.edu. 

Occupational Therapist Receives
Lymphedema Certification

Letitia Keefe, MS, OTR/L, CAS, CLT, staff therapist in Altoona Regional’s Occupa-

tional Therapy department, has received certification in lymphedema therapy from the Nor-

ton School of Lymphatic Studies, Fairfax, Va.

Certification signifies clinical competency and expertise in the management of lym-

phedema, a medical condition caused by an abnormally functioning lymphatic system.

For more information, visit www.altoonaregional.org. 



Pittsburgh Proud Awards 
Presented to Worthy Individual 
and Organizations

The Allegheny County Medical Society (ACMS) presented three Pittsburgh Proud
Awards during the ACMS Foundation Gala, Pittsburgh Proud, its annual community awards
and fundraising gala at the Omni William Penn Hotel on Saturday, March 24.

The Pittsburgh Proud Award recognizes individuals or groups who have made a signifi-
cant contribution to improve health in our community that makes us “Pittsburgh Proud.”
The 2011 Pittsburgh Proud Award recipients are Western PA Chapter of the National

Multiple Sclerosis Society, Mary “Dee” Delaney, and Community Human Services Cor-

poration – Wood Street Commons Medical Clinic.

WESTERN PA CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS SOCIETY

The Western Pennsylvania Chapter of the National MS Society has been at the forefront
of providing help and hope, through programs and services for people with MS, their friends
and loved ones for more than 50 years. The Western PA Chapter of the National MS Society
serves 26 counties in Western PA. Services include direct financial assistance for the pur-
chase of durable medical equipment, adaptations to the home and car, cooling products,
aids for daily living, exercise and wellness activities; emergency financial assistance for
transportation, rent or mortgage payment, utilities and food; respite care; care management
services; Relocation & Safety Assistance, Education, Awareness, Change and Hope
(REACH), which provides an array of services to persons with MS who are victims of do-
mestic violence and more.

In 2000 MS PAWS (Pets are Wonderful Support), a unique program sponsored by Animal
Friends, was developed to provide temporary Foster Care for family pets of a client with
MS during a domestic or medical emergency. The Chapter also offers an array of wellness
programs including Fitness for MS, Yoga for Life, Aquatics Exercises, along with family
recreational and social programs.

The Chapter also partners with the UPMC MS Center and the West Penn Allegheny Health
System MS Treatment Center to support a multi-disciplinary team of health care profession-
als that offer comprehensive health care services for the diagnosis and treatment of MS.

MARY “DEE” DELANEY

Ms. Dee Delaney served as the first Executive Director of FISA Foundation from 1996
until her retirement in 2010. Prior to that she was Director of Development of Harmarville
Rehabilitation Center Foundation. During her tenure with FISA, grants totaling over $17
million to 307 nonprofit organizations were distributed in support of women, girls, and peo-
ple with disabilities. Her efforts brought public attention to the lack of health care, dental
care, and employment for people with disabilities. In addition, she helped cultural organi-
zations welcome patrons with disabilities and advocated tirelessly for creation of websites
that are accessible to individuals who are blind.

Ms. Delaney currently serves on the boards of the YWCA Greater Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh
Schweitzer Fellows Program, UPMC Disabilities Resource Center, and Allegheny County

Area Agency on Aging. She is a former board member of
the Disability Funders Network, Health Policy Institute,
and Grantmakers of Western Pennsylvania. She is a grad-
uate of Saint Mary’s College (Notre Dame, Indiana) and
Leadership Pittsburgh.

Ms. Delaney has been the recipient of numerous awards
for her advocacy work, including the United Cerebral Palsy
Lifetime Achievement Award, University of Pittsburgh
School of Dental Medicine Appreciation Award, Achieva
Excellence in Professional Service Award, and the Women
and Girls Foundation Art of Justice Award. In 2010 Gov-
ernor Ed Rendell named her a Distinguished Daughter of
Pennsylvania. Ms. Delaney is a recognized community
leader, change agent, and one who successfully makes con-
nections among people, ideas and resources.

Ms. Delaney and her husband reside in O’Hara Town-
ship.

COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES CORPORATION – WOOD STREET COMMONS

MEDICAL CLINIC

Community Human Services Corporation (CHSC) is a non-profit, social services agency
in the South Oakland area of Pittsburgh. CHSC has been in operation for more than 40 years
and focuses strongly on enhancing people’s lives and strengthening communities by pro-
viding opportunities to develop individual potential and by delivering comprehensive serv-
ices that maximize the health and well-being of those it serves in South Oakland and the
greater Pittsburgh area. One division with CHSC focuses solely on homeless or underserved
individuals and families. Partnering with Primary Care Health Services – Health Care for
the Homeless, CHSC provides medical care in three medical care settings, including Wood
Street Commons Medical Clinic.

Wood Street Commons is a diverse living arrangement that houses 258 individuals in
dormitory style housing. There are various programs within the building, including shelter,
Housing and Urban Development-based permanent housing, chronically mentally ill bridge
housing and leased single room occupancies. Individuals who live in this building are with
limited income and limited resources. In addition, medical and mental health services are
available weekly. Coordination of care includes a holistic approach that encompasses health,
mental health, substance abuse, housing and other needs. Particularly noted for their work
are Deborah Gausmann, RN, nurse care manager, CHSC, and Gregory Gallik, DO, volunteer
physician, Wood Street Commons Medical Clinic. 
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The Allegheny County Medical Society (ACMS) presented Donald M. Yealy, MD,

FACEP, with the Ralph C. Wilde Award for Outstanding Physician during the ACMS Foun-

dation Gala, Pittsburgh Proud, its annual community awards and fundraising gala at the

Omni William Penn Hotel on Saturday, March 24, 2012.

The Ralph C. Wilde Award for Outstanding Physician recognizes a physician who em-

bodies the characteristics of skill, compassion, and dedication to the ideals of the medical

profession in their clinical care of patients, as teachers, profession leaders and humanitari-

ans.

Dr. Yealy has focused most of his research on clinical decision-making and the early care

of many life-threatening conditions, including community-acquired pneumonia, sepsis,

acute heart failure, pulmonary embolism and respiratory failure. In 2009, he received the

Outstanding Contribution in Research Award and in 2002 the Outstanding Contribution in

Education Award from the American College of Emer-

gency Physicians, the only physician to receive both ac-

colades. He has received similar awards from Drexel

University College of Medicine and the Society for Aca-

demic Emergency Medicine.

The author of more than 300 works, Dr. Yealy is also

co-editor of The Trauma Manual: Trauma and Acute Care

Surgery, a practical guide to emergency and surgical care,

which has been adopted by many training programs

throughout the nation since its publication in 1997.

According to David Bertoty, Clinical Director, Emer-

gency and Trauma Services, UPMC Presbyterian, “Dr.

Yealy’s number one priority is and always has been this

department and our patients. He has our patients’ best in-

terest at the forefront of each and every matter he ad-

dresses, whether it is while he is wearing the hat of attending physician, departmental leader

or administrator. He consistently pushes for what is best for our patients and, therefore, our

department. He asks for nothing from the physician and nursing staff of the ED that he does

not ask of and expect of himself.”

Dr. Yealy, an award-winning clinician, investigator and educator, is chair of the Depart-

ment of Emergency Medicine at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine and

UPMC. He has been a professor of emergency medicine since 1999.

Dr. Yealy received his medical degree in 1985 from the Medical College of Pennsylvania

in Philadelphia. He completed his residency and a clinical research fellowship at the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh.

A member of ACMS since 2007, Dr. Yealy is an examiner for the American Board of

Emergency Medicine, a member of the Board of Trustees of the Society for Academic Emer-

gency Medicine Research Foundation, a Fellow of the American College of Emergency

Physicians and a liaison from the American College of Emergency Physicians to the National

Institutes of Health.

Dr. Yealy resides in Upper St. Clair.

The Allegheny County Medical Society represents physician members from all special-

ties and is dedicated to providing leadership and advocacy for patients and physicians. The

organization has been serving Allegheny County since 1865. 

Donald M. Yealy

Mary “Dee” Delaney 

Physician Honored for Exemplary Professionalism and Personal Character
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TAKE ACTION – GIVE
CARE – BUILD TRUST 

Through our Mission Statement of
Trusted Care, PSA Supports Family
involvement, improves the quality

of Our patients’ lives and fosters
independence.

For more information about our services or employment
opportunities, call Sue Coleman (412) 322-4140

psahealthcare.com
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J.C. Blair Cardiac Rehab Recognizes
Graduates 

J.C. Blair’s Cardiac Rehabilitation Program recognized its first program graduates since

reopening in April 2011 with a special luncheon on Wednesday, February 29, during Heart

Health Month. 

Graduates and their caregivers enjoyed a heart healthy lunch and received certificates, t-

shirts, water bottles and cook books, along with congratulatory remarks from Cardiologist

and Medical Director V. Janakiraman, M.D.; J.C. Blair Cardiac Rehab Service Leader Denise

Sheffield, AA, RN; and Cardiopulmonary Director Craig Cloud, RRT, CPFT.  

Fifty two patients who had heart attacks, open heart surgery, angina, angioplasty, stenting

or other cardiac event completed the seven to 12 week program with 18 – 36 sessions, which

included a medically monitored exercise program and education, counseling, and training

to reduce their risk of future heart problems. 

To learn more, visit www.jcblair.org or call (814) 643-7064. 

Participating in the graduation luncheon were: back row, l-r, Cloud; Cloyd Miller,
James Norell, Larry Stairs, Anna Sheffield, William Wakefield, James Donahue,

Cecil Beatty, Wayne Whitesel, Frank Walls; second row, l-r, Janakiraman, J.C. Blair
Vice President of Patient Care Pam Matthias, Helen Boozel, Mary Saulen, Cleo

Grissinger, Ann Sykes, Robert Mills, and Sheffield; front row, l-r, Donna Deamer,
Connie Linsenbigler, Karen Mills, Wanda Clark and Winifred Cooper.

2012 Distinguished Career 
Achievement Award Announced

The Hospice and Palliative Nurses Association

(HPNA) is pleased to announce that Judy Lentz, RN,

MSN, NHA, is the recipient of the 2012 Distinguished Ca-

reer Achievement Award. The HPNA Distinguished Ca-

reer Achievement Award is provided by the HPNA Board

of Directors to an individual who has made a major con-

tribution in the area of research and development, career,

and/or education in hospice and palliative nursing. The

award was presented at the 2012 AAHPM/HPNA Annual

Assembly on March 9th in Denver, Colorado.

As CEO over the past 12 years for HPNA, the Hospice

and Palliative Nurses Foundation (HPNF) and the National

Board for Certification of Hospice and Palliative Nurses

(NBCHPN®), Judy Lentz has facilitated the growth of all

three organizations, which simultaneously has increased

their recognition in this specialty field and in nursing. Past awards received include the Dis-

tinguished Service Award from Sewickley Valley Hospital, Sewickley, Pennsylvania; the

Pathfinder in Palliative Care Award Winner from the American Cancer Society in October,

2011 and the President’s Citation from the American Academy of Hospice and Palliative

Medicine on March 9, 2012.

A diploma graduate of Presbyterian-University Hospital in Pittsburgh who completed

her Bachelor of Science in Nursing from Pennsylvania State University, Ms. Lentz then ob-

tained her Master’s Degree in Nursing as an oncology clinical nurse specialist from the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh. Responsibility of initiating a subacute unit led her to become a licensed

nursing home administrator. Over her nearly 50 year career in nursing and leadership, Ms.

Lentz has published numerous articles in peer-reviewed journals, presented locally and na-

tionally and has been a prolific advocate for nursing and the palliative care specialty.

To learn more, visit HPNA at www.hpna.org, call 412.787.9301, or email

hpna@hpna.org. 

Judy Lentz

Rory Cooper, Ph.D., Receives American Association for the 
Advancement of Science 2011 Mentor Award

A University of Pittsburgh School of Health and Reha-

bilitation Sciences (SHRS) researcher who is a renowned

expert in rehabilitation and assistive technology has been

awarded the 2011 Mentor Award of the American Associ-

ation for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) “for his

dedication and successful efforts to increase the number

of women and persons with disabilities with doctoral de-

grees in rehabilitation science.” 

Rory A. Cooper, Ph.D., distinguished professor and

FISA-Paralyzed Veterans of America Chair, Department

of Rehabilitation Science and Technology, SHRS, will re-

ceive the prize at a ceremony on Friday, Feb. 17, in Van-

couver, Canada, at the AAAS annual meeting. 

According to AAAS, the Mentor Award was estab-

lished by its Board of Directors in 1996 and “honors

AAAS members who have mentored significant numbers of underrepresented students

(women, minorities, and persons with disabilities) towards a Ph.D. degree in the sciences,

as well as scholarship, activism, and community building on behalf of underrepresented

groups in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics fields. The award is directed

towards individuals in the mid-stage of their careers, defined by roughly 25 years or less of

mentoring experience. It includes a monetary prize of $5,000, a commemorative plaque,

and complimentary registration to the AAAS Annual Meeting.”

“I am honored to be recognized by this prestigious organization,” Dr. Cooper said. “I

strongly believe that we need to support the efforts of students who want to learn about and

contribute to rehabilitation science, particularly those who have personal knowledge of the

needs of people with disabilities.” He is the director of the Human Engineering Research

Laboratories at Pitt and the Rehabilitation Research and Development Service of the U.S.

Department of Veterans Affairs, where he and his colleagues conduct clinical research and

explore rehab strategies using advanced engineering techniques with the aim of improving

mobility and function for people with disabilities. “The selection committee was impressed

by Dr. Cooper’s ability to create a working environment where every person’s talents, skill

and contributions are recognized and valued,” said Yolanda S. George, deputy director of

Education and Human Resources at AAAS. “He also has a strong track record as a com-

munity-builder through his involvement with a broad array of civic organizations.”

Dr. Cooper, a U.S. Army veteran who sustained a spinal cord injury, has mentored 18

American doctoral students from underrepresented groups in science, technology, engineer-

ing and mathematics (STEM), including 13 women and nine individuals with disabilities.

Overall, he has mentored 100 undergraduate students, 69 Master’s degree students, 39 Ph.D.

students, and 17 postdoctoral students, 50 percent of whom have come from underrepre-

sented groups in STEM. He is active with Easter Seals, United Cerebral Palsy, Paralyzed

Veterans of America, Veterans Leadership Program, Three Rivers Center for Independent

Living, and the Boy Scouts of America. He has published more than 250 peer-reviewed

journal articles on wheelchair design and biomechanics, has authored two textbooks, and is

the editor of the medical journal Assistive Technology.

Dr. Cooper received his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in electrical engineering from

the California Polytechnic State University in San Luis Obispo, and completed his doctoral

degree at the University of California, Santa Barbara. He has been a recipient of 18 excep-

tional honors in the past two years, including the Distinguished Public Service Award from

the Department of the Army, Outstanding Researcher Award from the VA Pittsburgh Health-

care System in 2010; the Community Hero Award from United Cerebral Palsy of Allegheny

County in 2009; and the Veteran of the Year Award from the Veterans Leadership Program

in 2009. Most recently, he has been heavily involved in the organization of the 2011 National

Veterans Wheelchair Games.

For more information, visit www.shrs.pitt.edu. 

Rory Cooper

Why leave the home you love?

The Acorn Stairlift is one of the most 
technologically advanced stairlifts available, 
helping hundreds of thousands of people 
worldwide to reclaim full access to their 

home. It’s the safe, comfortable and simple 

• Safe and reliable
• Built-in safety sensors
• Remote control

• Smooth and whisper-quiet
• Operates during a power outage
• Slim line fold-away design

Solutions For Accessible Living

214 Pleasant Drive, Suite A    Aliquippa, PA 15001

Tel  888-419-1142       Fax  724-339-3925

www.stairliftsoverpittsburgh.com
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Bayer Corporation Honored with
Health Community Award

The Allegheny County Medical Society (ACMS) presented the Bayer Corporation with

the Benjamin Rush Community Organization Award during the ACMS Foundation Gala,

Pittsburgh Proud, its annual community awards and fundraising gala at the Omni William

Penn Hotel on Saturday, March 24, 2012.

Established in 1947, the Benjamin Rush Community Organization Award recognizes a

company, institution, organization or agency successfully addressing a community health

issue.

Bayer Corporation is being recognized for promoting and supporting the advancement

of chemistry education and their STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) edu-

cation on both national and local levels. Bayer Corporations is under the leadership and di-

rection of Mr. Greg Babe, President and Chief Executive Officer, and President, Bayer USA

Foundation.

The company’s award-winning Making Science Make Sense® (MSMS) initiative is

driven by employee volunteerism and advances science literacy in the Pittsburgh area and

across the United States through hands-on, inquiry-based science learning. Bayer currently

has more than 1,000 MSMS employee volunteers in the United States that work to foster

science literacy and ignite student interest in science by helping teachers teach and students

learn science the way scientists do – by doing it.

“The Making Science Make Sense initiative has the potential to reach students who may

have never considered pursuing a science-based career before – including a number of ca-

reers in medicine,” says Leo R. McCafferty, MD, FACS, who nominated Bayer Corporation

for this award. 

“Such an opportunity is an invaluable service to students and the future of our country.”

In recognition of MSMS and its volunteers, Bayer has been awarded two Presidential

awards – the President’s Service Award in 2000 and the Ron Brown Award for Corporate

Leadership in 2006. In 2008, Bayer received the National Science Board’s highest honor,

the Public Service Award. Mr. Babe continues to encourage employees to participate in

community events through MSMS or other volunteer activities. He was recognized in 2011

by the Chemical Educational Foundation with the prestigious Vanguard Award for his lead-

ership and commitment to fostering science education in the United States.

“If MSMS excites even one student about the world of science, or helps him or her dis-

cover the numerous ways science relates to a variety of professions including those in the

medical field, then Bayer Corp. and this program have been successful in our region and

beyond,” says Dr. McCafferty.

For more information, go to www.bayerus.com. 

Attorney Michael Cassidy Certified
in Healthcare Compliance

Michael Cassidy, Chair of Tucker Arensberg’s Health Care Law practice, was re-

cently awarded the Certified in Healthcare Compliance (CHC) designation by the

Health Care Compliance Association. 

To qualify for this certification, candidates must have significant experience in

health care compliance, obtain at least 20 hours of relevant continuing education and

pass a national certification exam administered by the Health Care Compliance As-

sociation. 

Mr. Cassidy was named, again, to the Best Lawyers in America, the Pennsylvania

Super Lawyers annual list, and as a Pittsburgh’s Top Rated Lawyer by the Legal In-

telligencer.

CHC Certification assures companies their compliance audits meet all Federal com-

pliance requirements, as does any advice being offered regarding changes in compliance

management.

Tucker Arensberg is a 75-attorney law firm headquartered in Pittsburgh with an

office in Harrisburg.  

The firm concentrates in general business law practice, energy law, oil and gas

rights, banking, insolvency and creditors’ rights, estates and trusts, health care, liti-

gation, mergers and acquisitions, technology and intellectual property, environmental,

labor and employment, real estate, workers’ compensation and school and municipal

law.  

For more information, visit www.tuckerlaw.com. 

Jewish Healthcare Foundation 
President and CEO Honored for 
Contributions to the Advancement of
Healthcare in Allegheny County

The Allegheny County Medical Society (ACMS) pre-

sented Karen Wolk Feinstein, PhD, with the Benjamin

Rush Individual Award during the ACMS Foundation

Gala, Pittsburgh Proud, its annual community awards and

fundraising gala at the Omni William Penn Hotel on Sat-

urday, March 24.

Established in 1947, the Benjamin Rush Individual

Award recognizes an individual who is not a practicing

healthcare professional, who devotes time, skills, and re-

sources to assisting others and advances healthcare deliv-

ery.

Dr. Feinstein is President and Chief Executive Officer

of the Jewish Healthcare Foundation (JHF) and its two

supporting organizations, the Pittsburgh Regional Health

Initiative (PRHI) and Health Careers Futures (HCF). Appointed the Foundation’s first CEO

in 1990, she initially focused on health issues endemic to aging, women’s health and un-

derserved populations. She has since made JHF and PRHI a leading voice in patient safety,

healthcare quality and workforce issues.

When Dr. Feinstein founded PRHI, it was among the nation’s first regional multi-stake-

holder quality coalitions devoted simultaneously to advancing efficiency, best practices and

safety in health care through the use of industrial engineering principles. Dr. Feinstein also

founded Health Careers Futures to assist the region’s healthcare industry in attracting,

preparing and retaining employees, and was a leader in the formation of the Network for

Regional Healthcare Improvement (NRHI), a national coalition of Regional Health Im-

provement Collaboratives that supports national policy efforts to improve healthcare quality

and value.

Dr. Feinstein is widely regarded as a national leader in healthcare quality improvement

and often presents at national and international conferences. She is the author of numerous

regional and national publications on quality and safety, she was the editor of the Urban

and Social Change Review, and she is the editor of the book Beyond Repair: Transforming

Health Care. Additionally, she has served on the faculties of Boston College, Carnegie Mel-

lon University, and the University of Pittsburgh.

Dr. Feinstein serves on a number of nonprofit and for-profit boards, including the Board

of Directors of NRHI, the Center for Innovation Advisory Committee at the National Board

of Medical Examiners, the Board of Overseers at Brandeis University’s Heller School, and

as co- chair of the Board of Directors for the Pennsylvania Health Funders Collaborative.

Dr. Feinstein earned her bachelor’s degree at Brown University, a master’s degree at

Boston College, and her doctorate at Brandeis University. Dr. Feinstein resides in Squirrel

Hill. 

Karen Wolk Feinstein
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Hospital in Haiti Launches Search for
Chief Executive Officer

The board of directors of Hôpital Albert Schweitzer Haiti (HAS) has announced the

launch of a search for a Chief Executive Officer for the hospital, which has been operating

in Haiti since 1956.  Hôpital Albert Schweitzer Haiti operates a regional referral hospital

and diverse community programs that provide the only source of medical and development

services for more than 350,000 people in Haiti’s Artibonite Valley. 

“While much work remains to be done in Haiti today, there is great progress and great

hope,” said John Walton, chairman of the board. “For more than 50 years, Hôpital Albert

Schweitzer Haiti has provided care for people in Haiti who have few or no other options.

Today, we are launching a search for an individual with unique leadership skills to fill a

compelling role as CEO of a hospital during a critical time in Haiti.  We are also expressing

gratitude to our interim managing director Ian Rawson, who has fulfilled his interim role

for three years.  Associated with the institution since its founding, Mr. Rawson’s commit-

ment to HAS has been invaluable.”

Founded by Dr. Larimer Mellon and named after Albert Schweitzer, HAS is a 120-bed

hospital that maintains a primarily Haitian staff supported by visiting clinicians from around

the world.  

The hospital performs more than 2,000 surgical procedures annually and has made meas-

urable impacts eradicating health conditions and common diseases through immunizations.

As an extension of the hospital’s reach, innovative community-based health and develop-

ment programs have been created to address the root causes of many health issues.  These

programs and partnerships include rehabilitation, prosthetics and orthotics, water and san-

itation, agro forestry and a focus on malnutrition among Haitian children.  

The board of directors is working with Atlanta-based executive search firm Tyler & Com-

pany, which specializes in the healthcare industry.  “We are searching for a unique individual

who can provide leadership for a multinational management team, sustain collaborative re-

lationships with partners in the public and private sectors and advance the institution through

fundraising efforts.  It’s a compelling and exciting role for a strong leader,” said Walton.

The CEO’s principal residence will be at the hospital campus in Deschapelles.  Famil-

iarity with French and the capability to learn Haitian Kreyol are preferred. For more infor-

mation, go to www.tylerandco.com.   

The hospital maintains staff in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, for financial management, de-

velopment and communications.  More information is available at www.hashaiti.org. 

The Washington Hospital Partners
With Cura Hospitality

The Washington Hospital, a community-based hospital in southwestern Pennsylvania,

has partnered with Cura Hospitality, a leading specialist in healthcare and acute care dining,

to provide a fresh and local dining experience with an emphasis on enhancing patient sat-

isfaction.  

Partnering with a quality-driven organization that lives, works and contributes within the

same community The Washington Hospital serves was a priority in the selection process. 

“We liked the opportunity to partner with a local organization that has a strong passion

for food and people. Their great reputation for high-quality food, patient satisfaction and

service complements our vision to be the regional health care system of choice for patients,

physicians and employees in Washington and surrounding counties,” said Brook Ward, Ex-

ecutive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer. 

Cura will enhance current patient services with its signature Completely Satisfied guest

services model, which has achieved peer-leading patient satisfaction results.  Through Com-

pletely Satisfied, Washington Hospital patients have their dining orders taken in person by

a dining assistant who focuses on each patient’s specific health and dietary needs as well

as their personal preferences.  The Cura team will meet regularly with The Washington Hos-

pital staff to design food choices that will help speed the healing process for post-operative

and post-injury patients.  Cura also assists in identifying nutritionally at-risk patients and

recommends proactive plans to help keep them nourished. 

Dining assistants are also provided with cell phones and pagers for instant communica-

tion with patients and enhanced interaction with nurses, patients and managers at all levels.

Cura offers healthier dining options by combining a farm-fresh approach to food prepa-

ration, while providing the clinical expertise that speeds the healing process.  Cura was one

of the first healthcare food providers in the U.S. to eliminate trans fatty acids from its

menu.  Cura has also made substantial commitments to promoting healthier lifestyles with

Healthier Tomorrow which identifies healthier choices in the café and promotes wellness

initiatives including preventative health screening services, health education and nutrition

workshops for patients and members of the community.  

Food is prepared by executive chefs from scratch using local agriculture sourced through

FarmSource™, a sustainable sourcing program.  Through FarmSource™, Cura and its par-

ent, 

Eat’n Park Hospitality Group, purchases $23 million in local foods from farmers and

producers of food we support within a 125-mile radius, which greatly reduces the distance

food travels from harvest to table.  

“Cura offers “Something for Everybody” – expanded café menu offerings for care-giving

staff, guests and visitors.  This allows for welcomed “recharge” meal breaks, including items

like fresh-made pizza, seasonal salad bar, made-just-in-time grill, and hearty home-style

cooking as well,” said Kimmi Campagna, Cura director of partnership development. 

For those who choose, or are too busy to eat in the café, an extensive selection of On-

the-Go items, made daily, will be the solution they have sought, including entrée salads,

sandwiches, 

snacks, parfaits and desserts.  Most appropriate to healthcare, our outstanding “Healthy

Interruption Points” will showcase colorful, appropriately sized, healthier choice snacks like

homemade granola bars, yogurt raisins, trail mixes, and local fresh produce and fruit snack

options to promote choices that are both tasty and good for you.  

The Washington Hospital and Cura will also partner to make complete renovation im-

provements to the retail café to elevate flow of service, ease of use and more seating options

to become a welcoming  spot for all.  “We look forward to improving the dining options for

our patients, staff and visitors, while creating a wonderful environment for our guests to eat

in every day,” said Ward. 

For more information, visit www.washingtonhospital.org. 

Mad Hot Ballroom Pittsburgh to
Benefit Dancing Classrooms 
Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh Mercy Health System will host Mad Hot Ballroom Pittsburgh, Sunday,

June 10, 2012, from 5 to 9 p.m. at The Westin Convention Center, Pittsburgh, 1000

Penn Ave., Downtown. Cheer on teams from local companies and organizations,

who will compete in front of a panel of celebrity judges in a friendly ballroom dance

competition. Enjoy a buffet dinner, cocktails, live entertainment, dancing, a silent

auction, and an informal group dance lesson with master of ceremonies and guest

emcee Mr. Pierre Dulaine, internationally renowned ballroom dancer and founder

of Dancing Classrooms. 

Proceeds from the evening benefit Dancing Classrooms Pittsburgh, an arts-in-

education program piloted in 2009 by Mercy Behavioral Health. More than 1,500

fifth-grade children and three dozen classrooms in the Pittsburgh Public Schools

and the Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh have benefited from the program. Tickets

are $100 each. Benefactor tickets with reserved seating are $175 each. Semi-formal

attire is suggested. To purchase tickets, visit www.pmhs.org/events or contact Lorry

Perkins at 724.934.3538 or LPerkins@mercy.pmhs.org. 

Want to make a difference and have a
challenging career?

Join the Navy Reserve Medical Officer Team.

We offer the option to serve part time in America’s Navy
Reserve as few as two days a month and two weeks a
year. Gain experience and valuable job training while

enjoying  the potential for excitement and travel
We have educational opportunities, medical and dental

benefits, and professional experience that civilian
employers value.

Positions are available in many rewarding career fields
including:

Occupational Therapy, Pharmacy, Podiatry, Social Worker,
Physical Therapy, Audiology, Optometry, Physician,

Dietetics, Dental, Clinical Psychology, Nursing, 
Physician Assistant  

(Requirements may include a Bachelor’s, Masters
or Doctoral Degree to apply.)

Learn how you can make a difference part-time by
putting your skills and knowledge to work in the

United States Navy Reserves.

Call 1-800-242-3736 or email
JOBS_PITTSBURGH@navy.mil.
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Sharon Regional Establishes Health
Foundation

The Sharon Regional Health System board of directors

recently announce the formation of the Sharon Regional

Health Foundation, a separate 501(c)(3) non-profit sub-

sidiary that will have a dedicated leadership board com-

prised of community members. David Grober will assume

the role of president and executive director of the newly

formed foundation. Grober was most recently the vice-

president for college advancement at Thiel College in

Greenville, PA and is a lifelong member of the community.

The mission of the Sharon Regional Health Foundation

is to enhance and promote health care services offered in

the communities served by Sharon Regional Health Sys-

tem through partnerships, fundraising, and stewardship.

The efforts of the Foundation will benefit both the Health

System and the community by ensuring the most modern

technology and highest level of care is available locally for current and future generations;

by allowing Sharon Regional to remain a strong, independent Health System governed by

a local board of directors; by raising funds to help offset the financial challenges presented

through health care reform; and by providing opportunities for people and organizations

both locally and from outside the area to invest resources in a manner that meets their phil-

anthropic goals. The Sharon Regional Health Foundation will work collaboratively with the

Community Foundation of Western Pennsylvania and Eastern Ohio.

Linde Finsrud Wilson, chief executive officer at Sharon Regional, said the development

of the Foundation is directly related to the growth and increased utilization of Sharon Re-

gional, and the critical role the Health System plays in the community. “Sharon Regional is

experiencing significant growth in both utilization and in the number of new physicians

who are choosing to refer their patients to Sharon Regional for inpatient care and diagnostic

testing,” Wilson stated. “As the region’s largest provider of healthcare services, we want to

ensure we have the resources to continue to offer our patients and their families the most

advanced technology delivered with the highest level of service, so our patients do not have

to leave the area for specialty care. The Sharon Regional Health Foundation will greatly as-

sist in these efforts. We also know that healthcare reform will present financial challenges

to community hospitals. Our community wants and deserves healthcare that is delivered lo-

cally, and the Foundation will ensure we continue to do this for generations to come,” Wilson

concluded. 

Grober brings an extensive background of development and fund raising experience to

Sharon Regional. His 22 years of fundraising at Thiel College were highlighted by the se-

curing of a $25 million estate gift in 2011 for endowment, the largest donation in the col-

lege’s history. He previously served as division director of the United Way of Southwestern

PA, the director of annual giving at Westminster College, and executive director of the United

Way of Lawrence County. He earned a bachelor’s degree cum laude from Kent State Uni-

versity and is a member of the Mahoning/Shenango Planned Giving Council, and also serves

as a board member of John XXIII Home in Hermitage.

“My family has enjoyed decades of quality care here at Sharon Regional and I am hon-

ored to help further the mission of the Health System during this time of growth,” Grober

said. “As a community, non-profit hospital now supported by the structure of a foundation,

we will offer an outlet for those wishing to express their personal thanks through charitable

giving. Through those efforts we’ll take another step to further position Sharon Regional as

the region’s healthcare leader, while serving as the best possible community partner,” Grober

added.

For more information, call 724-983-7317 or email developmentfund@srhs-pa.org. 

David Grober

Family Hospice is proud to deliver CompassionateCare

from our expert team, offering outstanding palliative 

and hospice care that assures our patients and their 

loved ones get the comfort and quality of life they 

deserve.

Contact us today 

to learn more.

SM

Five locations serving nine

counties in Western PA  

EOE 1-800-513-2148 | www.familyhospice.com

Every Dog Has its Day
Anastasia, a Certified Therapy Dog, along with Three Rivers Hospice & Family

Home Health Services (TRH & FHHS) were honored in April with a proclamation

for their outstanding community service for the City of Pittsburgh. City Council Pres-

ident Darlene Harris presided and declared April 10th “Anastasia and Three Rivers

Hospice & Family Home Health Services Day” in the City of Pittsburgh. Anastasia is

the Certified and Registered Therapy Dog for TRH & FHHS. She received her Canine

Good Citizen from the American Kennel Club (AKC) and Therapy Dogs International

(TDI) in 2007. 

Anastasia visits patients in hospitals, nursing facilities and provides educational

programs for schools and libraries while participating in fundraisers, charities and

community events where her services are requested. In addition to being involved in

her local communities in Pittsburgh, Anastasia was invited and attended the 10 year

anniversary of 9/11 in New York to honor all the working dog teams who served so

bravely in the search and recovery efforts after the terrorist attacks. After five years

of service Anastasia has brought thousands of “smiles to those who need them” and

touched many hearts.

Family Home Health Services and its division, Three Rivers Hospice, are locally

owned and operated companies. They have over 40 years of combined experience

helping over 200,000 clients recover from an acute illness and after an injury or sur-

gery, to helping those with life-limiting illnesses. In 2001 Norm Rish, President of

Three Rivers Hospice and Family Home Health Services had the foresight to launch

a pet therapy program (well before its popularity today) in the Pittsburgh area under

the direction of then volunteer Laura Sokolovic and her dog Athena. 

Norm has a great love of dogs which allowed him to foresee the impact pet therapy

dogs would have on not only patients but the community at large. With Athena’s pass-

ing, the baton was passed to Anastasia and Norm hired Laura as full time Director of

Public Relations and Pet Therapy Program. Since its inception, the program has been

helping with the emotional well being of patients while giving back to the communi-

ties we serve. 

You can visit Anastasia and learn more about TRH & FHHS at www.threeriver-

shospice.com or call TRH at 1-800-282-0306 and FHHS at 1-800-692-2738. 

Saint Vincent and Cleveland Clinic
Announce Enhanced Stroke Care

Stroke care in the Erie region has now advanced to a higher level through a unique

telemedicine program and collaboration between Saint Vincent Health Center and Cleveland

Clinic, one of the nation’s top neurological programs.  For patients in northwestern Penn-

sylvania and the surrounding region, this means a consistent, timely assessment of stroke

symptoms 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Saint Vincent emergency physicians now have access to the Cleveland Clinic Telestroke

Network for the diagnosis and treatment of stroke patients through new video-conferencing

telemedicine equipment. This equipment is located in the Saint Vincent Emergency Depart-

ment and provides a dedicated link to Cleveland Clinic’s team of neurological specialists.  

Saint Vincent’s participation in the Telestroke Network means that the specialists at

Cleveland Clinic will be included in the evaluation, have access to patients’ brain scans and

then discuss the best treatment options with the specialists at Saint Vincent. This means

faster treatment and recovery for many stroke patients in this region. Most importantly it

also means that patients in this region will have access to this level of care without leaving

Saint Vincent and without the need to waste precious time traveling out of town. 

“We have assembled a top notch team of neuroscience experts right here at Saint Vin-

cent,” said Scott Whalen, PhD, FACHE, Saint Vincent President and CEO. “Our neurolo-

gists, neurosurgeons, neurointerventionalist and emergency stroke alert team are all involved

in ensuring that patients coming to Saint Vincent receive the best possible care as soon as

possible. By adding the Cleveland Clinic to our team, Saint Vincent has raised the bar for

stroke care.”

Stroke occurs when a blood vessel to the brain bursts or is blocked by a clot. The longer

the brain is deprived of oxygen-rich blood, the more extensive and long-lasting the stroke’s

impact on motor functions, speech, muscle control and cognitive abilities. Minimizing that

damage requires quick action. In fact, the first six hours following the onset of symptoms

offer the best opportunity to intervene in the stroke.  Immediate treatment can save lives

and reduce disability. 

“Through the Telestroke Network, our emergency physicians will now be able to imme-

diately consult with some of the nation’s most experienced neurological specialists at Cleve-

land Clinic during this crucial time,” said Wayne Jones, DO, Medical Director of the Saint

Vincent Emergency Department.  “With those specialists as part of our team, recommended

treatment can be implemented without delay.” 

The Telestroke Network is a part of Cleveland Clinic’s Cerebrovascular Center, which

has one of the highest stroke-related patient volumes in the United States. The Cerebrovas-

cular Center is a division of Cleveland Clinic’s Neurological Institute, which is ranked by

U.S. News & World Report among the top neurology and neurosurgery programs nationwide. 

“We are pleased to announce the collaboration between Saint Vincent Health Center and

Cleveland Clinic,” said Peter Rasmussen, M.D., Director of the Cerebrovascular Center at

Cleveland Clinic. “The Telestroke Network will enhance Saint Vincent’s ability to provide

the best stroke care and outcomes for its patients.”

Saint Vincent’s participation in the Telestroke Network marks the first clinical collabo-

ration between Saint Vincent and Cleveland Clinic since announcing in August 2011 their

intent to form clinical collaborations between cardiac and neurological programs.   

For more information, visit www.SaintVincentHealth.com. 
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International Association for Education in Ethics
May 1-3
Power Center at Duquesne University
Visit www.duq.edu/healthcare-ethics/iaee.

National Foot and Ankle Fellowship Meeting
Sponsored by the Greater Pennsylvania Education Foundation 
May 11-12
Mid-Atlantic Surgical Systems Lab and Conference Center  
790 Holiday Drive, Building 11, in Green Tree
Register online at www.gpef.org.

Komen Pittsburgh Race for the Cure
May 13
Schenley Park
Register at www.komenpittsburgh.org.

Intel International Science and Engineering Fair
Request for Judges  and Volunteers
May 15-16
Visit www.societyforscience.org/intelisef2012 or 
email judging@societyforscience.org

Parish Nurse Preparation Course
Pittsburgh Mercy Health System
May 18-19 & June 29-30
Call 412-232-5815, email ParishNurse@mercy.pmhs.org, or visit www.pmhs.org. 

Ohio Valley General Hospital's 27th Annual Golf Fundrive
June 11
Allegheny Country Club in Sewickley
Call 412-777-6359 or email ahrabik@ohiovalleyhospital.org to register.
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CHILDREN'S SERVICES
THE CHILDREN’S HOME OF 
PITTSBURGH & LEMIEUX FAMILY 
CENTER
Established in 1893, The Children’s Home of Pitts-
burgh is an independent non-profit organization
whose purpose is to promote the health and well-
being of infants and children through services
which establish and strengthen the family. The Chil-
dren’s Home has three programs: a licensed infant
Adoption program, Child’s Way® day care for
medically fragile children, birth to age 8, and a 24-
bed Pediatric Specialty Hospital, providing acute
care for children ages birth to 21, transitioning from
hospital to home. Additionally, our Family Living
Area provides families with amenities to help make
our hospital feel more like home, allowing them to
stay overnight with their child. For more informa-
tion, visit www.childrenshomepgh.org.  

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/
ChildrensHomePgh
Twitter: http://twitter.com/ChildrensHome
YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/user/Chomepgh
5324 Penn Avenue, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15224
(412) 441-4884

THE EARLY LEARNING INSTITUTE
(TELI)
With over 50 years of experience, The Early Learn-
ing Institute (TELI) provides comprehensive Early
Intervention and Early Childhood Education pro-
grams to children ages birth to young school age.
Supportive services can include:  Occupational,
Physical, and Speech Therapy, as well as Social
Work, Developmental, Vision, Hearing and Nutri-
tion Services.  Child care and socialization groups
are also available.  
The objective of TELI’s Early Intervention and
Early Childhood Education programs is to assist the
child in reaching the age-appropriate developmen-
tal and educational milestones necessary to grow
and learn, ultimately equipping the child to enter
kindergarten and be successful in school and be-
yond.  For more information, visit www.telipa.org. 

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
STERLING CONTRACTING, LLC
Sterling Contracting, LLC has diverse experience
providing turn-key construction and renovation
services for tenant improvements, retail spaces,
hotel renovation, restaurants, hospitals, medical fa-
cilities, and commercial offices. It fully under-
stands budgets and time constraints. Quality
Service is something it stands by. Sterling's ap-
proach in business is teaming with its customers
with mutual goals in mind. For more information,
visit www.sterlingcontractingllc.com.

COMPUTER AND 
IT SERVICES

WOW GLOBAL CORPORATION,
LLC 
WOW Global, a certified Women-owned and Mi-
nority Business Enterprise (WBE/MBE), is an
award-winning Healthcare IT company that pro-
vides Healthcare IT consulting, Healthcare IT prod-
ucts and Business Processing Outsourcing (BPO)
solutions to physician practices, hospitals and
healthcare organizations. WOW Global has partner-
ships with several leading EMR companies.  Our
strengths include EMR/EHR implementation and
support services, EDI and XML integration, med-
ical billing and claims processing and, HIPAA pri-
vacy and security compliance. WOW Global has
deployed more than 2500 consultants on over 350
projects in more than 35 states.  

Contact us today for a FREE assessment. 
Phone: (412) 747-7744
5168 Campbells Run Road, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15205
www.wowglobal.com

CONSULTING/COACHING
RTCONNECTIONS, LLC
RTConnections, LLC is a company dedicated to im-
proving clinical and professional practice for nurses
that are serious about the role they play in the de-
livery of healthcare. Through consulting services,
workshops, inspirational presentations, retreats, and
coaching, we are committed to meeting the needs
of today’s nursing professionals. Owned and oper-
ated by Renee Thompson, a nurse with over 20 years
experience in the Pittsburgh and surrounding areas,
RTConnections help nurses become heroes. If you
are looking to re-energize nurses in your organiza-
tion, RTConnections can help. For more informa-
tion, contact Renee Thompson at 412-445-2653 or
visit www.rtconnections. com.

KIRBY BATES
 Kirby Bates is a national firm specializing in nurs-
ing and healthcare executive retained search, in-
terim management, consulting, and coaching
services. Over the past twenty-two years, we have
filled hundreds of leadership positions and pro-
vided numerous consultations and coaching serv-
ices. We have been owned and operated by women
nursing executives since our founding in 1988. We
remain mindful of the factors that allowed our firm
to grow over the years – candidates who return as
clients, and clients who return for multiple engage-
ments. Our diverse team is committed to creating a
culturally complimentary workforce. We stay fo-
cused on what we know and do best – shaping ex-
ceptional healthcare teams.

Phone: 610-667-1800
Fax: 610-660-9408
Email: corporate@kirbybates.com
Website: www.kirbybates.com

DIGITAL DOCUMENT 
SCANNING

COMPUCOM INC.
Locally owned, locally operated. Managing your
files in the digital world need not be a challenge!
Save costly staff time and money with our Targeted
Services approach to solving your document prob-
lems. Working within the guidelines you establish,
we develop the best program for converting and
maintaining your files. Our services include analy-
sis, solution recommendation, scanning or micro-
filming and conversion of files to meet your needs.
All performed professionally and confidentially.
COMPUCOM Inc. has been serving document
management clients since 1978 with progressive
technology that lets you concentrate on your busi-
ness while we keep you running efficiently. Call for
a free, no cost consultation.

COMPUCOM Inc.
412-562-0296
www.compucom-inc.com

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
ALPHA SYSTEMS
Alpha Systems serves the Health Information Tech-
nology needs of America’s leading healthcare
providers with data and document management so-
lutions that enables them to fully leverage their in-
vestment in EHR, EDM and Coding technologies.
Founded in 1975, Alpha Systems continues to prac-
tice superior customer service and strives to be our
customers’ favorite business partner. We have
helped a multitude of healthcare providers migrate
from paper-based medical records to digital records
that can be immediately accessed. We do it effi-
ciently and effectively and deliver high quality re-
sults in a top KLAS rating for Business Process
Outsourcing in the Northeast. For more informa-
tion, call 800-732-9644 or visit
www.alphaedm.com.

EMPLOYMENT DIRECTORY
INTERIM HEALTHCARE HOME
CARE AND HOSPICE
Offers experienced nurses
and therapists the opportu-
nity to practice their profes-
sion in a variety of
interesting assignments – all
with flexible scheduling and
professional support.  As-
signments in pediatric and
adult home care, school
staffing, and home health or hospice visits. Full or
part-time - the professional nursing and healthcare
alternative throughout southwestern Pennsylvania
since 1972.

Contact Paula Chrissis or 
Sondra Carlson, Recruiters
1789 S. Braddock, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15218
800-447-2030   
fax 412 436-2215
www.interimhealthcare.com

ST. BARNABAS HEALTH SYSTEM
RNs, LPNs, Home Care Companions, Personal
Care, Attendants, Hospice Aides, Dietary Aides. 
St. Barnabas Health System frequently has job
openings at its three retirement communities, three
living assistance facilities, two nursing homes, and
an outpatient medical center that includes general
medicine, rehab therapy, a dental practice, home
care and hospice. Campuses are located in Gibso-
nia, Allegheny County, and Valencia, Butler
County. Enjoy great pay and benefits in the fantas-
tic suburban setting. Both campuses are a conven-
ient drive from the Pennsylvania Turnpike, Routes
8, 19 and 228, and Interstates 79 and 279. Contact
Margaret Horton, Executive Director of Human Re-
sources, St. Barnabas Health System, 5830 Merid-
ian Road, Gibsonia, PA 15044. 724-444-JOBS;
mhorton@stbarnabashealthsystem.com., www.st-
barnabas healthsystem.com.

EXTENDED CARE & 
ASSISTED LIVING

ASBURY HEIGHTS
For over a century, Asbury Heights, operated by
United Methodist Services for the Aging, has been
providing high-quality compassionate care to older
adults in Southwestern Pennsylvania. Asbury
Heights is a faith-based, non-profit charitable or-
ganization located in Mt. Lebanon. Through vari-
ous accommodations, services and amenities, the
needs of independent living residents can be met.
For residents requiring more care, the continuing
care community also offers assisted living, nursing
and rehabilitative care and Alzheimer’s specialty
care. The Health and Wellness Center is headed by
a board certified, fellowship trained geriatrician.
Residents may be treated by on-site specialists or
retain their own physicians. Rehabilitative therapies
are also available on-site. A variety of payment op-
tions are available to fit individual financial situa-
tions. The application process is very quick and
easy and does not obligate the applicant in any way.
For more information, please contact Joan Mitchell
for independent living; Michele Bruschi for Nurs-
ing Admissions; or Lisa Powell for Assisted Living
at 412-341-1030. Visit our website at www.asbury-
heights.org.

BAPTIST HOMES SOCIETY
Baptist Homes Society, a not-for-profit organiza-
tion operating two continuing care retirement com-
munities in Pittsburgh’s South Hills region, has
served older adults of all faiths for more than 100
years. Baptist Homes, nestled on a quiet hillside in
Mt. Lebanon, serves nearly 300 seniors. Providence
Point, a beautiful 32-acre site in Scott Township,
has the capacity to serve more than 500 older
adults. Each campus has a unique identity and en-
vironment yet both provide a full continuum of
care, including independent living, personal care,
memory support, rehabilitation therapies, skilled
nursing, and hospice care. Baptist Homes Society
is Medicare and Medicaid certified. Within our two
communities, you’ll find a the lifestyle and level of
care to meet your senior living needs. To arrange a
personal tour at either campus, contact: Sue Lauer,
Community Liaison, 412-572-8308 or email
slauer@baptisthomes.org.

Or visit us at Baptist Homes
489 Castle Shannon Blvd., 
Mt. Lebanon.
(www.baptisthomes.org).
Providence Point:
500 Providence Point Blvd., 
Scott Twp
(www.providencepoint. org)

KANE REGIONAL CENTERS
Allegheny County’s four Kane Regional Centers
provide residential skilled nursing care and rehabil-
itation for short-term and long-term needs. The cen-
ters -- located in Glen Hazel, McKeesport, Ross
Township and Scott Township -- offer 24-hour
skilled nursing care, hospice and respite care,
Alzheimer’s memory care, recreational therapy and
social services. Visit www.kanecare.com or call
412.422.6800.

OAKLEAF PERSONAL CARE HOME
“It’s great to be home!”
Nestled in a country setting in a residential area of
Baldwin Borough, Oakleaf Personal Care Home
provides quality, compassionate care to adults who
need assistance with activities of daily living. As
we strive to enhance the quality of life of our resi-
dents, our staff constantly assesses their strengths
and needs as we help them strike that fine balance
between dependence and independence. Oakleaf
offers private and shared rooms, all located on one
floor. Our home includes a spacious, sky-lighted
dining room, library, television lounges, sitting
areas and an activity room. Our fenced-in court-
yard, which features a gazebo, provides our resi-
dents with a quiet place to enjoy the outdoors,
socialize with family and friends, and participate in
planned activities. Upon admission, the warmth of
our surroundings and the caring attitude of our staff
combine to make Oakleaf a place residents quickly
call “home”. Please call for additional information,
stop by for a tour or visit us on our website.
www.oakleafpersonalcarehome.com.

3800 Oakleaf Road, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15227
Phone 412-881-8194, 
Fax 412-884-8298
Equal Housing Opportunity

PRESBYTERIAN SENIORCARE
Presbyterian SeniorCare is the region’s largest
provider of living and care options for seniors
(Pittsburgh Business Times, 2012), serving approx-
imately 6,000 older adults annually.  Established in
1928, the non-profit, faith-based organization is ac-
credited by CARF-CCAC as an Aging Services
Network.  In addition, Presbyterian SeniorCare was
awarded five-year accreditation in 2011 as “Person-
Centered Long-Term Care Communities” for all of
its nursing communities.  Providing a continuum of
options in 56 communities across 10 western Penn-
sylvania counties, Presbyterian SeniorCare offers
independent and supportive apartments, personal
care, world-renowned Alzheimer’s care, rehabilita-
tion services, skilled nursing care and home- and
community-based services.   For more information
please call 1-877-PSC-6500 or visit
www.SrCare.org.

ST. BARNABAS HEALTH SYSTEM
Regardless of what lifestyle option a senior needs,
St. Barnabas Health System has a variety of choices
to fulfill that need. Independent living options in-
clude The Village at St. Barnabas apartments, The
Woodlands at St. Barnabas and White Tail Ridge
carriage homes, and The Washington Place at St.
Barnabas efficiency apartments. Living assistance
is available at The Arbors at St. Barnabas in Gibso-
nia and Valencia. Twenty-four hour skilled care is
provided at St. Barnabas Nursing Home and Valen-
cia Woods at St. Barnabas. St. Barnabas Medical
Center is an outpatient facility that includes physi-
cians, chiropractors, general medicine, rehab ther-
apy, a dental practice, home care, memory care and
hospice. The system’s charitable arm, St. Barnabas
Charities, conducts extensive fundraising activities,
including operating the Kean Theatre and Rudolph
Auto Repair. St. Barnabas’ campuses are located in
Gibsonia, Allegheny County, and Valencia, Butler
County. For more information, call 724-443-0700
or visit www.stbarnabashealthsystem. com.

WESTMORELAND MANOR
Westmoreland Manor with its 150 year tradition of
compassionate care, provides skilled nursing and
rehabilitation services under the jurisdiction of the
Westmoreland County Board of Commissioners. A
dynamic program of short term rehabilitation serv-
ices strives to return the person to their home while
an emphasis on restorative nursing assures that each
person attains their highest level of functioning
while receiving long term nursing care. Westmore-
land Manor is Medicare and Medicaid certified and
participates in most other private insurance plans
and HMO’s. We also accept private pay.
Eagle Tree Apartments are also offered on the West-
moreland Manor campus. These efficiency apart-
ments offer independent living in a protective
environment.

Carla M. Kish, Director of Admissions
2480 S. Grande Blvd., 
Greensburg, PA 15601
724-830-4022

Resource DirectoryResource Directory
Contact Harvey Kart to find out how your organization or business
can be featured in the Hospital News Resource Directory. Call
412.475.9063, email hdkart@aol.com or visit wphospitalnews.com.
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HOME HEALTH/HOME
CARE/HOSPICE

ANOVA HOME HEALTH AND 
HOSPICE
Anova Healthcare Services is a Medicare-certified
agency that has specialized care in home health,
hospice & palliative care, and private duty. Anova
concentrates their care within seven counties in
South Western PA. Through Anova’s team ap-
proach, they have developed a patient-first focus
that truly separates their service from other agen-
cies in the area. Home Health care is short term
acute care given by nurses and therapists in the
home. Private duty offers care such as companion-
ship, medication management and transportation
services. Hospice is available for people facing life
limiting conditions. With these three types of care,
Anova is able to offer a continuum of care that al-
lows a patient to find help with every condition or
treatment that they may need. Anova’s goal is to
provide care to enable loved ones to remain inde-
pendent wherever they call home. Anova Knows
healthcare … Get to know Anova!

1229 Silver Lane, Suite 201
Pittsburgh, PA 15136
1580 Broad Avenue Ext., Suite 2 
Belle Vernon, PA 15012
1-877-266-8232

BAYADA NURSES
Bayada Nurses has been meeting the highest stan-
dards of clinical excellence in home health care for
more than 30 years. Every client in our care is su-
pervised by an experienced RN and both clients and
staff have access to 24-hour on-call support, seven
days a week. With homemaking, personal care, and
skilled nursing care that extends to the high-tech
level, our Pittsburgh location provides quality in-
home care to pediatric, adult and geriatric clients.
The office is certified by Medicare and Medicaid
and accepts a wide variety of insurance programs
and private pay. All staff are screened rigorously
and fully insured.

www.bayada.com
Adult Office
Phone 877-412-8950
300 Oxford Drive, Suite 415, 
Monroeville, PA 15146
Pediatric Office
877-374-5331
300 Oxford Drive, Suite 410, 
Monroeville, PA  15146

CELTIC HEALTHCARE
Delivering innovative healthcare at home.  Home
healthcare, hospice, virtual care, care transitions
and disease management.  Learn more at
www.celtichealthcare.com

GATEWAY HOSPICE
Gateway’s hospice services remains unique as a lo-
cally owned and operated service emphasizing dig-
nity and quality clinical care to meet the needs of
those with life limiting illness. Quality nursing and
home health aide visits exceed most other agencies.
Our commitment to increased communication and
responsiveness to those we serve is our priority.
Medicare certified and benevolent care available.
Gateway serves patients in Allegheny and ALL sur-
rounding counties. Care is provided by partnering
with facilities and hospitals in addition to wherever
the patient “calls home”.
For more information call 1-877-878-2244.

INTERIM HEALTHCARE HOME
CARE AND HOSPICE
Interim HealthCare is a national comprehensive
provider of health care personnel and services. In-
terim HealthCare has provided home nursing care
to patients since 1966 and has grown to over 300
locations throughout America. Interim HealthCare
of Pittsburgh began operations in 1972 to meet the
home health needs of patients and families through-
out southwestern Pennsylvania and northern West
Virginia and now has offices in Pittsburgh, John-
stown, Somerset, Altoona, Erie, Meadville, Union-
town and Morgantown and Bridgeport WV.  IHC of
Pittsburgh has been a certified Medicare and Med-
icaid home health agency since 1982 and a certified
Hospice since 2009.   We provide a broad range of
home health services to meet the individual pa-
tient’s needs - from simple companionship to spe-
cialty IV care and ventilator dependent care to
hospice care - from a single home visit to 24 hour
a day care. IHC has extensive experience in work-
ing with facility discharge planners and health in-
surance case managers to effect the safe and
successful discharge and maintenance of patients
in their home.

For more information or patient referral, call 
800-447-2030 
Fax 412 436-2215
1789 S. Braddock, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15218
www.interimhealthcare.com

LIKEN HOME CARE, INC.
Established in 1974, is the city’s oldest and most
reputable provider of medical and non-medical care
in private homes, hospitals, nursing homes, and as-
sisted living facilities. Services include assistance
with personal care and activities of daily living,
medication management, escorts to appointments,
ambulation and exercise, meal preparation, and
light housekeeping. Hourly or live-in services are
available at the Companion, Nurse Aide, LPN and
RN levels. Potential employees must meet stringent
requirements; screening and testing process, cre-
dentials, references and backgrounds are checked
to ensure qualifications, licensing, certification and
experience. Criminal and child abuse background
checks are done before hire. Liken employees are
fully insured for general and professional liabilities
and workers’ compensation. Serving Allegheny and
surrounding counties. Free Assessment of needs
available.
For more information write to Private Duty Serv-
ices, 400 Penn Center Blvd., Suite 100, Pittsburgh,
PA 15235, visit our website
www.likenservices.com, e-mail info@likenser-
vices.com or call 412-816-0113 - 7 days a week, 24
hours per day.

MEDI HOME HEALTH AND 
HOSPICE
Medi Home Health and Hospice, a division of
Medical Services of America, Inc., has a unique
concept “total home health care.” We provide a full-
service healthcare solution to ensure the best pa-
tient care possible. Every area of service is
managed and staffed by qualified professionals,
trained and experienced in their respective fields.
Surrounded by family, friends and things that turn
a house into a home is what home care is all about.
Our home health care manages numerous aspects
of our patients' medical needs. Our Hospice care is
about helping individuals and their families’ share
the best days possible as they deal with a life-lim-
iting illness. Most benefits pay for hospice care
with no cost to you or your family. Caring for peo-
ple. Caring for you. For more information or for pa-
tient referral please call 1-866-273-6334.

PSA HEALTHCARE
At PSA Healthcare, we believe children are the best
cared for in a nurturing environment, where they
can be surrounded by loving family members.  We
are passionate about working with families and
caregivers to facilitate keeping medically fragile
children in their homes to receive care. PSA
Healthcare is managed by the most experienced cli-
nicians, nurses who put caring before all else.  Our
nurses are dedicated to treating each patient with
the same care they would want their own loved ones
to receive.  PSA is a CHAP accredited, Medicare
certified home health care agency providing pedi-
atric private duty (RN/LPN) and skilled nursing
visits in Pittsburgh and 10 surrounding counties.
The Pittsburgh location has been providing trusted
care since 1996, for more information call 412-322-
4140 or email scoleman@psakids.com.

VITAS INNOVATIVE HOSPICE
CARE® OF GREATER PITTSBURGH
VITAS Innovative Hospice Care is the nation’s
largest and one of the nation’s oldest hospice
providers. When medical treatments cannot cure a
disease, VITAS’ interdisciplinary team of hospice
professionals can do a great deal to control pain, re-
duce anxiety and provide medical, spiritual and
emotional comfort to patients and their families.
We provide care for adult and pediatric patients
with a wide range of life-limiting illnesses, includ-
ing but not limited to cancer, heart disease, stroke,
lung, liver and kidney disease, multiple sclerosis,
ALS, Alzheimer’s and AIDS. When someone be-
comes seriously ill, it can be difficult to know what
type of care is best ... or where to turn for help.
VITAS can help. Call 412-799-2101 or 800-620-
8482 seven days a week, 24 hours a day.

HOSPITALS

IT SERVICES
ASCENT DATA
Ascent Data is Western Pennsylvania’s trusted
provider for data center services, including man-
aged hosting, colocation, server virtualization, pri-
vate cloud hosting, data security and business
continuity solutions. Customer infrastructure and
applications are protected in a secure, resilient,
state-of-the-art SAS 70 Type II compliant data cen-
ter in O’Hara Township, near Pittsburgh, PA. By
outsourcing applications and infrastructure to As-
cent Data, companies can dramatically improve op-
erational efficiencies and reduce business risk, as
well as free up human and financial resources to
focus on core business objectives. Ascent Data is a
proud sponsor of the Pennsylvania Chapters of the
Medical Group Management Association (MGMA)
and American College of Healthcare Executives
(ACHE). For more information, email
inquiries@ascentdata.com, call 866.866.6100 or
visitwww.ascentdata.com.

MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION
CMS MEDICAL WORDS
Do you need help with medical transcription? CMS
Medical Words may be the answer. Founded over
20 years ago by Carolyn Svec of Elizabeth Town-
ship, her company works with multi-physician fa-
cilities as well as solo practicing physicians. CMS
Medical Words also provides transcription services
on a temporary basis caused by staff turnover, va-
cations and leaves of absence. With new digital
equipment, reports and/or letters can be sent elec-
tronically to your site, saving you valuable time. For
more information phone 412-751-8382.

PEDIATRIC SPECIALTY 
HOSPITAL

THE CHILDREN’S HOME OF 
PITTSBURGH & LEMIEUX FAMILY 
CENTER
28-bed, licensed pediatric specialty hospital serving
infants and children up to age 21. Helps infants,
children and their families transition from a refer-
ring hospital to the next step in their care; does not
lengthen hospital stay. Teaches parents to provide
complicated treatment regimens. Hospice care also
provided. A state-of-the-art facility with the com-
forts of home. Family living area for overnight
stays: private bedrooms, kitchen and living/dining
rooms, and Austin’s Playroom for siblings. Staff in-
cludes pediatricians, neonatologists, a variety of
physician consultants/specialists, and R.N./C.R.N.P.
staff with NICU and PICU experience. To refer call:
Monday to Friday daytime: 412-617-2928. After
hours/weekends: 412-596-2568. For more informa-
tion, contact: Kim Reblock, RN, BSN, Director, Pe-
diatric Specialty Hospital, The Children’s Home of
Pittsburgh & Lemieux Family Center, 5324 Penn
Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15224. 412-441-4884
x3042.

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES
ALLEGHENY COUNTY HEALTH 
DEPARTMENT
The Allegheny County Health Department serves
the 1.3 million residents of Allegheny County and
is dedicated to promoting individual and commu-
nity wellness; preventing injury, illness, disability
and premature death; and protecting the public
from the harmful effects of biological, chemical
and physical hazards within the environment. Serv-
ices are available through the following programs:
Air Quality, Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention;
Chronic Disease Prevention; Environmental Tox-
ins/Pollution Prevention; Food Safety; Housing/
Community Environment; Infectious Disease Con-
trol; Injury Prevention; Maternal and Child Health;
Women, Infants and Children (WIC) Nutrition;
Plumbing; Public Drinking Water; Recycling; Sex-
ually Transmitted Diseases/AIDS/HIV; Three
Rivers Wet Weather Demonstration Project; To-
bacco Free Allegheny; Traffic Safety; Tuberculosis;
and Waste Management. Bruce W. Dixon, MD, Di-
rector.

333 Forbes Avenue, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Phone 412-687-ACHD
Fax: 412-578-8325
www.achd.net

RADIOLOGY
FOUNDATION RADIOLOGY GROUP
As one of the country’s largest radiology practice,
Pittsburgh based Foundation Radiology Group was
founded to revolutionize the practice of radiology
in the community healthcare setting.   Joint Com-
mission certified, our innovative ability to blend tal-
ent, workflow, quality and technology is designed
to deliver world class imaging services to patients
across the region. 
For more information, visit  www.foundationradi-
ologygroup.com.

REAL ESTATE SERVICES
GRUBB & ELLIS
Let our team focus on your real estate needs so that
your team can focus on providing superior health
care services at your facilities. The local Grubb &
Ellis office can provide your health system with
comprehensive management services as well as in-
novative transaction strategies. We offer experi-
enced professionals in the field of management
services, which would include facility manage-
ment, lease administration, financial reporting, en-
gineering, maintenance, purchasing  and
construction oversight. Our national purchasing
agreements can help to lower the cost of your ma-
terials and supplies. Property, plant and equipment
assessments can be can be performed by our serv-
ice specialists, and recommendations made related
to preventive and predictive maintenance. The
transaction team would assist you by creating a
highest and best use analysis for your existing prop-
erties, making  acquisition and dispositions recom-
mendations, handling  tenant and lessee/lessor
relations, providing  standardized lease templates
and by being  available for strategic consulting ses-
sions. Collectively we offer an experienced and
trusted group of real estate advisors who would be
committed to the success of your health system as
well as maximizing the value of your existing assets
and lowering your operating costs. Please contact
me to learn a little more about Grubb & Ellis and
the potential benefits that can be offered if our
teams are given a chance to work together. For more
information contact:   

Bartley J. Rahuba
600 Six PPG Place
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222
412-281-0100
Bartley.rahuba@grubb-ellis.com

REHABILITATION
THE CHILDREN’S INSTITUTE
The Hospital at the Children’s Institute, located in
Squirrel Hill, provides inpatient and outpatient re-
habilitation services for children and young adults.
Outpatient services are also provided through satel-
lite facilities in Bridgeville, Irwin and Wexford. In
addition, The Day School at The Children’s Insti-
tute offers educational services to children, ages 2-
21, who are challenged by autism, cerebral palsy or
neurological impairment. Project STAR at The
Children’s Institute, a social services component,
coordinates adoptions, foster care and intensive
family support for children with special needs. 

For more information, please call 412-420-2400
The Children’s Institute
1405 Shady Avenue, 
Pittsburgh, PA  15217-1350
www.amazingkids.org

Our services include but are not limited to:
Telemetry • Respiratory Therapy

Wound Management • Nutritional Services
Surgical Services • Ventilator Weaning

Daily Physician Visits • Pulmonary Rehab
Physical, Occupational and Speech Therapies

Subacute Rehabilitation Unit (at North Shore location)

Kindred Hospital Pittsburgh
7777 Steubenville Pike Oakdale, PA 15071

Kindred Hospital Pittsburgh - North Shore
1004 Arch Street Pittsburgh, PA 15212

Kindred Hospital at Heritage Valley
1000 Dutch Ridge Road Beaver, PA 15009

For referrals and admissions, call:
412-494-5500 ext. 4356

www.kindredhealthcare.com



Living

Karen Marshall • Keller Williams • 412-831-3800 ext. 126 • karenmarshall@realtor.com • www.TheKarenMarshallGroup.com 

North Strabane
$367,000
Stylish details abound in
this two story Linden Vue
home with rich detail
found in the formal dining
room with double crown
molding and tray ceiling,
cherry island kitchen
equipped with stainless
appliances open to the family room, cathedral master suite accented
by ceramic whirlpool tub, three additional spacious bedrooms,
finished game room with full bath plus professionally landscaped
yard with waterfall pond.  MLS #909385

Peters Township
$354,800
Located in the popular
Evergreen Village this
brand new unit is under
construction.  Quality
finishes found throughout
including granite, glass tile,
maple glazed cabinets,
crown moldings, vaulted
ceilings and aggregate patio.  Spacious rooms perfect for
entertaining.  Quiet cul-de-sac location.  Call for all the details.
The best community in Peters for first floor living and conveniently
located near interstates, shopping and dining.  MLS # 904524

Karen Marshall

Peters Township
East meets west with rich
European details throughout
this 12,000+ square foot stately
home situated on 4.8 acres of
privacy in Peters Twp. When
only the best will do this estate
property is just right for you
with rooms for everyone and everything!  Interior design is by
David Lyon Associates, nationally know designers.  Expansive
rooms enhanced by walls of windows to bathe you in
sunlight.  This one of a kind residence is truly
magnificent for the discerning buyer.  MLS #869133

Cindy Ingram and Ken Clever

Coldwell Banker

412-363-4000

www.ingrampattersonclever.com

5430 Kipling Road
Squirrel Hill, PA
$669,000
Beautiful move-in
condition colonial located
on a private-like street. 4
bedrooms, 2 full and 1 half
baths, hardwood floors,
walk-out finished lower
level, spacious rear deck, upstairs laundry room, many, many
upgrades! MLS# 910786

Preferred Realty
Independently owned and operated.

msausman@prudentialpreferredrealty.com

www.marlenesausman.com

MARLENE SAUSMAN
ABR, CRS, GRI

Cranberry Twp., PA 16066

724-776-3686 x242
Direct: 724-553-3034
Cell: 724-316-7212

Custom built 4BR, 4.5 bath home on 1.17 acre
wooded lot .  Front and rear staircases! 2-Story
Family room, granite counters in spacious
kitchen, luxurious Master Suite with sitting
area, huge closet, wet bar.  Walkout lower level
media, game & fitness rms. MLS #898295

QUIET SOPHISTICATION!
PINE TWP.
$665,000

Fantastic Family Room addition with vaulted
ceiling & skylights! Finished lower level offers
additional living space.  Beautiful kitchen
makeover with granite-topped island.  Updated
flooring and more!  4 bedrooms, 2.5 baths.
Level yard backs to privacy. MLS #910505

MAKE THE DISCOVERY!
CRANBERRY TWP.
$439,900

Ask how QR Codes for
Mobile Apps will help 

sell your home.
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412-367-8000 ext. 237 • Toll Free: 1-800-245-6482 • Email: Linda@HoneywillTeam.com • www.HoneywillTeam.com

HAMPTON TOWNSHIP $519,500

• Wooded lot in Northampton Community!
• Hearth Room Kit w/ Granite countertops • 4 Br 3/2 Baths

Virtual Tours at www.HoneywillTeam.com

• Treesdale Golf Community- Eagle Point
• Attractive Arts & Crafts design! • 5 Br 4/2 baths

Virtual Tours at www.HoneywillTeam.com

•  Treesdale Golf Community - Eagle Point •  4 Br 3/1 baths
•  Remodeled kit w/ granite counters & backsplash!
Virtual Tours at www.HoneywillTeam.com

• North Park Manor! 1+Acre! • 4 Br 4/1 baths
• Walk-behind wet bar in Fin w/o GR!
Virtual Tours at www.HoneywillTeam.com

MCCANDLESS TOWNSHIP $329,900

• Contemporary in Heart of Ingomar! • 4 Br 2/1 baths
• Private location yet close to everything

Virtual Tours at www.HoneywillTeam.com

• Karrington Woods Community!
• Wonderful open floorplan! • 4 Br 3/2 Baths

Virtual Tours at www.HoneywillTeam.com

Linda
Honeywill

The
Trusted
Name In
Real Estate!

PINE TOWNSHIP $344,900

PINE TOWNSHIP $795,000 PINE TOWNSHIP $679,900 PINE TOWNSHIP $795,000
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Starting at $434,700
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Pittsburgh’s Award Winning 

Luxury Custom Home Builder

Over 70 Years of 

Combined Building Experience

From

Pittsburgh Builders
Who Care

From

Pittsburgh Builders
Who Care
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www.PrudentialPreferredRealty.comPreferred Realty

Named 2011 Multi-Family Home of the Year
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Jane and Rick 

Jane and Rick were new grandparents and avid walkers. 

Jane suffered extensive injuries when she was hit                      

by a car. After several surgeries, she transferred to             

HCR ManorCare where she received intensive medical 

and rehabilitation services to help regain her ability to 

care for herself and learn to walk again.

Jane is now back home and along with Rick enjoys taking 

the grand kids to the park for the afternoon.

ManorCare – Bethel Park                 
412.831.6050

Donahoe Manor                         
814.623.9075

ManorCare – Greentree                 
412.344.7744

ManorCare – Peters Township                 
724.941.3080

ManorCare – Monroeville                 
412.856.7071

ManorCare – North Hills                 
412.369.9955

Heartland – Pittsburgh                 
412.665.2400

Shadyside Nursing & Rehab Center                 
412.362.3500

Sky Vue Terrace                                           
412.323.0420

ManorCare – Whitehall Borough                 
412.884.3500

www.hcr-manorcare.com

YOUR CHOICE FOR:

We’ve
got you

covered!
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ManorCare – Greentree

814.623.9075

Donahoe Manor

412.831.6050

ManorCare – Bethel Park 

 

                      

             

 

 

 

                 

                         

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                                           

                 

ManorCare – Greentree

814.623.9075

Donahoe Manor

412.831.6050

ManorCare – Bethel Park 

 

                      

             

 

 

 

                 

                         

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                                           

                 

 

 

                      

             

 

 

 

                 

                         

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                                           

                 

 

 

                      

             

 

 

 

                 

                         

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                                           

                 

 

 

                      

             

 

 

 

                 

                         

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                                           

                 

 

 

                      

             

 

 

 

                 

                         

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                                           

                 

412.369.9955

ManorCare – North Hills

412.856.7071

ManorCare – Monroeville

724.941.3080

ManorCare 

412.344.7744

 

 

                      

             

 

 

 

                 

                         

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                                           

                 

412.369.9955

ManorCare – North Hills

412.856.7071

ManorCare – Monroeville

724.941.3080

ownshiTToPeters – ManorCare 

412.344.7744
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412.323.0420

erue TTeSky V

412.362.3500

Nursing Shadyside 

412.665.2400

Heartland – Pittsburgh

412.369.9955

 

 

                      

             

 

 

 

                 

                         

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                                           

                 

412.323.0420

errace

412.362.3500

Rehab & Nursing 

412.665.2400

Heartland – Pittsburgh

412.369.9955
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-mwww.hcrr-

412.884.3500

ManorCare 

 

 

                      

             

 

 

 

                 

                         

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                                           

                 

e.comcar-manor

412.884.3500

BoroughWhitehall – ManorCare 
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